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EDITORS' FOREWORD 

Possible misconceptions regarding the nature of books designated as 'catalogues' call 
for a few remarks on the present publication. It is generally admitted that catalogues 
are indispensible for many disciplines if not for all branches of research. Thus 
catalogues of coins are required for the study of political history, and catalogues 
of manuscripts for the study of the history of literature. Catalogues are in fact 
'necessary'. However, 'necessary' may be understood in the sense of a necessary evil. 
Character, bulk, and esoteric nomenclature render many catalogues unattractive, and 
the very term is equivocal in the sense that it brackets together similar but not identical 
types of publications. We shall therefore try to show that publications such as the 
present one deserve a wider interest than is normally taken in books of an archival 
character. 

The reader will appreciate that the material on which catalogues of manuscripts 
are based differs considerably from the material utilized for studies in the history of 
literature. The author of a manuscript catalogue has to examine hundreds if not thousands 
of manuscripts - differing in time and region, in script and material, in size and 
condition, in quality and layout. The historian of literature, on the other hand, is 
mainly concerned with editions of works - 'primary' literature - and with studies 
based on these editions - 'secondary' literature. He uses books printed in the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries, whereas a manuscript catalogue surveys manuscripts, i.e. objects 
of antiquarian interest. Miniature painting was an art, writing a craft, and the preparation 
of writing materials a small-scale industry. Thus the study of manuscripts can in itself 
add to our knowledge of an ancient culture, viz. of cultural history and allied subjects 
which are of course not identical with literature. Between this external aspect and 
the literary aspect in its narrowest sense we discover, as an intermediate area, certain 
records entered on the manuscripts which do not form part of the works proper. These 
pertain partly to the work and its author (colophon, prasasti) and partly to the 
scribe and his employer, the donor (scribal remark). In the first case, the distinction 
between the work proper and the supplementary matter (prasasti in particular) may 
at times be arbitrary, but broadly speaking one cannot deny that, besides the work 
proper, we possess 'record-sections' attached to it in the manuscripts and belonging 
mainly to the two types just mentioned. These 'record-sections' form a subject in its 
own right - just like family-records, temple-records, village-records, donor's inscriptions, 
copper-plate grants, etc. - The most important aspect is no doubt the purely literary 
side, which is particularly important under two sets of circumstances: in the case of 
insufficiently surveyed literary provinces and in cases where the processes of literary 
composition and transmission cannot be adequately understood without substantial 
assistance from scholars specializing in manuscripts.-Taking together what has been 
said and adding a few points not mentioned expressly (e.g. regional and chronological 
distribution of manuscripts containing a particular work and of manuscripts written 
by a particular scribe, a study of proper names and of the vocabulary of dates) 
we arrive at a subject which - in spite of manifold interconnections with other 
disciplines - deserves a special designation and has been labelled 'manuscriptology'. 

The material selected by Prof. TRIPATHI illustrates 'manuscriptology' in more than 
one of its aspects-as is apparent from the very comprehensive Introduction and from 
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the numerous Notes forming part of the Entries. Nevertheless it seems useful to 
emphasize two aspects of his work. As far as clarity is concerned, the 'record-sections' 
of a manuscript do not compare favourably with the analogous parts of a modern 
book (title page, preface, etc.). Apart from a few elements scattered over the entire 
manuscript, they form an unwieldy mass of text appended to the work proper. Prof. 
TRIPATHI has therefore taken special care to dissect (and analyse) these sections of 
the Mss. - sections which present greater problems than the End's and Beginning's of 
the works proper. These studies have added considerably to the bulk of the present 
catalogue. As far as the contribution to the history of literature is concerned, we need 
not emphasize that Jaina literature is much less explored than the rest of Indian 
literature. Besides, certain problems of Indian literature in general are particularly 
acute in the case of the literature of the Jainas. This is due partly to the large proportion 
of anonymous literature and partly to the enormous literary activities of the Jaina 
community, more particularly of their monks. We are faced with difficulties of 
identification on the one hand, and with the labyrinthine structure of the literary 
material on the other. Identification is difficult due to the maze of synonymous and 
homonymous names (of authors) and titles (of works), and on account of the 
arbitrariness of traditional attributions. For Indian literature in general, these problems 
have been illustrated by K. L. JANERT in his Annotated Bibliography of the Catalogues 
of Indian Manuscripts, to which the reader is referred. The structural difficulties are 
connected with the processes of 'commentation' and 'transmission', one more specialized 
and the other general. It is easy, but not necessarily correct, to establish a neat 
distinction between 'works' on the one hand and 'commentaries' on the other. 
It is convenient, but not always appropriate, to regard a particular composition as a 
work in its own right and as different from other related works. Often vast literary 
materials remained for centuries in a state of permanent transformation which defies 
all attempts at conventional categorization. Such materials are resistent to simple 
segmentation and cannot be divided into a computable number of 'works'. Jaina literature 
supplies numerous instances of such developments, and the reader who goes carefully 
through the present catalogue will soon discover to what extent the preparation of 
a catalogue may become linked up with the study of specific literary problems. As a 
matter of fact, questions of identification and questions regarding the nature of literary 
developments are primarily the responsibility of the manuscript specialist. For this is not 
a matter of abstract surveys, but 'field-work' which requires extremely close examination 
of the available data. It is therefore hoped that Prof. TRIPATHI's catalogue will not 
only serve as a book of reference giving information about individual works and 
manuscripts but that it will also be studied as a contribution to Jaina literature in 
general. 
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PREFACE 

The present descriptive Catalogue of the Jaina Manuscripts belonging to the 
BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE ET UNIVERSITAIRE DE STRASBOURG has emerged as the 
first result of my studies in Jaina Literature. A somewhat neglected section of this 
literature, viz. the late canonical and early non~canonical texts, is the subject of a 
research-project started by the INSTITUT FUR INDISCHE PHILOLOGIE UND KUNST
GESCHICHTE at the FREIE UNIVERSITAT BERLIN. In this context I began four years ago 
the study of the Anuyogadvarasutra, a work of the Jaina Canon. It soon turned out that 
the problems presented by this text were more involved than had previously been 
supposed. The Anuyogadvarasutra forms part of a group of texts. This may be called 
the "Avasyaka complex", as the A-vasyaka-niryukti occupies a key-position within it. 
The only scholar who studied the A-vasyaka-niryukti and related texts in a critical 
manner was ERNST LEUMANN. His Ubersicht uber die Avasyaka-Literatur is one of the 
most remarkable monographs ever published in the field of Indology. 

However, LEUMANN's monograph not only remained a torso, it also makes very 
difficult reading. The contents of the work have not been arranged in a systematic way. 
Rather, it presents the appearance of a loose collection of notes. It is difficult, therefore, 
even for the experienced scholar, to consult this work without constant reference to the 
original texts. Here it may be added that LEUMANN's studies were based almost 
exclusively on manuscripts, either in his possession or received on loan from elsewhere. 
Today, there are printed editions of much of this material. However, these publications 
have not always been critically edited and thus do not give an accurate representation of 
the manuscript material. A thorough analysis of LEUMANN's Manuscripts is therefore 
a prerequisite for further studies in this field.-In view of the fact that many of 
LEUMANN's studies remained incomplete, it is not surprising that LEUMANN himself 
published only two lists of the Strasbourg Manuscripts (see §2.1), but did not carry out 
his plan of preparing a catalogue of his Manuscripts. 

With a generous allowance from the authorities of the Freie Universitiit Berlin 
I was able to pay three consecutive visits to Strasbourg to examine the Manuscripts 
in situ and thus to prepare the basis for this Catalogue. 

The first visit (1968) enabled me to study the Manuscripts written in the 
Devanagari script. During the second visit (1969) I could examine Manuscripts in 
South Indian scripts-a small but important part of the collection. This visit also gave 
me an oppurtunity to re-examine the notes taken in 1968. The catalogue prepared as a 
result of the first two visits was accepted in March 1971 as Habilitationsschrift by the 
FACHBEREICH KUNSTWISSENSCHAFTEN of the FREIE UNIVERSITAT BERLIN. The third 
visit (1971) served the purpose of finalizing the catalogue. 

The authorities of the Strasbourg Library always responded in an encouraging 
manner to my requests. My work in their reading room was made all the more pleasant 
by their many acts of kindness. My sincere thanks are due to Mlle LILY GREINER and all 
the other members of the Staff, especially Mlle P. BERNARD and M. LUCIEN HAHN. 
The Strasbourg Library were generous with their help in preparing microfilms of a large 
number of Jaina Manuscripts, and in supplying these microfilms for further examination. 

On the basis of my notes and with the help of the microfilms, the present work was 
prepared in Berlin. In the Institute I had the opportunity of constant consultation with 
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Professor KLAUS BRUHN. My sincere thanks go to him for the help he has 
given me despite his many other duties. Mr. B. P. BHATT (Berlin/Ahmedabad) has 
gone through the manuscript and has given me the benefit of his advice in a number of 
cases. Dr. (Miss) S.S. JANAK! (Oxford/Madras) has kindly checked the readings from 
some of the South Indian Manuscripts and has gone through the Introduction.
During his sojourn in Berlin in May 1969, Pandit DALSUKHBHAI MALVANIA, Director 
of the LALBHAI DALPATBHAI INSTITUTE OF INDOLOGY in Ahmedabad, discussed the 
plan of the Catalogue with me and suggested some improvements. After his return to 
India he kindly sent me valuable material needed for my work. I express, therefore, to 
Prof. MALVANIA and his Institute my gratitude for their generous help. 

I should like to thank Mrs. JENNIFER J. CHOUDHURI of the School of Oriental and 
African Studies, London, for her help in revising the English portions of the Catalogue, 
and Dr. GOWRISWAR BHATTACHARYA (Berlin/Kiel) for his valuable help in reading 

the first proofs of Part II. 
With feelings of gratitude I pay my respects to my teachers, the late Professor 

D.R. MANKAD (formerly Vice-Chancellor, Saurashtra University) and Professor 
Dr. ERNST WALDSCHMIDT (Gottingen), who introduced me to the various fields of 
Indology including the systematic study of Manuscripts. Between 1964 and 1966, 
Oberbibliotheksrat Dr. WOLFGANG VOIGT (Marburg/Lahn) was kind enough to 
employ me in cataloguing Indian Manuscripts. The valuable experience gained during 
that period remains a permanent asset. 

I am much indebted to many of my predecessors in the field of cataloguing Indian 
Manuscripts,. namely: ALBRECHT WEBER, WALTHER SCHUBRING, KLAUS LUDWIG 
JANERT; C.D. DALAL, H.R. KAPADIA, and Muni PUNYAVIJAYAJI, whose works I have 
consulted with profit. It is on the foundations laid by them that I have been able 
to build the present work. 

I am especially grateful to Professor Dr. HERBERT HARTEL and Professor Dr. KLAUS 
BRUHN who have included the present work in the Series lndologia Berolinensis. 
Publication of the Catalogue has been aided by a grant from the DEUTSCHE 
FORSCHUNGSGEMEINSCHAFT to whom I am sincerely indebted. Finally I should like to 
record my grateful thanks to Messrs. E. J. BRILL LEIDEN, without whose assistance 
publication of the Catalogue in its present form would have been an impossible 

undertaking. 

Berlin, 1972 CHANDRABHAL TRI PA THT 



ABBREVIATIONS 

In Part I (Introduction), bibliographical details. are often reduced to a mm1mum. 
Different is the case of Part II (Entries), where the very nature of the subject makes 
copious bibliographical references inevitable. The number of works quoted being 
fairly large, we had to devise an elaborate system of abbreviations which will be found 
below. A very great number of the works quoted are catalogues in their widest sense 
(catalogues proper, lists, reports). As most of these publications have been listed by 
K. L. JANERT in his Annotated Bibliography (ABCIM), we could refer in all these 
cases to the relevant number in "ABCIM" instead of supplying full bibliographical 
details. In the remaining cases the necessary information has of course been included 
in our list. 

The names of modern Indian authors are always reproduced in the spelling used 
by the author himself (e.g. KASLIWAL, KASTOOR CHAND). But normally standardized 
English spellings are only found in English works. Modern literature in Indian languages 
supplies in most cases no transcription at all, and where we get transcribed names, 
transcription is just based on the original script without regard for any conventions. 
In both cases the names have here been presented according to a uniform system : 
KASLIVAL, and not KASALIVALA; c, and not eh (CATURAVIJAYA); s, and nots or sh 
(DosI); a, and not ya (KAPAQIA, MALVANIA). 

Indian "titles of scholarship" (sastrl, nyayabhu~al)a, kavyatlrtha, pal)c.iita 1
) and 

monastic designations (muni, acarya, suri, gal)!) do not form part of the name in the 
strict acceptance of the term. Hence they have been omitted by us in most cases. 
This applies to both, ancient and modern authors (e.g. Samantabhadra, and not svaml S.). 

ABCIM 

ABhORI 
AgS 

AIOC 
AKM 
ANIS 
AOS 
ARK 
Alm.Ser. 

Bhal\. Sampr. (BhSpr.) 
Bibi. Jaina 
BJLS 

BSOAS 
Cat. BBRAS 

ABREVIATIONS AND BIBLIOGRAPHY 

K. L. JANERT, An Annotated Bibliography of the Catalogues of' Indian Mss. 
Pt. 1. Wiesbaden 1965 [Introduction § 1.2] 
Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute (Poona) 
Text Series of the Agamodaya Samiti (Mhesar:ia etc.) [Introduction 
§ 8.3] 
All-India Oriental Conference 
Abhandlungen fiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes (Leipzig. Wiesbaden) 
Alt- und Neu-Indische Studien (Hamburg) 
American Oriental Series (New Haven, Connecticut) 
Abhidhana-Riijendra-Ko.fo, Vols. 1-7. Ratlam 1913-34 
Atmiinanda jai11agra11tha ratnanffllii (or, .fri jai11a-A-tmc/1w11da-gra11thamii/a 
etc.) (Bhavnagar) 
V. Jo11Ri\PURKAR, Bhaffaraka Sampradaya. Sholapur JJG 8. 1958 
A. GutRINOT, Essai de Bibliographie Jaina. Paris 1906 
A. and BH. Ni\HAT.ii, Bikaner Jaina Lekha Smigraha. Calcutta, vlrabda 
2482 
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies (London) 
H. D. VELANKAR, A Descriptive Cat. of Skt. and Pkt. Mss. in the 
Library of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Pts. 
1-4 [ABCIM, no. 33] 

1 The word "pane.Ii ta" appears in various forms: pam", pam., pa 0 , pundit, pandit, etc. We use invariably the 
abbreviation "Pt.". 



XVI 

Cat.BhORI 

Cat. Bodi. Libr. 

Cat. Cat. 
Cat. C. P. Berar 

Cat. Gen. Mss. 47 

Cat. Guj. Raj. Mss. 10 

Cat. Ind. Coll. 

Cat. 10 

Cat. 10. Skt. Books 

Cat. Jesalmer 

Cat. Jesalmere 

Cat. LDI 

Cat. Patlan 

Cat. RajORI 

Cat. SBh. Cambay 

cc 
Census US Canada 

DLJP 

Doctrine 

Foliation 

GOS 
GSA! 
HCLJ 

Hist. Ind. Lit. 
Ind. Ant. 
Ind. Hss. l 
Ind. Pal. 

Ind. Stud. 
Jaina Comm. 

Jaina-Hss. (PrStB) 

Jaina Mss. 
JAS-Guj. 
JJG 
JGBh. in Raj. 

JGGk 
JGK 

ABBREVIATIONS 

Descriptive Cat. of the Government Collections of Mss. deposited at the 
Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute [ABCIM, no. 264] 
A. B. KEITH, Cat. of Skt. Mss. in the Bodleian Library, Oxford [ABCIM, 

no. 238: '2. 1905'] 
TH. AUFRECHT, Catalogus Catalogorum, Pts. 1-3 [ABCIM, no. 6] 
R. B. HIRALAL, Cat. of Skt. and Pkt. Mss. in the Central Provinces and 

Berar [ABCIM, no. 67] 
E. W1cKERSHEIMER, Catalogue General des Manuscrits des Bibliotheques 
Publiques de France, Departments, Tome L Vil, Strasbourg. Paris 1923 
J. F. BLUMHARDT, Cat. of the Gujarati and Rajasthani Mss. in the 

India Office Library [ABCIM, no. 173] 
Mss. from Indian Collections, Descriptive Cat. New Delhi 1964 [ABCIM, 

no. 82] 
Cat. of the Skt. and Pkt. Mss. in the Library of the India Office 

[ABCIM, no. 164] 
PRANA NATHA and J.B. CHAUDHURI, Cat. of Skt. Books in the India 

Office Library, Sections 1-4. London 1938-57 
Muni PUNYAVl.IAYA, [New] Cat. Skt. Pkt. Mss. Jesalmer Collection. 

Ahmedabad LDS. 36. 1972. [see§ 1.3] 
C. D. DALAL, A Cat. of Mss. in the Jain Bhandars at Jesalmere. GOS 

21.1923 [see§ 1.3 and ABCIM, no. 129] 
Muni PLINYAVl.IAYA, Cat. of Skt. and Pkt. Mss. [in the L.D. Institute 
of Indology, Ahmedabad], Pts. 1-3. Ahmedabad LDS 2, 5, 15. 1963-68 

[see § 1.3] 
C. D. DALAL, A Descriptive Cat. of Mss. in the Jain Bhandars at Patta11 

GOS 76. 1937 [see§ 1.3 and ABCIM, no. 259] 
Muni JINAVIJAYA, A Cat. ofSkt. and Pkt. and Pkt. Mss. in the Rajasthan 
Oriental Research Institute, Jodhpur. RajOS 71. 1963: Pt. 1 [ABCIM, 

no. 136] 
Muni PUNYAVl.IAYA, Cat. of Skt. and Pkt. Mss. in the Santinatha 
Bha11<;lara, Cambay, Pts. 1-2. Baroda GOS 135, 149. 1961, 66 [see§ 1.3 

and ABCIM, no. 59] 
Cat. Cat. 
H. I. PoLEMAN, A Census of lndic Mss. in the United States and 

Canada [ABCIM, no. 328] 
Srqfhi Devacanda Lalabhai Jaina Pustakoddhara Fund (Surat. Bombay) 

[see Introduction§ 8.3] 
W. Sc1·1UBRING, The Doctrine of the Jainas. Motilal Banarsidass 1962 
(translated from "Die Lehre der Jainas'', Berlin und Leipzig 1935) 
H. R. KAPADIA, Foliation of Jaina Mss. and Letter-Numerals. ABhORI 

18, 2.1937, pp. 171-86 
Gaekwad's Oriental Series (Baroda) 
Giornale de la Societa Asiatica ltaliana (Firenze) 
H. R. KAPADIA, A History of the Canonical Literature of the Jainas. 

Surat 1941 
M. WINTERNITZ, History of Indian Literature 
Indian Antiquary (Bombay) 
K. L. JANERT, Indische Handschriften, Band 1 [ABCIM, no. 217] 
G. BOHLER, Indian Palaeography, Calcutta 1962 (translated from "In

dische Palaeographie", Strassburg 1896) 
A. WEBER (and others), Indische Studien, Berlin 1853-98 
H. R. KAPADIA, l) The Jaina Commentaries. ABhORI 16.3-4, 1934-35, 

pp. 292-312. 
W. ScHUBRING, Die Jaina-Handschriften der Preussischen Staatsbibliothek 

[ABCIM, no. 24] 
H. R. KAPADIA, The Jaina Mss. JUB 7.2. Sept. 1938, pp. 2-30 
BH. SANPESARA, Jaina Agama Sahityama Gujarat. Ahmedabad 1952 
Jivaraja Jaina Granthamiilii (Sholapur) 
KASTOOR CHAND KASLIWAL, Jaina Grantha Bha11<;lars in Rajasthan. 

Jaipur 1967 
Jaina Grantha aura Granthakara by Phatehacanda Belanl. Banaras 1950 
M. D. DESAI, Jaina Gwjar Kavio, Pts. I, 2, 3. 1-2. Bombay 1926-44 
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Jfianafijali 

JfiP-Pujafijali 

JOIB 
JPI 

JRK 
JSBh 
JSBI 
JSI 
JSIVPr 

JUB 
Kannac;la-siicl 

Karma-sahitya 

LDS 
LekhaSgr 
MDJG 
Mss. Ind. Firenze 

Murtidevl Ser. 
New Cat.Cat. (NCC) 
Notices 
Outlines of Pal. 

OLZ 
PBhS 
Peterson [lst] Report 
PJVS 
PrSgr[ 1937] 
PrSgr[Arrah] 

PrSgr[ 1943] 

PrSgr[Jaipur] 
PrSgr[l954] 
PrSgr[l963] 

PSI 
PSM 
PTS 
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PART ONE 

INTRODUCTION 



§ 1 INDIAN, ESPECIALLY JAINA, MANUSCRIPTS 

§ 1.1 Collections 

Up to this day oral tradition has played an important part in the transmission 
of Indian literature. But the chief method of preserving India's literary heritage down 
through the centuries has been through Manuscripts. Normally the Manuscripts did 
not last very long and texts which were not studied and hence recopied regularly got lost 
easily. Most of the Buddhist texts in Sanskrit have been lost but fortunately they have 
been preserved in Chinese or Tibetan translations. Sometimes only the titles of the works 
now lost have been handed down by the tradition. We have however to assume that a 
considerable number of texts have been lost without leaving any trace. 

Much has been written about the causes for the loss of so many Manuscripts. 
Normally the climatic factors prevailing in India have been mentioned, but there are 
other direct factors (warfare and inadequate handling etc.) and also indirect factors 
(changes in the field of religion and culture in general), which should be taken into 
consideration. On the whole, Manuscripts preserved in a collection were afforded a 
better chance of survival than Manuscripts existing singly. Traditional collections may 
not compare favourably with modern libraries but one cannot overlook the fact that the 
collection and preservation of Manuscripts was institutionalized at an early date. In these 
collections the Manuscripts were not only deposited, but also repaired, corrected, 
completed or recopied. No doubt the persons engaged in this work were not always 
very competent. But without their efforts the losses in India's literary heritage would 
be much greater than they actually are. The Indian collections would be private or 
public in their legal status, general or special in their contents, permanent or temporary 
in their historical setting. They could also change their character from time to time. 

The Indian Manuscripts of the first millennium of the Christian Era were preserved 
and have been discovered only under highly favourable circumstances. For the 
remains of the depository of Manuscripts underneath the Stupa at Gilgit see for 
instance S. LEVI in Journal Asiatique 1932, pp. 13 foll. 1 The discovery of the fragments 
of the "Ms. Dutreuil de Rhins" has been narrated by JOHN BROUGH, The Gandhari 
Dharmapada (London Or. Ser. 7. 1962), Intr. pp. 3 foll. Similarly Sorcuq and other 
places in Central Asia ("Turfan" or Chinese Turkestan) have yielded a considerable 
number of Buddhist Manuscripts, see the details given by ERNST WALDSCHMIDT. 2 

On the other hand, there are frequent literary references to collections of Manuscripts 
which have left no traces. Amongst the earliest libraries mentioned in literature are 
those at Nalanda and similar places of education. 3 We have hints regarding the 
library at the Jagaddala Monastry 4 and there are stories about the library of King Bhoja 
of Ohara. 

In Western India, King Siddharaja and his successor Kumarapala promoted the 

1 Some of the "'Gilgit Manuscripts" have been edited by N. Dun: those at Delhi arc listed by 
LoKESH C11ANDRA (see WZKSOA 4. 1960, pp. 12-13). 

2 E. WALDSCHMIDT, Sanskrithandschriften aus den Twfa11fi111den, Tei! I (Wiesbaden 1956), p. xv. 
3 See for instance A. S. ALTEKAR, Education in Ancient India (Varanasi 19562

), p. 121. 
4 Subha~itaratnakosa of Vidyakara, ed. V. V. GoKllALE and D. D. KosAMBI (HOS 42. 1957), Intr. 

p. lxxvii. 
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preparation and preservation of Manuscripts. 5 Such efforts were continued in Gujarat 
during the time of King Viradhavala and his son Visaladeva, 6 especially by their 
famous minister Vastupala. 7 Stray Manuscripts written during this period have come 
to light. A Manuscript copied in saJTlvat 1290 by Vastupala himself, when he was the 
Governor of Cambay, is preserved to this day in the Santinatha Bhal)<;liira of the same 
city. 8 In the following period the number of collections increased. Sonie of these have 
left behind but faint traces, 9 while others still exist~under the original title(s) or a new 
designation. 10 In the late medieval times many more libraries were attached to Jaina 
temples, and a good number of Jaina works were included in the royal libraries existing 
at various places in Gujarat and Rajasthan. 11 The recent publications by K. C. KASLIWAL 
(Jaina Grantha BhmyJars in Rajasthan) and KAILASH CHAND JAIN (Jainism in Rajasthan) 
have added considerably to our knowledge of the monastic Manuscript collections of 
the Jainas. The former royal Manuscript collections in Rajasthan are being catalogued 
by the Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute. 12 

Formerly Manuscript collections were often known as Citkosa (Ser.No. 45: Mal)<;iapa= 
durga-citko5a). Nowadays they are called Bhal)<;liiras by the Jainas. 13 Other ancient 
designations like Bharatibhiil)<;liigara, Sarasvatibhiil)<;liigara, and Sarasvatibhat)<;iara are 
mentioned by G. BOHLER (Indian Palaeography p. 148) and D. C. SIRCAR (Indian 

Epigraphy p. 100). 
The study of manuscript collections is as old as Indology. Existing collections were 

inspected and new collections were inaugurated. In the early days of Indology important 
collections were built up by such eminent scholars as A. C. BURNELL, Sir ROBERT 
CHAMBERS, H. T. COLEBROOKE, DUNCAN FORBES, A. HAMILTON, B. H. HUDGSON, 
Sir WILLIAM JONES, COLIN MACKENZIE, ANQUETILL Du PERRON, F. A. ROSEN, 
JAMES Too, Sir CHARLES WILKINS, and H. H. WILSON. The collections were named 
after their founders and are now mostly housed in public libraries (for the present 
whereabouts of these collections refer to ABCIM p. 164). Later on provincial 
administrations, administrations of Princely States, and a few academic bodies in 
Europe became active in this field. The result was public collections at places like 
Banaras, Baroda, Bombay, Calcutta, Jammu, Madras, Mysore, Poona (in India), and 
Berlin, London, Oxford, Vienna (in Europe). Contemporary private collections in 
Europe were built up by G. BOHLER, H. JACOBI, and E. LEUMANN. Later on these were 
also incorporated into public institutions (JACOBI's collection has belonged to the 
British Museum since 1897 14). Some collections (most of them in India) are still under 
the custody of individuals, but they are becoming more and more accessible to the 
outside world. The important Manuscript collection built up by Muni PUNY AVIJA YA 
is now preserved in the L.D. Institute at Ahmedabad. 

5 G. BOHLER, The Life of' Hemarnndracarya (SJS 11. 1936), pp. 15-16. Also compare L.B. GANDHI, 
Leklw-Swigraha, p. 354; D.C. SiRCAR, Ind. Epigraphy, pp. 101-102. 

6 G. BOHLER, Indian Palaeography, p. 148. 
7 BH. SANDESARA, Vastupala, p. 38, fn. 3 and pp. 134-5: § 220. 
8 Cat. SBh. Cambay, p. 382, No. 230. SANDESARA, op. cit. plate 2 and p. 39: § 62. 
9 See our Notes in Ser. No. 45. 
1° For the Santinatha Bha1.1,lara at Cambay and the Jesalmer collections see infra pp. 6-7. 
11 ABCIM, nos. 28-30 (Bikaner) upto nos. 322-323 (Ulwar). Also compare the list given by KASLIWAL, 

JGBh. in Raj. pp. 2-5 (of contents). 
12 ABCIM, nos. 133-136. 
13 B. J. SANl)ESAR,\, Preface to Cat. SBh. Camba)', note l; Pt. BHUJABAI.l sastrl, Prastavana to the 

Ka1111wla-sC1ci, p. 22. 
14 Listed in ZDMG 33. 1879, pp. 693-697. 
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§ 1.2 Catalogues 

The value of the collections manifests itself in catalogues and similar publications 
(reports, lists). Individual manuscripts have been described in the editions of the 
relevant works. Most of the catalogues etc. published before 1900 were indexed by 
THEODOR AUFRECHT in his Cata!ogus Cata/ogorum (Leipzig 1891-1903 15

). The fact 
that this monumental work was reprinted in 1962 (Wiesbaden, Otto Harrassowitz) 
speaks for itself. Nevertheless more and more material became available after the 
publication of AUFRECHT's Catalogus Catalogorum, and by the 1930's it was felt in 
some quarters that an up-to-date work should be prepared. It was at the suggestion of 
A. C. WooLNER that the work for the New Catalogus Catalogorum was inaugurated in 
November 1935 at Madras University. In 1937 a provisional fasciculus was issued by 
the editor-in-chief S. KUPPUSWAMI SASTRI. Since this initial stage V. RAGHAVAN has 
been associated with the work on the NCC. Under his editorship the first volume 
appeared in 1949. Vols. 2-5 followed in 1966-1969, and a revised edition of Vol. 1 was 
published in 1968. Another work of the same type, but limited to Jaina Literature, 
is the Jinaratnakofo by the late H. D. VELANKAR. Part 1 (Works) of the Jinaratnakofo 
was published in 1944. 

Unfortunately the bibliographical information given in Cat.Cat., NCC, and JRK is 
not always adequate, and we may recall an observation made by K. L. JANERT in this 
respect (ABCIM p. 17): "Aufrecht, otherwise a model of scholarly reliability ard 
bibliographical precision, did not always quote accurately the titles of the catalogues he 
had used. Several of his references have thus remained puzzling to this day. Moreover, 
a number of his abbreviations were cast into a somewhat unexpressive form and 
were unpractically arranged in the prefaces to his Catalogus Catalogorum".
JANERT's Annotated Bibliography o/ the Catalogues o/ Indian Manuscripts (ABCIM 16

) is 
therefore an indispensable tool of research. JANERT has collected-in a systematic 
manner and with the necessary annotations-the exact bibliographical details of the 
catalogues etc. as well as of Cat. Cat., NCC, and JRK. The scope of the work is best 
described in the author's own words (ABCIM p. 9): 'The present first part of this 
Annotated Bibliography of the Catalogues of Indian Manuscripts contains 339 titles 
of publications comprising approximately 700 separate volumes, parts or fascicles with 
a total of nearly 185,000 pages and about 550,000 catalogue entries of Indian manuscripts, 
500,000 of which were catalogued or listed in India". 

In connection with Jaina Manuscripts, we have to remember that the foundations 
of bibliographical work were laid by A. GUERINOT in his Essai de Bibliographie Jaina 
(Paris 1906, see pp. 43-109). The author continued his studies in a Note de Bibliographie 
Jaina, published in 1909 in the Journal Asiatique (pp. 47-148). 

In India, attempts at compiling lists of Manuscripts or at preparing a sort of biblio
graphy started in the late medieval period. The Kavindracarya-sucipatram (ABCIM no. 
140) is a case in point. From the point of view of Jaina literature, the Brhattipai;ika 
(missing in ABCIM) is of special interest. This is a list of Jaina works, mentioning the 
titles, the authors, the dates, and the extent of the works (given in granthagra figures). The 
Brhattipai;ika was prepared in sarpvat 1440 (1383 A.O.) by a Jaina monk who was 
acquainted with the Manuscript collections at Pa~ai;, Cambay, Broach etc. (but not 

15 ABCIM no. 6. Prakrit texts are not included and some Jaina texts in Sanskrit are also missing. 
16 J\BCIM, i.e. Part 1 of the Annotated Bih/iography, was published as Supplementhand I of the 

Verzeiclmis der Orienalischen Handschrifien in Deutsch/and edited by Woll-GANG VOIGT (Wiesbaden 1965). 
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with those at Jaisalmer). The text presents the earliest compilation of this type known in 
India 1 7 The Brhattipal,lika was used for the preparation of the Jaina Granthclvali 
(Bombay sarµvat 1965, also missing in ABCIM) and later on by H. D. VELANKAR in 
his JRK (JRK p. IV, no. 21). Jaina lists of a more recent date are inentioned in an 
article by Pt. KAILASACANDRA SA.STRI, 18 which has escaped the notice of both 
VELANKAR and JANERT. Pt. KAILASACANDRA mentions three hand-lists of Digambara 
works which are now preserved in the library of the Syadvada Mahavidyalaya at 
Banaras. He specifically deals with a Brhatsilci (prepared in saqwat 1926 19) which lists 
the Manuscripts in Baba Duli:candajl's Sastrabhal,lc;lara at Jaipur. 20 Baba DU!icanda 
came from Phaltan (Satra District, Maharashtra), travelled thrice throughout India, 
visited several collections and collected about 800 Manuscripts (some of which were 
copied by himself). Lastly he settled at Jaipur, but he died in Agra in 1877 A.O. A 
catalogue prepared by BA.BA. DOUCANDA himself and arranged author-wise (perhaps 
the first attempt of this kind among the Digambaras) is reported to exist at Jaipur. 21 

There are still many collections of Indian Manuscripts which are neither catalogued 
nor even listed. In some of these cases unpublished "catalogues" are reported to have 
been prepared. While surveying the Jaina Bhal,lc;laras in Rajasthan, K. C. KA.sUVA.L has 
noted 22 the existence of a [hand-written] "catalogue" covering 23 collections in the 
Bikaner Division (8 in Bikaner City, and 15 in the mofussil area). 23 

In Gujarat and Rajasthan, the old cities of Cambay, Jesalmer and Patal.l are famous 
for their rich Jaina Bhal,lc;laras. Therefore a few words should be said about the 
cataloguing work undertaken in connection with these Bhal,lc;laras by various scholars 
and institutions. An excellent account of the Manuscript collections in the three cities 
(and a vivid description of Jesalmer) has been given by L. ALSDORF in an article published 
in the Schubring Felicitation Volume. 24 It was probably this article which informed the 
Indologists in the West for the first time of the admirable preservation measures carried 
out by Muni PUNYAVIJAYA at Cambay, Jesalmer and Patal,l. 13 011 Manuscripts had 
already been collected in the Hemacandracarya Jaina Jfiana Mandira of Patal.l when 
ALSDORF visited this place, but the actual number of Manuscripts available in 
Patal.l was much higher. 

In the last century, the three cities were visited by PETER PETERSON, GEORG BOHLER 
and R. G. BHANDARKAR. The results of their cataloguing work were made available 
in the form of "Reports". At the beginning of this century the Jain Shwetambar 
Conference of Bombay appointed pandits to visit the Bhat~c;laras of the three cities. 
The result of their listing (according to N. M. DUTT "a very faulty and imperfect piece of 
work") was then incorporated into the Jaina Granthavali. Later on, Indian scholars 

11 Published in the periodical Jaina Sahitya Sa1!1.iodhaka, Vol. 1.2 (Poona 1925). For the term 
granthagra refer to § 7.4.5. 

18 Published in the periodical Jaina Siddhanta Bhaskara, Vol. 5 (Arrah, saITlvat 1995), pp. 219-233. 
19 For the opening verses of this Brhatsucl and of another list refer to Ser. Nos. 243-244. 
20 The collection has now been catalogued by K. C. KASLlVAL in his Raj. siici Vol. 4 (Jaipur 1962). 

It is designated as Bhai:ic;lara "ka''. 
21 K. c. KASL!VAL, JGBh. in Raj. p. 253. 
22 K. c. KASL!VAL, JGBh. in Raj. pp. 87 foll. 
23 AGARACANDA NMIATA has not only prepared "catalogues" of the Mss. at Bikaner and other 

places, he has already published the descriptions of some of the important Hindi Mss. of various collections 
at Bikaner, Jesalmer, Citor, Kola, and several other places; see Rajastluina-mi' Hindi-ke hastalikhitagrantho-ki 
khoja (ABCIM, no. 282), Bhaga 2.1947 and Bhaga 4.1954 (4, 6, 4, 3, 5, 235, 36 pp. 259 Mss.). 

24 "Neues von a/ten Jaina-Bibliotheken" (New Light on Ancient Jaina Libraries) = pp. 59-65 in the 
Beitrage zur indischen Philologie und Altertumskunde (Hamburg 1951, ANIS 7). 
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(DALAL, DVIVEDI, JINAVIJA YA, PUNY AVIJA YA, VIJA YAKUMUDASORI) have published 
numerous catalogues. It should be noted that Muni PUNYAVIJA YA's guru (Muni 
CATURAVIJAYA), and his guru's guru (Muni KANTIVIJAYA) had already taken active 
interest in the preservation and rearrangement of the Manuscripts of Pata!). 2 5 In 
number, the collections at Cambay, Jesalmer and Pata1) cannot compare with those at 
Ahmedabad, Bikaner and Jaipur. However the percentage of old palm-leaf Manuscripts 
is particularly high in the first three cities. Besides, cataloguing is on the whole more 
advanced in the case of Cambay, Jesalmer and Patai) than in the case of Ahmedabad, 
Bikaner and Jaipur. Therefore we shall have to refer fairly often to catalogues etc. 
dealing with Cambay, Jesalmer and Pata!), so that a few bibliographical details 
(supplied below and in § 1.3) will not be superfluous. 

The Santinatha Bhai)9ara at Cambay was inspected by P. PETERSON in the I 880's 
(1882, 1883, 1886). PETERSON described the Manuscripts he had been allowed to 
examine. 26 Later, a Gujarati catalogue of the same Bhal)9ara was prepared by 
Acarya VIJAYAKUMUDASORI under the guidance of Muni PUNYAVIJAYA (published in 
194227

). PETERSON has also described 24 Manuscripts in the Kalyal)acandra Bhal)9ara 
at the same place (3rd Report, 1884-188628

). 

The Jesalmer Manuscripts were catalogued by C. D. DALAL. After his death his 
notes were edited by L.B. GANDHI in 1923 in a catalogue published by the Oriental 
Institute, Baroda (GOS 21). L.B. GANDHI has supplied additional information on this 
publication (and on former attempts at listing these Manuscripts) in his Aitihasika 
Lekha-Sm?graha (Baroda 1963), pp. 367-391.-The information on Jesalmer Manuscripts 
supplied by SHRIDHAR R. BHANDARKAR in his Report 1904-05 to 1905-06 (ABCIM 
no. 283) is based on a list by Pt. HIRALAL HAJYISARAJ. This list is also mentioned by 
L.B. GANDHI (I.e. p. 369). S. R. BHANDARKAR's "Report" has now been translated 
into Hindi by Pt. BRAHMADATTA TRIVEDI. 29 

C. D. DALAL had also catalogued the Manuscripts in the Patai) bhal)9aras. The first 
part of his catalogue was again edited by L.B. GANDHI (GOS 76.1937). Part 1 describes 
only the palm-leaf Manuscripts, and Part 2 (paper Manuscripts) was never published. 
Earlier, P. PETERSON had described no less than 93 palm-leaf and 11 paper Manuscripts 
of Pata!) in his Fifth Report (1892-1895 30

). Again a "classified subject-wise list of 2619 
Mss." had been published some time in the first decade of this century. This voluminous 

compilation has been mentioned by L.B. GANDHI and D. P. THAKAR, but there is not a 
single reference in JRK, NCC and ABCIM.31-Some information about Pata!) is also 
given in a report published by P. C. DIVANJI in the New Indian Antiquary (Vol. 2. 
1939-1940, pp. 122-125). 

For technical reasons we have not included the catalogues prepared by Muni 

25 ALSDORF I.e. p. 63. 
26 PETERSON's Jst Report (1882-1883), pp. 56-57 and Appx. I pp. 1-103: palm-leaf Mss. Nos. 1-180. 

PETERSON's 3rd Report (1884-1886), pp. 29-30 and Appx. I pp. 1-190: palm-leaf Mss. Nos. 181-338. 
ibidem Appx. II-A, pp. 191-243: paper Mss. Nos. 1-81. 

27 ".fri Khambhiita Siintiniitha priicina tii\lapatriya jaina jila11a hhw1\klra-ml sCicipatra" (ABCIM p. 168 
"UC II") Cambay 1942. 

28 Appx. II-B, pp. 243-284. 
29 Rajasthan Oriental Series 31. 1963. 
30 Appx. I pp. 1-151; Appx. II pp. 153-171. 
31 The compilation (''prasiddha~jainapustaka-ma11dirastha-hasta-likhita-granthaniin1 kramapradar!iakapa= 

tram") was prepared by MANILAL NABHUBHAI DVIVEDI. - L.B. GANDHI: GOS 76. 1937, Prastavikam, p. 10. 
D. P. THAKAR: Summaries of Papers submitted to the l 7th Session of the All-India Oriental Conference 
(Ahmedabad 1953), pp. 175-176. 
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PUNYAVIJA YA in the above account. The necessary details will be supplied in § 1.3. 
However we cannot conclude the present paragraph without mentioning the actual 
evaluation of the Manuscript material of Cambay, Jesalmer and Pata!).. Many texts are 
available only in Manuscripts found at these places. In other cases a very substantial 
portion of the Manuscript material of a particular text hails from Cambay, Jesalmer or 
Pata!).. The credit for editing many new texts with the help of Manuscripts from Cambay, 
Jesalmer and Pata!). goes mainly to four scholars: Munis CATURAVIJAYA and PUNYA= 
VIJAYA, Muni JINAVIJAYA, and A. N. UPADHYE. Muni JINAVIJAYA has also published 
a Prafostisangraha (Singh! Jain Series 18. 1943). This is partly based on PETERSON's 
Reports but contains a large share of the Muniji's own work. Special mention must also 
be made of the detailed studies of some Manuscripts contained in the editions by 
A. N. UPADHYE. 32 

§ 1.3 Previous Studies in Indian "Manuscriptology" 

In spite of the numerous catalogues etc. a practical handbook describing the nature 
of the Manuscripts, the method of cataloguing and the importance of "manuscriptology" 
for the study of literature is yet to appear. The available observations are scattered over 
publications of different character (catalogues, editions of texts, monographs) and 
are written in different languages. However some publications supply more information 
than others and these shall be listed below. 

GEORG BUHLER had handled thousands of Manuscripts and his general observations 
are included in his Jndische Palaeographie (Strassburg 189633

). Another general account 
is given by V. RA.GHAVAN in his Manuscripts, Catalogues, Editions (Bangalore 196334

). 

The third work to be mentioned in this connection is D. C. SIRCAR's Indian Epigraphy 
(Delhi etc. 1965, see Chapters 3, 4 and 7). Many instructive notes are also found in the 
earlier catalogues etc.-refer to G. BOHLER's Detailed Report (ABCIM no. 269) for 
Manuscripts in Kashmir, and to P. PETERSON's six Reports (ABCIM no. 274) for 
Manuscripts in Gujarat and Rajasthan. For the method of cataloguing refer to 
K. L. JANERT, Jndische Handschriften (I, pp. xi-xiii) and to the foreword of W. 
SCHUBRING's Jaina-Handschriften. 

Special information on Jaina Manuscripts has been supplied by A. WEBER in his 
Verzeichnis 35 and in the Vorwort [Intr.] by SCHUBRING.mentioned above. The reader's 
attention is also directed to the numerous articles on this subject published by Muni 
PUNYAVIJA YA and H. R. KA.PAOIA. 36 KA.PAOIA could draw upon the rich experiences 
gained by cataloguing the Jaina Manuscripts of the "Government of Bombay Collection" 

32 Lllavai (SJS 31. 1949), Brhatkathakosa (SJS 17. 1943), Kuvalayamala (Pt. I: SJS 45. 1959; 
Pt. II: SJS 45. 1970). 

33 We have used invariably the English version published in Indian Studies - Past and Present. 

Sec Ind. Pal. in the Abbreviations. 
34 For bibliographical details and further references refer to the note on p. 18 of ABCIM. 
35 Verzeichnis, 2.2, Vorwort, pp. xi-xiii etc. 
36 A complete list of Muni PUNYAVIJAYA's publications will be found on pp. 23-24 of Jilii11f111ja/i I. 

In the present context the reader is referred to nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 35 (on Jesalmer) of the Gujarati Section, 
and to no. 1 of the Hindi Section. Ki\PAQJi\ has published various articles on "manuscriptology" in the 
Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute and in the Journal of the University of Bombay: 
Jai11a Commentaries, ABhORI 16. 1934-35, pp. 292-312. - Methods Adopted by Jai11a Writers f!Jr Recording 
Their OH'n Names .. ., ABhORI 17. Part I. 1935-36, pp. 84-86. - A Note 011 k._w andj11a, ABhORI 17. Part 3. 
1935-36, pp. 289-296. -· Foliation of' Jaina Manuscripts and Letter-Numerals, ABhORI 18. Part 2. 1937, pp. 
171-186. - 011tli11es of' Palaeography, JUB 6. Part 6 [May] 1938, pp. 87-110. - The Jaina /vfanuscripts, JUB 
7. Part 2 [Sept.] 1938, pp. 2-30. 
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at Poona. 37 Muni PUl':-IYAVIJA YA has, apart from his numerous text editions and articles, 
prepared Manuscript catalogues for Ahmedabad, Cambay, Jesalmer, and Patal).. 38 

Parts 1-2-3 of the Ahmedabad catalogue 39 list the Manuscripts of the Collection 
built up by Muni PUNYAVIJAYA himself. 40 Part 4 of the same Catalogue (LDS. 20. 
1968, pp. 1-16, 1-320, 1-178 [Appx.], compiled by PUNYAVIJAYA [and] edited by 
A. M. SHAH) describes the Collections of Vijayadevasuri (pp. 1-180: Mss. Nos. 1-1369) 
and of K~antisuri (pp. 181-320: Mss. Nos. 1-1042); this could not be used in our 
work as it reached us in 1974. The Cambay catalogue 41 lists the palm-leaf Manu
scripts of the Santinatha Bhal).<;iara. Muni PUl':-IYAVIJA YA's Jesalmer catalogue covers all 
the palm-leaf and many paper Manuscripts in the various Bhal).<;iaras there. A page-proof 
copy of this Catalogue had been kindly sent to Berlin by Pt. DALSUKHBHAI MA.LVANIA 
before its actual publication. It was formerly announced to be a publication of the 
Jain Shwetambar Conference of Bombay 42

; but now it has been released as Volume 36 
of the Lalbhai Dalpatbhai Series (pp. 1-32, 1-471 [six Appx.]). Of the Pata!). catalogue 
no copy was available to us; is has now been published under the title, "Catalogue of 
Manuscripts in the Shri Hemachandracharya Jain Jnanamandira, Patan. Part 1 : Paper 
Mss." (11, 631 pp.) and contains a tabular list of Mss. Nos. 14789 preserved in 
13 collections of the city. As it reached us in 1974, it has similarly not been used in 
our work. 43 

At least 90% of the Manuscripts in the four cities are Jaina Manuscripts. Again more 
than 90% of the Manuscripts in Ahmedabad are paper Manuscripts, whereas the other 
three places have a very high percentage of palm-leaf Manuscripts. As a consequence the 
Cambay and Jesalmer catalogues deal exclusively or almost exclusively with palm-leaf 
Manuscripts, whereas the Ahmedabad catalogue covers almost exclusively paper 
Manuscripts. Although Muni PUNYAVIJAYA's catalogues do not offer many general 
observations (these will be found in the Muniji's articles quoted in note 36 above), they 
show a considerable advance on previous descriptions of the material and should be 
studied, as specimens of the technique of cataloguing, by all workers in this field. 

37 Cat. BhORI, Vols. 17.1-5, 18, 19.1-2. 
38 Some of Muni PUNYAVIJAYA's catalogues were released after the publication of ABCIM. We shall 

therefore supply additional bibliographical details in note 39 and 41. 
39 [Ahmedabad :] Catalogue of Sanskrit and Prakrit Manuscripts, Muniriija .fri Pwzyavijayaji's Collection, 

compiled by Muniraja sri PUNYAVIJAYA, edited by Pt. AMBALAL P. SHAH. Published by the Lalbhai 
Dalpatbhai Bharatiya Sanskriti Vidyamandira [ = L.D. Institute of Indology), Ahmedabad. Part 1 : LDS 
2.1963, pp. 1-12, 1-481, 1-210 (Mss. Nos. 1-3764, sic!); cf. ABCIM no. 281. - Part 2: LDS 5.1965, pp. 1-11, 
482-749, 211-424 (Mss. Nos. 3765-6645). - Part 3: LDS. 15.1968, pp. l-9, 850-977, 425-646 (Mss. Nos. 
6646-7611). 14 Indices on pp. 1-646. 

40 The published parts of the Catalogue (see note 39) deal with a section of the Collection only. 
41 [Cambay :) Catalogue ol the Palm-Leaf Manuscripts in the Siintiniitha Jain Bh(l(l(liira, Cambay, by 

Agama-prabhakara Muni PUNYAVIJAYA, published by the Oriental Institute, Baroda. Part l: GOS 135.1961, 
pp. 1-6, l-200 (Mss. Nos. l-120 sic'); cf. ABCIM no. 59. - Part 2: GOS.149.1966, pp. l-12, 201-497 (Mss. 
Nos. 121-290). 17 Indices. 

42 See for instance Pt. AMI!TALAL M. BHOJAK's edition of the Caupannamahapurisacariya (PTS 3.1961), 
prastavana, p. 34. 

43 Furthermore, we could not utilize the following publication: KASLIVAL, Riijasthiinake Jaina .iiistra 
bhau\liiri5 ki grantha siici, Pt. 5.1972 (pp. [1-12), 1-48, 1-1386), which describes circa 20,000 Mss. belonging 
to 45 Collections in different cities of Rajasthan (see pp. [3-4) and p. [10)). 



§ 2 THE STRASBOURG COLLECTION 

§ 2.1 Short History 

The collection of Indian (specially but not exclusively Jaina) Manuscripts at 
Strasbourg bears the uneffaceable stamp of the personality of Professor Dr. ERNST 
LEUMANN (* l lth April 1859, t 24th April 1931). His name deserves a prominent 
place among the German Indologists of his day. See for instance the obituary published 
by WALTHER SCHUERING 1 and the more recent remarks by F. R. HAMM. 

2 
LEUMANN 

was one of the few scholars whose attention was particularly drawn towards Jaina 
literature. He started his academic career with a dissertation entitled Das Aupapatika 
Sutra, 3 the first critical edition of one of the so-called Upangas of the Svetambara canon. 
From 1884 to 1918, LEUMANN was professor of Indology at the University of 
Strasbourg where he devoted much of his time and energy to the study of Jaina literature 
(mainly during the first half of this period). LEUMANN's research programme did not 
only· consider the questions under discussion in his day. He had the intuition and 
foresight to touch upon some fundamental problems of Jaina Philology which had 
not been studied previously-and which have been rarely treated even after the 
foundations were laid by him. This is all the more deplorable as many texts became 
available in printed form during the last decades (see e.g. the editions listed in Jain 

Journal Vol. 4, pp. 165-167 as "A-Texts" and "B-Texts"). 
In the days of LEUMANN's research, Jaina literature was scarcely known. Only a few 

texts had been printed. An incalculable number of Jaina texts-mainly early non
canonical texts in Prakrit and later commentaries in Sanskrit--lay hidden in huge 
Manuscript collections. But through the catalogues etc. which appeared in quick 
succession (see § 1.2) LEUMANN came to know of the wealth of Jaina Manuscripts 
at Poona, Bombay, Ahmedabad, Jesalmer, and Cambay. In Europe, there were 
collections of Indian Manuscripts in Berlin (KbNIGLICHE BIBLIOTHEK, later on : 
PREUSSISCHE STAATSBIBLIOTHEK), London (INDIA OFFICE LIBRARY and BRITISH 
MUSEUM), Cambridge, Oxford, Vienna, and Florence. All these collections included 
Jaina Manuscripts. They were easily accessible, properly arranged and to some extent 
catalogued. In some cases LEUMANN himself prepared catalogues. His list in ZDMG 47. 
1893 (pp. 308-315) is, for instance, a kind of catalogue of about one hundred and 
fifty Jaina Manuscripts in the British Museum, which are to this day not described 

elsewhere. 
LEUMANN's greatest contribution in the field of Jaina literature is a monumental 

work entitled Vbersicht iiber die Ava.§yaka-Literatur. This is neither a survey (as the 
title suggests) nor an introduction nor a monograph in the strict acceptance of the term. 
It is rather a cluster of highly specialized studies-interlaced but not integral, extensive 
but not complete. The Vbersicht was to accompany a facsimile edition 

4 
of the "Silanka 

1 Ernst Leumann. Ein Nachruf (ZDMG 87. 1934, pp. 69-75). 
2 Jain Journal, 4. [Jan] 1970, pp. 117-118. 
3 Leipzig, AKM 8, 2. 1882. 
4 G. BOHLER had been supplied with the relevant photographs and he utilized them for his 

Indian Palaeography (pl. 9, columns 24-25: see ibid. p. 119 note 377 and p. 120 note 385). A copy of the 
unpublished print (facsimile, excerpts, pratika list) is preserved in the Seminar fiir Kultur und Geschichte 

Indiens. Univcrsitat Hamburg. 
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Manuscript" (a palm-leaf Manuscript from Poona 5 containing Kotyacarya's commen
tary on the Vise~avasyakabha~ya) along with excerpts from this Manuscript and a 
pratika list of the Vise~avasyakabha~ya itself. The Ubersicht was composed and printed 
from April 1897 to March 1898. LEUMANN's preface is dated April 1900. However the 
work was not released by LEUMANN, probably because it was not complete (see p. 10 
above). Only after LEUMANN died in 1931 was the Ubersicht edited by W. SCHUERING 
in its present form (Hamburg, ANIS 4. 1934).-The work was based on the one hand on 
the Manuscripts at Strasbourg, Berlin and some other places in Europe. 6 On the other 
hand, LEUMANN received on loan many Manuscripts from the Government of 
Bombay Collection at Poona. In his List of Digambara Manuscripts (WZKM 11. 1897), 
Leumann mentions as many as 36 Manuscripts of the Poona Collection. An offprint of 
this list was issued separately and dedicated to Professor ABA.Jf VI~NU KATHA VA TE, 
"the generous librarian who, out of the most splendid collection of Indian Manuscripts 
has sent on loan to the writer [i.e. LEUMANN] copies of a great many Jain texts wanting 
in Europe part of which are mentioned in the subsequent list". For other Manuscripts 
from Poona used by LEUMANN see his lists in ZDMG 45. 1891 (four Manuscripts) and 
47. 1893 (seven Manuscripts). On p. iv of his Ubersicht, LEUMANN mentions more than 
15 Manuscripts from Poona which he utilized for this particular work. 

Often LEUMANN had to transcribe in toto or in part Manuscripts received on loan 
from outside. As it was possible to purchase Manuscripts in India, he soon started to 
build up a private collection. This was all the more important as Digambara 
Manuscripts-badly needed for his study of the A vasyaka literature-were normally not 
available in European collections. In August 1891, LEUMANN received permission to 
purchase important Jaina Manuscripts for the University Library at Strasbourg (then 
designated as: "KAISERLICI-IE UN!VERSITATS & LANDESBIBLIOTHEK, STRASSBURG"), 
as from Nov. 1892, he could secure the financial help of the "Max-Miiller-Stiftung" for 
this purpose. 7 When LEUMANN started purchasing Manuscripts from India, his chief 
sources were BHAGVANDAS KEVALDAS (t 13th March 1900)8 of Surat for the 
Svetambara literature, and BRAHMASORI-as well as his son JINADASA-of Sravai:ia 
Be)go!a for the Digambara works (which were, however, procured through E. 
HULTZSCH). 9 But these were not the only sources. Later the collection of TH. GOLD
STUCKER (non-Jaina Manuscripts) was also purchased by the University Library. 10 

The whole collection which came into being through these and other purchases is now 
preserved as the Sanskrit Section of the Oriental Manuscripts Collection of the 
"BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE ET UNIVERSITAIRE" at Strasbourg ("BNUS"). The tran
scripts and excerpts prepared by LEUMANN are now deposited in the Seminar fiir Kultur 
und Geschichte Indiens of the Universitat Hamburg. They form part of the large 
collection of LEUMANN's left papers which testify both to his stupendous energy and 
to his habit of leaving things unfinished. 

LEUMANN had numbered all the Strasbourg Manuscripts as they were acquired by the 

5 For a description of this Manuscript see now KAPADIA, Cat. BhORI 17.3, Manuscript No. 1106. 
6 See for instance WZKM II, p. 297; and Ubersicht p. ii ("Niiheres uber die Handschriften und deren 

Citirung"). 
7 WZKM II. 1897, p. 297; Ubersicht p. ia and p. iv 2 . 
8 Ubersicht p. i and WZKM 11. 1897, p. 297. - P. PETERSON had dedicated his 4th Report (1886-1892) 

"To my unwearied assistants Ramchandra Dinanath and Bhagvandas Kevaldas". 
9 WZKM 11. 1897, p. 297; Ubersicht p. i and p. iiic (L 224). Also compare Ser. No. 243. 
10 TH. AUFRECHT, Cat. Cat. 2, p. iii (9. Goldstiicker). 
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Library (see §§ 4 and 5.3). This includes the Manuscripts which LEUMANN had 
originally purchased for himself but which were later incorporated in the Strasbourg 
Library. As observed in the Preface, LEUMANN's intention of compiling and publishing 
a catalogue of the Jaina Manuscripts at Strasbourg (Vbersicht p. iv, note 1) was never 

realized. He had however published two preliminary lists: 

(1) A List of the Strassburg Collection of Digambara Manuscripts. This was published 
in the Vienna Oriental Journal (WZKM 11. 1897, pp. 297-312) and issued also 
separately (see p. 11 above). LEUMANN supplies an alphabetical list of titles, 
singled out from various sources, with occasional cross-references. About 85 
Manuscripts or parts of Manuscripts at Strasbourg are mentioned. The Digam
bara Manuscripts purchased after the date of this publication-about one half of 
the Strasbourg Digambara collection-are of course not included. On the other 
hand, Digambara Manuscripts from many other collections (mainly Berlin and 

Poona) have been incorporated; see LEUMANN's remark on p. 298. 
(2) Die Strassburger Svetambara-Handschriften (published on pp. iii-iv of the Uber

sicht). This is an alphabetical list of 99 titles. Only four Svetambara Manuscripts 
purchased after April 1900 (viz. S 455 - S 458) have not been included. 
Occasionally LEUMANN refers to Manuscripts in other collections. 

To these Lists must be added the published Lists of LEUMANN's "Transcripts and 

Excerpts" : 

(3) "Liste von transcribirten Abschrijien und Ausziigen vonviegend aus der Jaina
Literatur" (published in ZDMG 45. 1891, pp. 454-464). This is a systematic list 
(Nos. 1-68: Jaina-Literatur; Nos. 69-75: Buddhistische Literatur; Nos. 76-90: 
Brahmanische Literatur). Most of the Manuscripts covered were in Berlin, some in 

Poona, and some in England. 
(4) "Lisle von transcribirten Abschrijien und Ausziigen aus der Jaina-Literatur" 

(published in ZDMG 47.1893, pp. 308-315). The numbering continues the 
numbering in (3). The titles are arranged in alphabetical order, but the numbering 
neglects this order. The lowest number is "l", the highest is "128", the first 
number is "91" and the last "114". Readers who want to find out the total 
number of titles listed are requested to consult LEUMANN's article. The Manuscripts 
belonged to collections in London (British Museum: W. ERSKINE, RATNA
VIJA YASORI, and C. BENDALL Collections), Berlin, Strasbourg, Poona and a few 

other places. 
(5) "L 129-225" (published on pp. ii-iii of the Ubersicht). "L 129-225" [L = 

LEUMANN] is the title of the relevant section of the Ubersicht. It suggests a 
continuation of the numbering of ( 4) but remains otherwise obscure. The lowest 
number is 115 (occurring 10 times), the highest is 225, the first number is 129 
and the last 224. The List has 107 numbers (counting the ten "l 15"s as ten 
numbers). It includes a few pieces (prepared by LEUMANN or others) which cannot 
be classified as "Abschriften und Ausziige" [Transcripts and Excerpts; see Uber
sicht p. ii", lines 1-6]. LEUMANN makes a few remarks on the Lists (3)-(5) in his 
Ubersicht (p. iia, lines 1-6), but he does not succeed in rendering his system of 
numbering intelligible.-The titles etc. are given without reference to the source 

of the Manuscript. 
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It is clear from the above description that LEUMANN's "five lists" differ in their form 
and in their contents. They are not tools of research in the general sense, but they must 
be consulted by those who utilize for their research LEUMANN's published and 
unpublished materials. 

In 1923, Dr. ERNEST WICKERSHEIMER listed all Indian Manuscripts of the Strasbourg 
Collection in a French publication. 11 But this remained apparently unknown to 
Indologists (not mentioned in ABCIM, not mentioned in NCC). 

§ 2.2 Brief Evaluation 

In WICKERSHEIMER's catalogue, the Jaina Manuscripts will be found under the 
numbers 4372-4438 and 4441-4557. The exact number of the Jaina Manuscripts is 193 
(and not 182 as the figures suggest), because WICKERSI-IEIMER has in two cases assigned 
two consecutive numbers to a single Manuscript, while some of his numbers refer 
to more than one Manuscript. 

The collection of Jaina Manuscripts at Strasbourg is unique : rare Manuscripts, 
belonging to a neglected field of research collected in great number. LEUMANN's main 
interest was the A vasyaka literature in its widest sense, including not only Svetambara 
but also Digambara texts. He also collected Jaina Manuscripts not connected with the 
A vasyaka literature and had some of these copied. See for instance the Manuscripts 
( = modern copies) of the Vasudevahil)<,ii (Ser. No. 190) and of the Arigavidya 
(Ser. No. 23). As far as Digambara Manuscripts are concerned, the Strasbourg 
Collection is richer than any other Jaina collection outside India. 

Some Manuscripts are of special importance for one reason or another. We mention 
only the following: 

The oldest paper Manuscript, though not dated, is the "Paficariga-Manuscript" 
(Ser. Nos. 1-10). The two oldest palm-leaf Manuscripts, again not dated but of 
considerable antiquity, are those of the NandI-clirl)i (Ser. No. 49) and of the NandI
vivaral)a by Haribhadra (Ser. No. 19). A list of the dated Manuscripts is supplied in the 
Appendix 2. There is an illuminated Manuscript of the Uttaradhyayanasutra, dated 
saqivat 1869 (Ser. No. 137). The Manuscript of the Rama-caritra by Devavijaya (Ser. 
No. 202) is an autograph. For informative scribal remarks see Ser. Nos. 45, 137, 77 
etc. The Ser. Nos. 240 and 241 supply the dynastic lists of the kings at Sambhar and 
Pata!) respectively. The collection contains a number of Manuscripts the texts of which 
have not yet been edited. Worthy of note are the following: Prameyakal)thika by 
Santivarl)in (Ser. No. 157), Ekantamatakhal)<,iana by Lak$mal)a (Ser. No. 166), three 
works by Bhavasena (Ser. Nos. 163-165), and three chapters (9-11) of the Ratnamafijli$a 
(Ser. No. 327). In the first two cases, few Manuscripts exist, in the last four cases the 
Strasbourg Manuscripts are unique. 

§ 2.3 The Concept of the Present Catalogue 

The form of a Manuscript catalogue depends largely on the approach of its author. 
But to some extent the form is also determined by the character of the material. 

11 Catalogue General des Manuscripts des Bib/iotheques publiques de France, Departements, Tome 47: 
Strasbourg, par le Dr. ERNEST WICKERSHEIMER (Paris 1923). The Indian Manuscripts appear on pp. 773-805 
and are numbered 4372-4687. These 315 numbers correspond to LEUMANN's numbers S 160-164, 200-205, 
and 301-531. Indian Manuscripts at Strasbourg are also mentioned in Tome 50 (Paris 1954): p. 429 
(No. 4864) and p. 430 (Nos. 4877-4878). 
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Unedited texts call for some remarks on the contents. Pra§astis etc. containing interesting 
historical material should be analysed. The reader is referred, in this connection, to the 
six essentials of a descriptive catalogue enumerated by H. D. VELANKAR in the 
Preface to his Bombay Catalogue (Cat. BBRAS). It follows from. the lay-out of the 
present work in general and of the individual entries in particular that we have tried 
to supply the greatest possible quantity of information which can be given within the 
framework of a Manuscript Catalogue-without drawing a clear-cut line of demarcation 

between "Manuscriptology" and history of literature. 
At this stage we cannot enter into a discussion about the meaning of "Manuscript", 

"Text" etc. But let it be said, the basic unit of registration is not the Manuscript as a 
bundle of sheets covered with writing, but the Text appearing in toto or in part, alone 
or along with other Texts on such a bundle. From the point of view of registration and 
description, such a Text supplies one Entry. Thus Part 2 of the present book consists of 
336 different Entries. While devising the pattern for our Entries we have studied carefully 
the works of our predecessors. Deviations from their approach or from the approach of 
some of them are due mainly to two reasons. On the one hand we wanted to give as 
much information as possible (as emphasized above). On the other hand we have 
tried to "dissect" the individual Texts, distinguishing as clearly as possible between 
their different parts (Texts in their narrowest sense or Texts proper, Colophons, Scribal 

Remarks etc.). 
It is quite obvious that literary tradition has a material basis. This is studied in such 

disciplines as palaeography, art-history (miniatures and calligraphy) and chronology 
(dates of copying). There are a few more aspects, covered roughly by the term 
"Manuscriptology" and discussed in the later paragraphs of the present part of the 
book. Here we cannot attempt an abstract discussion of the meaning and of the 
implications of "Manuscriptology". However, the reader will realize at once that a 
Manuscript catalogue supplies much information which is not found in a history of 
literature. And he will also realize that both cannot be considered as watertight 
compartments. Whatever the exact relationship between the two disciplines, we have 

tried to pave the way for a more integral approach. 
The Strasbourg collection offers a very typical cross-section of the Jaina material, 

and we may therefore say that our observations are by and large typical of Jaina 
Manuscripts in general. It goes without saying that this generalization cannot be 
extended to non-Jaina Manuscripts where the situation differs in more than one respect. 



-

§ 3 EXPLANATION OF BASIC TERMS 

§ 3.1 "Manuscript" 

H. R. KAPAOIA says in his article The Jaina Manuscripts 1 (after mentioning the 
etymology of the word "manuscript"): "in its widest sense, it means anything written by 
hand". In our context, however, the term "Manuscript" is employed in a less general 
sense. It means a document written by hand on substances such as paper, palm-leaves, 
wooden tablets, birch-bark, or cloth, and containing a literary work. It may consist of 
a single Folio-even a fragmentary one-or of hundreds of Folios. Even modern 
transcripts (often designated as "copies") are covered by the term. On the other hand, 
our definition excludes "inscriptions". These are engraved on stone surfaces or on metal 
plates; they normally contain official charters or private records, which may but need 
not possess literary merit. 2 (For a Jaina work inscribed on a pillar see Ser. No. 236). 

Modern Indian scholars use many different words (all derived from Sanskrit) to denote 
a Manuscript: (a) hasta-likhita-prati, (b) hasta-prati, (c) hasta-likhita-grantha, (d) hasta
grantha, (e) likhita-grantha, (f) grantha, (g) hasta-likhita-pothi, (h) likhita-pustaka, and 
(i) pustaka. 3 

§ 3.2 Traditional Terms for "Manuscript" 

The words above are more or less of modern origin. Only the word pothi (g) is old. 
It was used in Western India (i.e. Gujarat, Rajasthan, Maharashtra), and in Gujarati 
we also come across the form hatha-pothi (KAPAQIA, Jaina Mss. p. 3). The Bengali 
equivalents are puthi or punthi (see for instance Purµthiparicaya in the sense of 
Manuscript catalogue: ABCIM no. 291). For pothi and related words refer also to 
TURNER's Comparative Dictionary. 4 In early Jaina Literature we find the word 

1 JUB 7.2 [Sept.] 1938, pp. 1-30. 
2 D. C. SIRCAR says on p. 1 of his Indian Epigraphy: "'Inscription' literally means any writing engraved 

on some object". He adds "In India, rocks as well as lithic, metallic, earthen or wooden pillars, tablets, 
plates and pots, as also bricks, shells, ivory plaques and other objects were generally used for neising 
inscriptions". - Sometimes, literary matter normally recorded in the form of Manuscripts is engraved 
on stone etc. Instances of this are mentioned by G. BOHLER on p. 145 of his Indian Palaeography. For Buddhist 
Sutras inscribed on bricks refer to E. H. JOHNSTON, The Gopiilpur Bricks (JRAS 1938, pp. 547-553 and Plates 
viii foll.). References etc. to these Gopalpur Bricks are numerous (G. BOHLER, Ind. Pal. p. 145; 
D. C. SmcAR, Ind. Epigraphy p. 73; £/;.Ind. 21. [1932], pp. 193-204). For mantras etc. inscribed on metal plates 
refer to H. R. KAPAOIA, Jaina Manuscripts, p. 8. There is also a legendary tradition that "copper-plate copies 
of some of the rare books relied upon by Madhva in his works" lie hidden at Pustaka-T!rtha near 
Kattatala (South Kamna District, Mysore). See B. N. KRISHNAMORTI SARMA's article in ABhORI (16. 
1935, pp. 152-154). During the last decades, Agam6ddharaka Anandasagara suri got two "Vardhamana 
Jaina Agama Mandiras" constructed: one at Surat (where the Agamas are inscribed on copperplates) 
and one at Palitat:ia (Agamas inscribed on marble slabs). For details see e.g. the "dedication sheet" attached 
to the Gujarati translation of the Pit:ic;laniryukti (Thajiya 1962). - In Burma, Buddhist texts were engraved 
on stone slabs on a large scale. See W. B. BoLLEE, Some Less Knoll'n Buddhist Pali Texts (Pratidiinam, i.e. 
Kuiper Felicitation Volume, pp. 493-499). 

3 The words are found in the titles of Manuscript catalogues with Sanskrit, Hindi and Gujarati titles 
recorded in ABCIM: (a) no. 152; (b) no. 281; (c) nos. 17, 102, 133, 134, 266, 282, 327; (e) nos. 225, 310; 
(f) nos. 119, 129; (g) no. 260; (h) no. 14; (i) nos. 46, 258. - For hasta-likhita-prati (a) see also H. R. KAPAOIA, 
Jaina Manuscripts (note 1 supra), p. 3. This word is used for instance by Muni J1NAVIJAYA (Jltakalpaslitra 
edition, Ahmedabad 1926, Intr. p. 6). 

4 Sir RALPH L. TURNER, A Comparative Dictionary of the Inda-Aryan Languages (London 1966), p. 478b: 

Postaka ( = no. 4813). 
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potthaya (or potthaga). In the Anuyogadvarasutra, a late canonical work, we get the 
expression pattaya-potthaya-lihiyarµ. 5 In the Bha?yas and Clin,lis (which belong to the 
early non-canonical literature) the word is more frequent. The gatha potthaga ji1,1a 
ditthanto ... appears both in the Brhatkalpabha?ya (Bhavnagar edition, verse 3827) and 
in the Nis!thabha?ya (Agra edition, verse 4004). Other instances are potthaga-pa1,1agarµ 
gheppati (NiS!thacur1,1i, Agra edition, Vol. 0, OOO) and ji1,1a-bimba-bhava1,1a-putthaya

(Paryantaradhana, verse 52). 
The Sanskrit equivalent pustaka was used in the medieval period, and occasionally 6 

by modern scribes and authors. The second mail.gala-verse of Abhayadeva's Prasna
vyakara1,1avrtti has kutani ea pustakani (Ser. No. 8). Abhayadeva has used the word 
at other places as well (see Jfi[manjali II, p. 33). Kotyacarya uses the word pusta= 
ka in his commentary on the Vise?iivasyakabha?ya of Jinabhadra ga1,ii : api ke~ucit 
pustake?U 'sutakara1,1arµ' ti pathal,i, tad api cintyarµ (Ratlam edition p. 934, line 5). 
In the same text, Kotyacarya also uses the synonym prati : na cedarµ bhuyasi?u prati?U 
drsyate (ibidem p. 224, line 8). H. R. KAPAOIA thinks that Kotyacarya was the first 
author to use the word prati (see the reference in note 3 supra). In our manuscripts, the 
word occurs in the verse written by the third scribe in Ser. No. 45: ... pratir mumuce (the 
verse is known from other sources as well). KAPAOIA (I.e.) explains prati as an 
abbreviation from pratikrti, pratinidhi, or pratibimba, and supplies various instances 
of its use. In the late medieval period, the word assumes different forms: pratti 
(Verzeichnis 2000; Ser. No. 17), pariti (Ser. No. 134), parati (Ser. No. OOO), parata 
(Ser. No. 226), partti (Ser. No. 111), and prata. This linguistic disintegration of termino
logical words is an interesting phenomenon (for further instances refer to § 5.10 and 
Appendix 4). 

Besides pustaka and prati, we find the word adarsa. Silati.ka says in his Sutrakrtati.ga
vrtti: iha ea prayal,i sutradarse?u nanavidhani sutra1,1i drsyante. 7 H. R. Ki\PAOIA has 
collected further instances (p. 4, note 3 of his article quoted in note 1 supra). adarsa 
also occurs in the compound prathamadarsa. 8 This denotes a Manuscript written by 
the author himself (autograph copy) or~-more often-a manuscript written under his 
supervision ("authorized copy"). As the references to such prathamadarsas are not 
without interest we shall give below a list of the instances we have found in the course 

of our research work : 

sarµvat 963 Siddhar?i (Upamitibhavaprapafica katha, prasasti-vs. 21): Ser. No. 192. 
1128 Abhayadeva (Bhagavati-vrtti): Cat. BhORI 17.1, p. 88. 

~~~:} Tilakacarya (Cat.SBh.Cambay, pp. 86-8 and p. 105). 

1364 Jinaprabha (Verzeichnis 2.2, p. 654). 
1599 Sadhurati.ga (Cat. BhORI 17.1, p. 44 and p. 45). 
1660 Santicandra (Cat. BhORI 17.1, p. 229). 
1655 Kanakakusala (Jaina-Hss. Nos. 406-409). 9 

1680 Jayavijaya (Cat. BBRAS, p. 386b). 

5 Ed. PUNYAVIJAYA/Mi\LVANli\/BHoJAK (Jaina Agama Series Vol. 1), A1;uogaddaraiq1 §39 (p. 67) etc. 
6 Ser. Nos. 212 and 208. 
7 Go<;ll Parsvanatha Series 7. 1953, fol. 79 A-B. For the full quotation refer to Jiiiindiljali II, p. 33. 
8 This was already mentioned by P. PETERSON on p. 62 of his lst Report. 
9 An anonymous Gujarati Tabo (Jaina-Hss. No. 409) translates the term prathamiidarsa with prathama 

bi111bu. 
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1689 Bhavavijaya (Utt.-tika, prasasti-vs. 20): Ser. No. 14. 
1708 Vinayavijaya (Lokaprakasa, prasasti-vs. 38): Ser. No. 137. 

A fourth synonym is matrka which appears in Ser. No. 224. This term is used by 
Narayar.ia in his commentary on Srihar~a's Nai~adhiyacarita, 10.87 (NSP 1952, p. 431). 
Also see KAPADIA, Jaina Mss. p. 4. 

§ 3.3 "Jaina-Manuscript" 

H. R. KAPAOIA offers four alternative definitions of the term "Jaina-Manuscript" 
(op. cit. p. 4) 10

: -

"(1) Whatever is written in the form of a Manuscript by a Jaina is a Jaina Ms. 
(2) Whatever Manuscript is written in Jaina Nagari characters is a Jaina Ms. 
(3) Any Jaina work sacred or even secular written in the form of a Manuscript 

by a Jaina or a non-Jaina is styled a Jaina Ms. 
( 4) Any Manuscript that is in possession of a Jaina individual or body is a Jaina Ms." 

KA.PAOIA has thus evolved four different criteria for the classification of a Manuscript 
as "Jaina", viz. scribe (1 ), script (2), contents (3), and ownership ( 4). 

We use the term "Jaina-Manuscript" primarily in the third sense, rarely in the first 
sense (see below), and never in the other senses. For the purpose of the present catalogue 
we regard as "Jaina works" all the works recorded by H. D. VELANKAR in his Jinaratna= 
kofo. Hence the relevant Manuscripts are called Jaina Manuscripts. However "compo
site" Manuscripts (§ 3.5.1) are classified as Jaina Manuscripts even if they contain one or 
more non-Jaina works (along with Jaina works). An instance of this are the two verses 
of the Mima111sa-slokavarttika by Kumarila bhatta (Ser. No. 324) forming one 
Manuscript along with Ser. No. 157 (Prameyaka1:ithika 11 

). The Text as such (Ser. No. 
324) will be found in Section 6.3. 

§ 3.4. "Text" 

Henceforth we shall distinguish between "text" and "Text". The same word refers 
to a literary work when written with a small initial letter (text = work), 
and it refers to a work as found in a particular Manuscript when written with a capital 
initial letter (Text = case of recording). However, this is not the only difference between 
"text" and "Text". A "Text" may just be a part of a text (see Ser. No. 324 mentioned 
above). Conversely it is possible that a "Text" is a selection of pieces taken from 
more than one text. Again a "Text" normally includes additional matter, composed by 
its author or by other persons (as a rule the scribe[s]) and mainly attached at the 
end : colophons, prasastis, scribal remarks etc. 

Sometimes the delineation of the texts presents difficulties. Should we regard the 
Bhagavadgita, the Sutasa111hita, and the A vasyakasutra as works in their own right or 
as parts of other works (Mahabharata, "Skandapura1:ia", A vasyakaniryukti)? But 
normally both tradition and modern scholars are unanimous in this respect. With the 
help of this background we can normally distinguish between different Texts found in 

10 Italics ours. 
11 The two verses by Kumarila are not quoted in the Pramcyakar;thika but form a sort of appendix 

to this work, as recorded in the relevant Manuscript. 
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one and the same Manuscript and we can also distinguish between additional matter 
and the text proper. 12 However Jaina texts are not always so well-known and so clearly 
delineated as, say, kavya texts. Consequently we have sometimes to rely on 
external features. Thus a mangalacarai:ia (§ 7.3.2) indicates the beginning, and a 
text-colophon(§ 7.4.2) the end of a Text. 13 The scribe would also insert graphic marks 
(cha, sri, rosette etc.) or leave spaces between two different Texts. In some cases the 
change in the appearance of the folios indicates the beginning of a new Text (the old 
numbering may be continued or not). It is however also possible that the original 
Manuscript contained some free space at the end (a single folio or a number of folios) 
which was covered with writing at a later date. But apart from sporadic cases there will 
always be some criterion for the separation of different Texts. 

The somewhat rigid principle of separating different Texts as far as possible does not 
apply to those cases where a basic text ("mU!a") is accompanied by a commentary or a 
Sanskrit translation ("chaya", see § 6.4). These form together one Text-except those 
cases where the mU!a is given first and the commentary afterwards. Even more than 
two "texts" running parallel are regarded as one Text. 

Only in very few cases we had to deviate from the principles just described. Prasastis 
are normally treated as parts of the respective Texts, but the Dulicanda-prasasti (Ser. 
Nos. 243-244) has been treated as a text in its own right (available in two "Texts"). 
In the case of the Padmanandi-paficavilTlsatika we have followed previous usage and 
treated this as one text, although from our point of view it consists of 26 14 different 

texts. 

§ 3.5 Relation between "Manuscripts" and "Texts" 

Normally a Manuscript contains one Text. Such a Manuscript shall be called a 
"simple Manuscript". In the present Catalogue there are 141 cases, where the terms 
"Manuscript'', "Text" and "Entry" denote the same object from different viewpoints, 
because the relevant Manuscripts are "simple" ones. But even here the situation is clear 
only from the point of view of the Manuscript. In fact, one and the same work or 
"text" may occur (within one and the same collection) in more than one Manuscript and 
as a consequence in the form of more than one "Text". Thus the matter is more involved 
than would appear at first sight. It is hoped that the two following paragraphs (§ 3.5.1 
and 3.5.2) will make it easier for the reader to understand the situation. 

§ 3.5.1 Types of Manuscripts 

We distinguish between (I) simple, (2) collective, and (3) composite Manuscripts. 
To this must be added what we call "compound Manuscripts", but these are not 
members of the present sequence of types. We admit that the words employed by us 
as distinguishing terms are rather insignificant. In a case like this it is however difficult 

to find .appropriate words. 

The first type has already been defined in the previous paragraph. Collective 
Manuscripts are not very common and somewhat untypical. They are conglomerates 

12 This distinction has no practical value. We shall therefore refer in this catalogue simply to "Texts", 

without distinction between "additional matter" and "text proper". 
13 A ma1\galacara1)a must, and a text-colophon can originate from the author himself. 
14 and not 25, as the title suggests. 
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collected for different purposes and differing in character from case to case. They 
nevertheless have the outward appearance of a single Manuscript. One may quote as 
parallels the practice of some libraries to bind different offprints as a single book and 
the practice of booksellers to offer occasionally a number of small pamphlets, articles 
etc. as one item. As the type is not uniform, we refer to descriptions of individual 
instances instead of describing the type as such. 15-It must be remembered in this 
connection that the old Manuscripts, whether palm-leaf or paper were unbound. It is 
therefore not surprising that the loose folios were occasionally "reshuffled". It is only 
in Kashmir that we find paper Manuscripts bound in leather (Ind. Pal. p. 147). In recent 
times the gutaka and "copy-book" format became popular in many parts of Northern 
India. As the word "copy-book" suggests, the folios were bound (after the copying). 
But sometimes they were in fact left unbound or the binding was destroyed later on. 

When the different Texts of a Manuscript are more or less closely related, we use 
the term "composite Manuscript". An instance of this is LEUMANN's Manuscript S 397 
(our Ser. Nos. 1-10). This consists of the texts of the five Angas 7-11, followed by 
Abhayadeva's commentaries on each of them. The scribe himself calls this "paii.canga
pustakam" .16 Again many Manuscripts of Rajasekhara's Prabandhakosa have as a 
second text the Cahamai:ia-vai.risavali. One example is contained in the Strasbourg 
Collection (S 396 = Ser. Nos. 235 [Pra] and 240 [Ca]). 

After describing the main types we have to mention a few special cases. A compound 
Manuscript is the result of repair-work done in one way or the other. The missing portion 
of a Manuscript (we are referring to simple Manuscripts) is supplied either by adding the 
required Folios from some other Manuscript or by writing the missing portion anew 
on the basis of another Manuscript. Naturally there is in most cases a palpable difference 
in the material and the script. In our system, such a Manuscript supplies one Entry (see 
Ser. Nos. 13, 70 etc.). No. 2 in Ind. Hss. I is also an instance of a compound 
Manuscript. 

Factors of practical utility and religious usage require that tracts and hymns which 
are short and popular are often handed down in the "Manuscript tradition" as 
more or less compact units containing a larger or smaller number of such compositions. 
If the texts combined in such a Manuscript show only a minimum of unity, then we 
call it a composite Manuscript, 17 treating even fragmentary or extremely small texts as 
separate Entries. If, on the other hand, the unit has been given the characteristics of 

15 From our catalogue we supply the relevant Leumann numbers. The corresponding Ser. Nos. will be found 
in Appendix I. See Nos. S 163, S 334", S 334h, S 349 [= 18 Entries], S 418", S 418l', S 418<, 
S 4!8d, S 418c, S 4]8f, S 420", S 420b, S 433k. Most of these numbers have small letters added to the figures. 
However LEUMANN's small letters have no uniform function. - Another collective Manuscript is 
"Ms. or. fol. 2567" of the Berlin Collection ( = Ind. Hss. 1, Nos. 256 and 433). On p. 125 of Ind. Hss. 1, 
JANERT observes that "Ms.or.fol.2567" consists of two Folios - copied by the same scribe which in 
reality are the first and the last Folios of two different Manuscripts. Fol. I is ]A Nun's No. 256 (Manatu1iga's 
Bhaktilmarastotra with a commentary, vss. 1-2), Fol. 2 is ibid, No. 433 (Ani\karika with a commentary, vss. 
8-11) 

16 See the post-colophon verse I in Ser. No. 10. At another place the same scribe has used the word 
~a9atigl-pustakam. The term pafidi1igl is also recorded by C. D. DAL1\L (Cat. Pc/fan, pp. 290-291, Nos. 41 and 
43/1). --- In modern Jaina literature (particularly Jaina literature in Gujarati) the word paficfuigl is used 
in a completely different sense. It denotes the five categories "Niryukti, Sa1igrahai:il, Bha~ya, Cun;i, Tlka" 
taken as a whole. See e.g. Muni PUNYAVIJAYA (J11anihljali I, pp. 61-66) and W. SCllUBRING (Jaina-Hss. No. 
294). 

17 A collective Manuscript would consist of different Manuscripts, and not merely of different Texts 
combined in one and the same Manuscript. Moreover the degree of unity would be still lower or there 
would be no unity at all. 
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a single text by the author himself or if the unit has developed this characteristic in the 
process of "Manuscript tradition", then and only then we treat the unit as a single Text 
in a single Entry. Instances of this are the Kriyaka!apa (Ser. Nos. 83 foll.), 
Padmanandin's Paficavirp.satika (26 tracts etc., mentioned already in § 3.4), Haribhadra's 
Paficasaka ( 19 tracts etc) and several other "works". 18 

There are Manuscripts in which originally blank folios or the free areas on the 
margins were subsequently covered with writing by a later scribe or by later scribes 
(rarely by the same scribe). Here too we use the term "composite Manuscript", as 
these additions have nothing to do with the main Text (glosses etc. are of course a 
different matter). As a consequence, the additions form one or more Entries besides 
the Entry for the main Text; see e.g. Ser. No. 17 and 318. This practice was started by 
SCHUBRING (Jaina-Hss. No. 947) and continued by JANERT. 

§ 3.5.2 Relation between Manuscripts, Texts and Entries 

In theory, a collection could consist of Manuscripts containing not more than one 
Text ("simple Manuscript") and it could at the same time present no text in more 
than one Manuscript. In such an "ideal" case the three totals (total of Manuscripts, 
total of Entries, total of texts) would be identical. In actual practice the totals are 
however different, and this is already true in the case of very small numbers (one 
Manuscript containing two Texts, one text found in two Manuscripts, and so on). 

All this would present no problem in the case of a "simple" principle for the 
arrangement of the Texts. A catalogue can arrange the Texts systematically (similar 
texts grouped together, different Texts of the same text arranged one after the other). 
In this case the arrangement of the Texts within the composite (and collective) 
Manuscripts is not considered. Conversely one may arrange the Texts in the sequence 
in which they appear within the Manuscripts. In this case the contents of the 
Texts are not considered and one and the same text may appear under numbers lying 
wide apart. In this second case we have continuous numbers for the Manuscripts 
(1, 2, 3 ... ), and the Texts form as it were sub-units of the Manuscripts (l", 11', 
2", 2h ... ). A modern catalogue will basically adopt the first principle. However the 
Manuscript is a unit which cannot be neglected altogether, and this necessitates 

what may be called a "mixed" principle. 
The very fact that we mention LEUMANN's and WICKERSHEIMER's numbers which 

are normally Manuscript numbers shows that we have adopted a "mixed" principle, 
following SCHUBRING and JANERT. For supplying the sequence of Texts within a 
composite Manuscript we have devised the following method. The first Text within 
the Manuscript carries with it a list of the other Texts, and the other Texts are 
accompanied by references to the first Text. The details are as follows: 

A list of all the Texts in a particular Manuscript appears at the very end of the 
Entry for its first Text. The Texts within the Manuscript are numbered in the 
sequence in which they appear in the Manuscript, and this may be called a supplementary 
numbering. In the "Description" of the first Text we use the formula "A composite 
Manuscript containing ... Texts", in the "Description" of the other Texts we use the 
formula "For the description of this composite Ms. see Ser. No. 999 (with a list of 

18 The two last-mentioned works demonstrate that the number of divisions found in a work is often not 

identical with the number given in its title. 
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Texts 1-... )". Again the "Heading" of each Text belonging to a composite Manuscript 
(whether the first Text or any of the other Texts) is preceded by its supplementary 
number put in double angular brackets. See for example LEUMANN's Manuscript S 397 : -

Supplementary 
Ser. No. T/C Title A11ga no. 

number 

I I MUia Up 7 
2 3 MUia Ant 8 
3 5 MUia Anu 9 
4 7 MUia Pra 10 
5 9 MUia Vi II 
6 2 Comm. Up 7 
7 4 Comm. Ant 8 
8 6 Comm. Anu 9 
9 8 Comm. Pra 10 

10 10 Comm. Vi II 

In other words : The Manuscript has the Texts first and the relevant Commentaries 
afterwards, whereas in our arrangement (Ser. Nos.) each Text is followed by its 
Commentary. The above example may be useful for the purposes of demonstration 
although it contains untypical regularities (thus each of the five Angas 7-11 is only 
represented by one single Text in the Strasbourg Collection). 

We had already observed in the previous paragraph that the collective Manuscripts 
(not more than six in our collection) do not form a uniform type. Therefore the method 
of indicating the sequence of the Texts within these Manuscripts differs from case to 
case. 

§ 3.6 The Entry and its :E]ements (§§ 4-9) 

The present paragraph is nothing more than an introduction to the descriptions of 
the six parts of the Entry as given in the following §§ 4-9. Therefore a few general 
remarks will suffice at this stage. We have tried to distinguish between the different 
''components" of the Citations (§ 2.3), and we have tried to distinguish the different 
parts of the Entry as a whole. Roughly speaking, the "References" corrnspond to the 
notes in a history of literature, whereas the "Notes" correspond to the text above 
the line. As far as the Citations are concerned we have avoided unnecessary repetitions. 
Matter which is already available in printed editions or in catalogues has only been 
supplied if there was a special reason. In other words, we have supplied in the case of 
well-known texts mainly what was called in § 3.4 "additional matter", whereas we 
thought it useful to supply in the case of unedited texts (including texts where editions 
exist but are normally not available) also larger portions of the "text proper" (§ 3.4). 



§ 4 THE NUMBERING 

This the first part of the Entry consists of three or four numbers: our number (Ser. 
No.), LEUMANN's number (S), WICKERSHEIMER's number (Wickersheimer), and in 
some cases the number connected with the foundation supplying the means for the 

purchase (Max-M iiller-Stiftung). 
Our numbers are the Entry numbers (at the same time Text numbers), and the 

reader is referred in this connection to §§_ 3.5.l and 3.5.2. LEUMANN's numbers are 
basically the numbers of an accession list (sec pp. 11-12). However an accession list 
does not seem to exist, and his numbers are only found on the Manuscripts. To be more 
correct, they are found on the first Folios and/or on the cardboard covers belonging to 
the Manuscripts and, in addition, they were written on the back of each Manuscript as 
bound for the Strasbourg library. For the Jaina Manuscripts, LEUMANN used the 
numbers 160-164, 200-205, 300-460, and for the non-Jaina Manuscripts he used the 
numbers 461 foll. The numbers are identical with those of the Lists (l)-(2) described 
on p. 12. The reader will have seen from our survey to what extent and 
in which form the .Taina Manuscripts at Strasbourg are registered in these two lists. 
LEUMANN's numbers (i.e. the S-numbers which have nothing to do with the numbers 
of Lists 3-5 described on p. 12 supra) recur in his other publications and are also used 
in JRK and NCC. The S prefixed to LEUMANN's numbers means "Strasbourg", and 
this was misunderstood by Wickersheimer as "Sanskrit" (Sanscr.). Wickersheimer 
renumbers LEUMANN's Manuscripts, but his numbering runs parallel to LEUMANN's 
numbering (see note 11 on p. 13 supra). His numbers should be referred to in any 
correspondence with the Strasbourg library. It follows from what has been said above 
(see also § 3.5.2) that LEUMANN's (and WICKERSHEIMER's) numbering considers in no 

way the contents of the Manuscripts. 
For the sake of completeness we have also supplied the numbers of the Max-Muller

Stiftung (Max Miiller Foundation). These numbers (l-137) appear on the front sides 
of the first folios of the respective Manuscripts ("Max-M iiller-Stiftung, l" etc.). 

The Numbering of the individual Entries is supplemented by the concordance of 

Appendix 1. 
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§ 5 THE DESCRIPTIONS 

§ 5.1 General Remarks 

The elements of the Description are mentioned in §§ 5.2-5.10. All the descriptions 
follow the same pattern. There are however features which are not found in all 
Manuscripts (see§§ 5.6, 5.7, 5.10). Again we have not discussed in§ 5 the treatment of 
composite and collective Manuscripts, for which see § 3.5.2. 

§ 5.2 Material 

The present collection contains only 12 palm-leaf Manuscripts, and these are with 
two exceptions from the South. 1 A botanical classification of the leaves is beyond 
the scope of this work. 2 All the other Manuscripts are on paper. Manuscripts on 
birch-bark, wood or cloth are missing. 3 There are two varieties of paper. The first is 
of Indian manufacture ("Indian", "country", or "native" paper). This was obviously 
hand-made (Muni PUNYAVIJA YA, Jiianaiijali I, p. 407). The second variety is the 
machine-made modern paper of both European and Indian origin ("European" paper). 
If the water-marks of the machine-made paper are clear they are mentioned by us. 
Only in a few cases is a further characterization of the paper attempted. 

§ 5.3 Number of Folios and Foliation 

The next element of the Description is the total number of folios. The dust-leaves 
attached subsequently to some Manuscripts at their beginnings or their ends are 
always included in this total. The foliation by the scribe is thereafter inserted in parentheses 
in the case of incomplete Manuscripts or irregular numbering. Thus the total is 144 in 
the case of Ser. No. 36. However the scribe has not put any number on the last 
folio. Hence our parentheses "(1-143-[144])", where the figure in square brackets has 
been added by us. The same figure [144] recurs in the Citations. Another example is 
Ser. No. 22. Here the total is 21. In this case, the scribe has used the figure 
"13" twice, and this has been mentioned by us in the following way: "(1-13 1 , 

132 -20)". In the case of dust-covers, which are invariably mentioned, one has to 
deduct the number of dust-covers from our total in order to obtain the last figure of 
the foliation. 

In nearly all paper Manuscripts, LEUMANN has written his foliation in Arabic figures 
on the Folios (obverse, right-hand lower corner), presumably for the guidance of the 
book-binder. Sometimes LEUMANN has even numbered palm-leaf Manuscripts. We have 
referred to LEUMANN's foliation in a few instances. 

1 South: S 353, S 354, S 364. S 386, S 387, S 388, S 389, S 390, S 409, S 436. North: S 452, S 453. 
2 Ki\PAl)li\ .Jai11a ivfss., pp. 5-6: Ind. Pal. pp. 141-142: [palm-leaf Manuscripts of Pa\ai' :] Cat. Pallan 

pp. 39-40. 
3 Information on the materials used for Indian Manuscripts will be found on p. I 39-145 of Ind. Pal. 

(p7 A-G). Also sec RArni\LI PANDFY, Ind. Pal. pp. 67-87. For two Jaina Manuscripts on cloth refer 
to Cat. Pallan p. 41: Ind. Pal. p. 140 (here B011Lrn also refers to a sort of Manuscript on silk).·- For paintings 
on cloth refer to Mm1 C11ANDRA, Jain i\Ii11im11re Pai11ti11gs/i'om Wes/em India (Ahmedabad 1949). pp. 46-56. 
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The original foliation 1s m "ankapalli". Only the two palm-leaf Manuscripts from 
Northern India 4 show "ak~arapalli" in addition to "ankapalli" 5 . 

Most of the Manuscripts of the "gutaka" type (see § 5.4) are not only composite 
Manuscripts but have also subsequent additions of varying character. Normally several 
Folios or dust-leaves remain unnumbered and blank after the copying is completed. 
Later on, some or all of these Folios etc. are used for inserting texts, stray notes, or a list 
of contents. Whenever Folios etc. at the beginning or at the end of the gutaka are 
covered with writing but not numbered, we have assigned letters to them. Our numbering 
starts with [A] (unnumbered Folios at the beginning: [A], [B], [C] ... ), and it ends 
with [Z] (unnumbered Folios at the end: ... [X], [Y], [Z]). See e.g. Ser. No. 227. 

§ 5.4 Size of Folios 

The approximate length and breadth of the Folios is given in centimetres. In other 
words: we do give millimetres (e.g. 34 x 13.2 cm), but in many cases we only give full 
centimetres or half centimetres (e.g. 25.5 x 11 cm). The figures are never quite exact 
because the size may vary from Folio to Folio. The Manuscripts have either the pothi 
format or the gutaka format. 6 The pothi format is well-known, derived from palm
leaves : The edge which is parallel to the lines ("breadth") is longer than the other edge 
("height"), and the turning edge (German: Wendekante) is on top. The material is 
palm-leaf or paper. Gutakas have a smaller (pocket-size) format, the turning edge is to 
the left (in the case of earlier specimens still on top), the Manuscripts are in principle 
bound (often the binding was subsequently removed and the leaves separated), and 
the material is paper. Gutakas are always composite Manuscripts. Nowadays the term 
is also used for printed books. - Gutakas are rare in European collections. 

§ 5.5 Lines and Columns 

In well executed Manuscripts the number of lines is usually constant. 7 Wherever the 
number remains constant or fairly constant, we give one figure (either the actual figure 
or an average figure). In the case of greater variation we give the lowest and the highest 
figure (e.g. Ser. No. 121 : "Lines: 1-4"). The variation may be due to negligence or due 
to a change of scribe. After the figure for the number of lines we supply in parentheses 
the approximate measurements of the script-area. A comparison of the measurements 
of the Folios and of the measurements of the script-areas will show the breadth of the 
marginal strips framing the script-areas.-In tripatha or paiicapatha Manuscripts 
(§ 5.7) the number of lines may differ between the central script-area and the other 
script-areas. Often (especially in the case of paiicapatha Manuscripts) we have merely 
given the number of lines in the central script-area (mlila). 

In palm-leaf Manuscripts the lines are mostly divided into two or three columns. 
In these Manuscripts the text does not run down the column, but continues in1the same 
line from one column to the other. The number of columns has always been recorded. 

4 Ser. Nos. 19 (Nandi-sutra-vrtti by Haribhadra) and 49 (Nandi-cun:ii). 
5 For ankapalli and ak~arapalli refer to the following: Ind. Pal. pp. 125 and 120; Cat. BhORI 17.2, 

Appendices 1-2; ABhORI 18.1936-37, pp. 171-186; J!liiniiiija/i I, pp. 49-50; Verzeichnis, 2.2, pp. 670-671, 731. 
6 There is one Manuscript (LEUMANN's No. S 363) showing what we would call the copy-book format. 

This is fairly wide-spread ( Verzeichnis 2.3, plate 2 : early specimen from Kashmir) and used for composite 
Manuscripts. 

7 For such efforts at regularity refer to Ind. Pal. p. 132. 
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Moreover the measurements for the script-areas also include the spaces between 
the columns. See also § 5.6. 

§ 5.6 Free or Ornamented Areas 

The traditional material for Indian Manuscripts was palm-leaves. The Folios of these 
palm-leaf Manuscripts were as a rule very narrow (e.g. compare Ser. No. 163: size of 
the folios 48 x 3.5 cm). Thus there was always the possibility of the Folios becoming 
disarranged. To avoid this, one or two holes were pierced through the folios, 
and cords were put through the holes and tied together. The two holes were pierced 
at about equal distances from the centre. The single hole was normally pierced to the 
left of the centre (the distance from the centre, and the degree of asymmetry, varied from 
case to case). In South India, where palm-leaf Manuscripts are prepared to this 
day, the practice of piercing holes is still followed. 8 

The shift from palm-leaf to paper rendered the holes superfluous. On the one hand the 
material was more fragile so that the holes became wider in the course of time 
and there was the risk that the script area was affected. On the other hand, technical 
changes (especially the changed format, e.g. compare Ser. No. 157: size of the Folios: 
33.4 x 16.3 cm) reduced the risk of disarrangement. The antiquated holes were retained 
for some time even after the practice of tying the Folios together had been discontinued 
(e.g. compare our Ser. No. 200). Later on the holes disappeared altogether and the place 
of the holes was taken by ornaments or simply by free areas. No doubt the old holes 
were also surrounded by free areas and occasionally encircled by decorative motifs. 
But even then the technical device, i.e. the hole, was the main feature, whereas later on the 
ornamented or free area became a decorative element in its own right. The custom of 
inserting ornamented or free areas was adhered to by the Jainas for a very long 
period, 9 and occasionally it was followed by Brahmanical Manuscripts. The Strasbourg 
collection of Jaina Manuscripts has a few South Indian paper Manuscripts. Among 
these specimens (e.g. compare Ser. No. 306) the free or ornamented areas are found 
but rarely. 

The relation between holes (free or ornamented areas) and script area(s) calls for a 
few remarks. In the case of palm-leaf Folios the central lines were interrupted by the 
holes and only the line(s) on top and the line(s) at the bottom were continuous. However 
in some cases the Folios were so narrow that the space between the holes and the edges 
(top and bottom) could not even accommodate a single continuous line. As a result, 
the script area was split into three columns because of the two cord holes 
as described above in § 5.5. This became a convention which was observed without 
regard for the actual size of the holes.~ The paper Manuscripts of the Jainas have 
either one or three free or ornamented areas. In the first case the area is in the "middle", 
i.e. a little to the left of the centre. The free or ornamented area forms a lacuna in the 
script area (in the case of Manuscripts with three or five script areas: in the central 
script area). In Mss. with three free or ornamented areas, the situation is as follows. In 
the case of Manuscripts with one script area, the central f/o-area forms a lacuna in 
the script area, whereas the lateral o-areas appear on the margins. In the case of 
Manuscripts with three or five script areas, the central f/o-area forms a lacuna in the 
central script area, whereas the lateral f/o areas form lacunas in the lateral script 

8 Ind. Pal. p. I47 (§ 38 A). 
9 Verzeichnis, 2.3, p. xv; Jaina-Hss. p. vii; Ind. Hss. I, p. xi. 
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areas.-Our observations on the paper Manuscripts of the Jains merely support the 
general pattern. It is natural that the copyists deviated in more than one case from 
this pattern. In particular we have to mention that the treatment of the obverse may 
differ from the treatment of the reverse of the Folio. 

The f/o-areas have certain standard forms. Following the usage of SCHUERING (Jaina
Hss.) and JANERT (Ind. Hss. 1), we use the following symbols: 

O a circle, drawn in red (rarely in black) ink. 
e a disk, filled with red (rarely black) ink. PTS 9.1966, pl. [4]; Ind. Hss. 1, pl. xii. 

a rosette (mostly on the first and on the last page). PTS 3. 1961, pl. [facing 
p. 33]; SJS 10.1934, pl. 1 [C]; KA.PAPIA (§ 3.1 note 1), p. 20. 

The symbols mentioned indicate o-areas, whereas the symbols given below indicate 
f-areas (the lines of the symbol do not indicate actual lines drawn by the copyist): 

o SJS 2.1936, pl. 1 [B]; Cat. LDI 1, pl. [4]. For f-and-o areas refer to the following: 
Ind. Hss. 1, pl. xi: [];ibid. pl. ii-iii: D. 
SJS 2. 1936, pl. 3 (2); Cat. LDI 1, pl. [3]. 
Cat. LDI 1, pl. [2]. 

<> Verzeichnis 2.3, pl. 5 [A]; PTS 10.1966, pl. [1]; SCHUBRING, Mahanislha
sutta (Berlin 1918), pl. [IC]. 

~ SCHUBRING ibid. pl. [IA]. For an f-and-o area see ibid. pl. [lB]: 

The symbol 1: 1 indicates that one or two ak~aras have strayed into the otherwise free 
space of the o type. See Verzeichnis 2.3, pl. [4B]. Most of the symbols have been 
illustrated in our plates, too. 

§ 5.7 Tripatha, Pancapatha, etc. 

Whenever a Manuscript contains only one Text, or several Texts following one 
after the other, the lay-out presents no problems. The same is true of those cases 
where the milla is accompanied by a commentary-i.e. if the commentary follows 
after the milla (as in the case of Texts of different works). 10 However milla and 
commentary run in most cases parallel, a method which makes reading convenient but 
creates problems for the copyist. There are several conventional methods of solving 
these problems. 

Two methods are called tripatha and paficapatha respectively. The second element 
of these terms occurs in more than one form (-patha, -path!; -pata, -pati). 11 

Tripatha Manuscripts have three parallel horizontal script-areas: the central area 
contains the milla, 12 the upper and lower ones contain the commentary. One should 
imagine that the modern system of writing the commentary below the milla is also 

10 e.g. Text on Foll. 1-10 and commentary on Foll. 11-25. Such a Manuscript is classified by us as 
composite(§ 3.5.1). See also note 12 below. 

11 KAPAQlA (§ 1.3 note 35: Outlines) pp. 102-103. -- Compare the archaeological terms tritlrthl and 
tritlrthika mentioned by U. P. SHAH: Holy Abu ( = English translation of Muni Shrl JAYANTAVIJAYAJ!'s book 
Tlrtha/'{ija A-bu), Bhavnagar 1954, p. 36 note 2 and p. 201. 

12 Usually we can define "miila" as text in contrast with its commentary and in contrast with a Chaya 
(Sanskrit translation of a text in Prakrit etc.). However, we cannot use the word "Text" for miila, as "Text" 
is also used for a commentary as recorded in a particular Manuscript, provided it does not run parallel 
to the milla (either because it follows the milla see note 10 --- or because the milla is missing 
altogether). See§ 3.4. 
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found. However I have not yet come across any instances of this practice, 13 whereas the 
tripatha type is found frequently. 14 In the case of paficapatha Manuscripts, two vertical 
areas are added to the left and to the right respectively, reducing the blank marginal strips 
to a minimum. 15 In tripatha and paficapatha Manuscripts the scribes mostly employ 
smaller script for the commentary. Again the space meant for the mU!a is sometimes 
left blank to coordinate the Text of the mU!a with the Text of the commentary. However 
in some Manuscripts, mU!a and commentary are not properly coordinated and may 
appear several pages apart. 16 

According to Muni PUNYAVIJA YA (Jiianaiijali I, pp. 47-48), the custom of shaping 
the Manuscripts in the tripatha and paficapatha pattern started in the 15th century 
of the Vikrama era. The tripatha pattern is even found in Indian prints, especially in 
prints of Jaina texts. 1 7 In our Description, we put the words tripatha and paficapatha 
always after the figure giving the number of lines. 

There is yet another method of connecting mU!a and commentary, and this is called 
by the Jainas su<;lha, sli<;lha, su<;lha, or su<;la. 18 Here mU!a and commentary form a 
continuous chain (m-c-m-c-m-c ... ). Sometimes, but by no means in all cases, 
inks of different colours are used for both parts (red ink for the mU!a and black ink for 
the commentary). In the Strasbourg Collection su<;lha Manuscripts are well represented. 19 

§ 5.8 Script 

The bulk of our Manuscripts are written in Devanagari. 20 Besides we find the 
Kanna<;la, Telugu and Grantha scripts. In Devanagari, the "old form" of writing e, ai, o, 
and au with prefixed vertical line or matra is known as Pf$thamatra or pa<;limatra. 21 

We use the designation "Devanagari, Pf$thamatra", if the Pf$thamatra writing prevails 
throughout the Manuscript. Occasional occurrances within a Manuscript are not 
mentioned.-Pr$thamatra writing can never by itself supply a criterion for great age. 
Occasionally it is even found in modern Manuscripts. 22-In the palm-leaf Manuscripts 
from South India, the script is sometimes not inked. In such cases we add "uninked" 
after the designation of the script. See also § 5.11.-If the script shows considerable 
damage (e.g. if it has been rubbed off), we mention this, adding occasionally the degree 
of obliteration.-For regional peculiarities of the Devanagari script refer to Ser. No. 62 
(Notes). 

13 The word "dvipa\ha" is used in Cat. RajORI 1 (p. 125, column 11 on Nos. 1030-31). It is however not 
clear from the context how we have to understand the term. 

14 Cat. LDI 1, pl. [1]; Ind. Hss. 1, plates 2-3 (specimen from Bengal). 
15 Verzeichnis 2.3, pl. [3A]; Cat. LDI 1, pl. [2]; Ind. Hss. 1, pl. 12. 
16 Verzeichnis 2.2, p. 694, No. 1900. 
17 See e.g. Dasavaikalika-sutra with Samayasundara's Commentary (Cambay sarp.. 1975). As an example 

of a non-Jaina publication we cite the following: sabha~a\lkam sri-Markar;<,lcyapuranar11, published by 
Khemaraja Srlkr~1;adasa (Bombay, no date). 

18 PUNYAVIJAYA, J!la11(i11ja/i I, pp. 47-48. 
19 Ser. Nos. 17, 31, 36, 39, 42, 49, 57, 58, 63, 64, 67, 68, 109, 115, 135, 143, 144, 151, 161, 174, 180, 185, 

236, 244. 
20 For the terms Devanagarl and Nagarl refer to J. F. BLUMHARDT (Cat. Guj. Raj. Mss. IOL, lntr. pp. 5-6). 

K1\PAl;>Ii\ often uses the terms .Jaina Devanagari and Jaina Nagarl (sec e.g. A Nole 011 k.ya and jila in 
ABhORI 17.1935, p. 289). 

21 For the terms refer to Ki\PADii\ (§ 3.1note1) p. 17. For the writing refer to Ind. Pal. plate v (inscriptions) 
and plate vi (Manuscripts). 

22 Such a Manuscript (dated sa1µvat 1997) is mentioned by A. N. lJPADHYF: Lilaval (SJS 31. 1949), 
Intr. p. 2. 
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§ 5.9 Miscellaneous 

The condition of the Manuscript is indicated by the words "good", "tolerable", 
"bad", or "fragmentary". This refers to the average state of preservation. The first 
and last Folios normally suffer more damage than the rest. Serious damage at the 
beginning or the end of an otherwise fairly well preserved Manuscript is of course 
specially mentioned. 

Nearly all the paper Manuscripts of the Strasbourg Collection were bound by a 
local firm (Buchbinderei F. G. KETTNER) according to the instructions of LEUMANN. 
Each Manuscript is bound in a separate volume with a short title and LEUMANN's 
number printed on its back. Irregularities· in the European binding are mentioned in 
our description. Indian binding is always reported.-Most of the palm-leaf Manuscripts 
lie in wooden covers of Indian origin. This is also recorded in the description.-Ser. 
No. 16 (Uttaradhyayana-siltra) has 36 miniatures. Ser. No. 137 (Lokaprakasa) has a 
considerable number of miniatures and diagrams. Stray miniatures are found in a few 
more Manuscripts and their presence is always mentioned. The illuminated Manuscripts 
are paper Manuscripts from North India. 

§ 5.10 Date 

In the Description we write: "Date: Sa1pvat 1486" (Ser. No. 36) etc. The date is 
normally contained in the Scribal Remarks (§ 7.4.4). In the case of undated Manuscripts 
we write "No date", and we do not attempt to estimate the age of undated Manu
scripts. A list of the 70 dated Manuscripts of our collection is found in Appendix 2. 
Doubtful cases are included. In the Notes in the relevant Entry we have always 
stated why we hesitate to accept the date given (e.g. compare Ser. Nos. 51 and 181).
Normally, the era is the Vikrama Era (Ser. Nos. 76 and 122: Saka Era; Ser. Nos. 157 
and 324: Christian Era). Our abbreviation for the Vikrama Era is "sa1pvat", 
but our Manuscripts also supply the following forms : 

sa1p 
samat 
sa1pmat 
sa1pva1pt 
sa1pvata 
sa1pmata 
sama1pta 
sa1pvatu 

Ser. Nos. 36, 38, 46, 137, 178, 195, 297 
22 
141, 193 
194 
79, 155, 161, 197, 201, 232 
107 
243 
62, 181. 23 

Printed texts of the Jainas often stipply the date in the Vira Era (starting with Maha= 
v!ra's nirvai;a ("Vlrasa1pvat" 24

), but this does not occur in Manuscripts and is 
apparently of modern date.-Whenever the date includes, besides the year, the day of 
the week and the day of the pak~a, we check it with the help of SWAMIKANNU PILLAI's 
Indian Eplzemeris. 25-Any lost, damaged or illegible digit in a date is transcribed with a 

23 The forms are regarded as abbreviations of sarµvatsara. See Indian Epigraphy pp. 220 and 327-328; 
KAPAr)l1\, Jaina lvfss., p. 3 note 2. 

24 See e.g. the title page of the following: Avasyaka-Niryukti with Jfianasagara's Avacun)i (DLJP 108) 
V!rasamvat 2491 Vikrama saqwat 2021 Krai~(a san 1965. -- "san" is often used for the Christian Era. 

25 Diwan Bahadur L. D. SWAMIKANNU PILLAI, An Indian Ephemeris, A.D. 700 to A.D. 1799, Vols. 1-6 
(Madras 1922); An Indian Ephemeris, A.D. 700 to A.D. 1999, Vol. 7, A.D. 1800 to A.D. 1999 (Madras 1923). 
We have used the microfiche edition (Inter-Documentation Company, Zug/Switzerlancl, Serie No. 1-588). 
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cross (x). In the Notes we try to determine the missing digit whenever possible (see e.g. 
Ser. No. 297). Other remarks on the date include references to copied dates. In the 
latter case the scribal remark of a Manuscript (including the date) is copied from the 
"original", i.e. from the earlier copy. In such cases we write in the Description: 
"Date: sarp.vat ... (but see Notes)". 

When writing higher figures, the Jains sometimes employ figures and the like in the 
sense of the English "point". We put these elements in angular brackets : 

sarp.vat 1948: 19< 0>48 (Ser. No. 193) 26 

sarp.vat 1801: 18<0>01 (Ser. No. 197) 
sarp.vat 1914: 19<0>14 (Jaina Hss. No. 190) 
grantha 3041: 30< 0>41 (Verzeichnis No. 1887) 
sarp.vat 1511 : 15<1>11 (Ser. No. 235) 
sarp.vat 1408: 14< 1 >08 (KA.PApIA, Jaina Mss., p. 10) 
sarp.vat 1703: 17<11>03 (Ser. No. 12) 
sarp.vat 1579: "15 < a~ac;lha > 79 var~e a~ac;lha ... " (Ser. No. 209) 
[Folio] 410: 4<0>10 (Ser. No. 193) 

§ 5.11 Points not Included in the Description 

Our Descriptions do not include the Scrib<li Remarks (a); mmor details (b-g) 
have been ignored. 

(a) Scribal Remarks. A. WEBER quoted very long passages from his Manuscripts, as 
the relevant texts were often unpublished in his day. Under these circumstances he 
was compelled to separate the Scribal Remarks from their context and to reproduce 
them in his Descriptions so that the reader could find them there without any difficulty. 
This practice was followed by SCHUERING and JANERT who continued to catalogue 
the Berlin Manuscripts. However, quotations nowadays are much shorter than the 
quotations given by WEBER and other pioneers in the field of cataloguing. It is moreover 
not difficult to arrange the text quoted in such a way that its different parts can 
easily be recognized. For these reasons we have abandoned WEBER's principle 
and left the Scribal Remarks in their original context. For details refer to § 7.4.4. 

(b) Ak~aras per line. Scholars like H. R. KA.PAOIA and Pt. BHUJABAU sastri mention 
the average number of ak~aras per line. But the number varies considerably even in 
otherwise well executed Manuscripts. Therefore the average number is of no use. 

(c) Vertical borders. Generally two borders are drawn in ink (black-red) to mark the 
boundary between the Text and the margins to the left and to the right. The individual 
borders consist of one or more lines in the same ink or in different ink. 

( d) The colour of the ink used for the script etc. The ink used by the scribes is 
normally black. Sometimes red ink is used for special purposes (figures, dal).c;las, 
folio-numbers, marginal titles) or for writing the miila, to distinguish it from the 
commentary. Other colours than red and black do not occur in the Strasbourg 
Collection. 27 The traditional method of preparing ink has been described by Muni 
PUNY A VIJA YA. 28 

26 For further examples of < 0 > refer to KAPAI;>IA (§ 1.3 note 35: Foliation), p. 175. 
27 A Berlin Manuscript shows the use of golden and silver ink (Verzeichnis no. 1882; for a facsimile refer 

to Notices 3, pl. !). 
2 s Jiianiillja/i I, pp. 42-46. See also Ki\rAi;>lA, Jaina Mss., pp. 12-14; Ind. Pal. p. 146. 
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(e) Yellow or white colours. Very often incorrect ak~aras or parts thereof are 
covered over with yellow colour ("haratala") or white colour ("saphedo", from 

saphed = white). 29 

(f) Signs of word-division. To separate words from one another, careful scribes (or 
readers) sometimes draw small vertical strokes (nearly half the size of a da!_l<;la) 
above the "top-matra" ( = horizontal line in which the ak~aras terminate at their 
tops). 30 But this is the exception rather than the rule. The strokes separate both, 
words within a compound and independent words. Sometimes modern prints continue 

this traditional form of word-separation. 
(g) Binding. See § 5.9. 

29 JJ/anlhljali I, p. 46; Ki\PA[)Ii\ (§ 3.1note1), pp. 21-23; Ind. Pal. p. 137. 
30 Jaina-Hss., p. ix,§ 12. 



§ 6. THE HEADINGS 

§ 6.1 Components of the Heading 

A Heading with the maximum number of elements takes the following shape : 

«Supplementary number» 

Title of the work 
(Language) 
AUTHOR'S NAME 
Title of the commentary 
(Language of the 
commentary) 

AUTHOR OF THE 
COMMENTARY 
Extent of Text 

E.g. «Text I». In the case of composite Manuscripts (cf. 
§3.5.2). 
E.g. Niyamasara. 
E.g. (Pkt.). 
E.g. KUNDAKUNDA. 
E.g. Tatparya-vrtti. 
See above. Not mentioned in the following cases : Sanskrit 
commentary on Sanskrit mUla; commentaries etc. where 
the designation (Chaya, Avacun:ii/ A vacuri) implies that 
the language is Sanskrit; Manuscripts where the language 
of the commentary has been discussed in the Notes. 
E.g. PADMAPRABHA. 

E.g. Incomplete. The relevant information is given either 
in the Heading or in the Notes. Besides this, minor losses 
at the beginning or at the end are recognizable from the 
sign/// (indicating end or beginning of loss at the beginning 
or at the end of the Text quoted). 

In more than one case, tradition (including Scribal Remarks etc.) records several 
names for an author and several titles for a work. All this material has been registered 
and evaluated (in the different parts of the Entries and in the Appendices). But in 
order not to overburden the Heading we have, in such cases, not supplied more than one 
name (title).-Titles and names are given without case-endings (e.g. "CatuQ.sarai:ia"). 
Only the titles of Angas 7, 8, 9, and 10 (Ser. Nos. 1, 3, 5, and 7 respectively) are given in 
their plural forms, following normal usage: Upasakadasal:i etc. 

§ 6.2 Title of the Text 

Most of the Manuscripts contain a title in their colophon(s), see § 7.4.2. Some 
Manuscripts also have marginal titles, mostly written on the reverse sides (left-hand 
margin, top) of all or almost all Folios. The marginal title is generally a shortened form 
of the full title, and it is occasionally recorded in the Notes. Refer also to § 9.3.-Nearly 
all the "pothi" editions of the Jainas supply marginal titles in the traditional way, and 
these can be compared to the page-titles in modern books.-Sometimes a work has two 
(or more) entirely different titles (e.g. Catul:isara9a = Kusalanubandhyadhyayana). 
But often the variation merely consists in the presence or absence of the class-designation 
in the final composition (e.g. CatuQ.sara9a = Catul:isarai:ia-prakiri:iaka), or in the 
addition of a Sanskrit title to the Prakrit title (Caiisarai:ia = CatuQ.sarai:ia). 

Following WEBER and others we have used invariably the Sanskrit titles. This is 
also the practice of the Jainas themselves. Whenever a Prakrit title is available the 
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reader will find it in the Citations or the Notes. The Prakrit titles are no doubt earlier 
and more correct than the later Sanskritizations. However the process of Sanskritization 
started so early that in a number of cases it was not felt necessary to record Prakrit 
titles. Scholars who prefer to mention Prakrit texts under a Prakrit title are therefore 
often forced to coin Prakrit titles which are nowhere recorded. This is done by 
SCHUBRING (titles thus coined are marked with an asterisk in his Jaina-Hss.[PrStB]) 
and by KA.PAPIA (HCLJ and PBhS). In some cases we mention ScHUBRING's and 
KAPAPIA's new Prakrit titles. 

In fragmentary Texts, where no title is available in the relevant Manuscript, one has 
to ascertain the title by identifying the text. If identification is not possible we supply a 
hypothetical title (put in square brackets) on the basis of the contents. In the case of 
stray verses, where identification places still greater problems, we use the pratika of 
the first line as a substitute for a true title (also in square brackets). See e.g. Ser. No. 313 
foll. Pratikas were already used by tradition as titles for stotras : Jayatihuyal,la-stotra 
by Abhayadeva (JRK, p. 133"), Siddhipriyail:i-stotra by Devanandin (Ser. No. 276), 
Kalyal,lamandira-stotra by Siddhasena divakara (Ser. Nos. 270-271). 

For the purposes of the present catalogue at least we regard the Niryuktis, Bha~yas, 
and Clirl,lis of the early post-canonical stratum of the Svetambara literature as texts 
and not as commentaries, although they belong to what is normally called the 
"exegetical literature" (see e.g. HCLJ, Chapter vi). 

§ 6.3 Author and Authorship 

In the case of canonical and early non-canonical works the question of authorship 
does not arise. 1 In the case of later works we add the name of the author or the word 
"anonymous". If the work was composed by several authors, the names of all these 
authors are given (the sections to be attributed to the different authors being mentioned 
in the Notes). Mythological and semi-historical names are only mentioned in the 
Notes; names supported by a fairly reliable tradition have found their place in the 
Heading (with the qualification "ascribed to"). 

In those cases where the question of authorship does not arise at all, the question of 
"borrowing" is also not under consideration. But in later days works are in fact 
in one sense or the other creations of individual authors. Here we can often clearly 
recognize how the authors borrowed from specific sources, and such cases are 
mentioned in the Notes. What is true of the authors of the mUlas, is mutatis mutandis 
also true of the authors of commentaries. Refer in this connection also to the observations 
on Avaclirl,lis (Avacuris) in the following paragraphs. 

§ 6.4 Commentary-Name and Designation 

The standard method for designating commentaries is the following: To the title of 
the mu.Ja (abbreviated or not) the class designation of the specific commentary is added. 
E.g. mu.Ja: Upasakadasal:i, commentary Upasakadasa-vivaral,la (Ser. Nos. 1-2). But there 
are also cases where the commentary has an independent name; mlila: Kundakunda's 
Samayasara, commentary: Atmakhyati (Samayasara plus Atmakhyati = Ser. No. 75). 

1 The Nandi-sutra is often regarded as a work by Devardhi gar.1i (see e.g. the editions by Muni 
Pur-iYAVJJAYA). But the attribution is hypothetical, and the same is true of other attributions (Bhadrabahu's 
Niryuktis etc.). 
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- In the present catalogue we mention the name of the mlila before the name of the 
commentary. In other words : Even if the commentary quotes the mlila only in reduced 
form, it is the name of the mlila which occupies the first place in the heading. Only in the 
case of Manuscript S 397 (Ser. Nos. 1-10) have we deviated from this principle. Here the 
five mlilas appear first and the five commentaries afterwards so that it seemed 
sufficient to mention the mlilas once. - As mentioned above, the Niryuktis, Bha~yas 
and Ciirl).is are not regarded as commentaries (§ 6.4). 

The words Tika, Vivaral).a, Vrti/Vrtti, Vivrti/Vivrtti designate the later standard form 
of a Sanskrit commentary. The words are for all practical purposes synonyms, and we 
have replaced them in the Headings always by the word "commentary" (the only 
exception being the Manuscript S 397). The case is different with a few special types 
of commentaries etc. where the original designation was always maintained. These are 
the following: 

(a) Chaya. This is a word-for-word or at least a very literal Sanskrit rendering of a 
Prakrit text. The term (and the type of text for which it stands) is particularly common 
in Jaina literature but not restricted to it. 

(b) Avacuri or Avacurl).i. It is a noteworthy feature of Jaina literature that many 
ancient commentaries by well-known authors such as Haribhadra, Vidyanandin and 
others were abridged or adapted in medieval times. In the Svetambara tradition such 
abridgements are known as Avacuris or Avaciirl).is. In a number of cases, the opening 
and the concluding parts (mostly verses) of the older commentary are incorporated 
into the Avacuri. This is at least the picture which emerges at first sight. In actual fact 
the pattern for the formation and designation of sub-commentaries of this specific type 
is more complicated. Thus Ser. No. 118 is an "anonymous Avacuri" on Devendra's 
Bandhasvamitva. In reality it is probably an abridgement of a lost autocommentary by 
Devendra himself. Again Devendra's Uttaradhyayana-tlka (well-known from JACOBI's 
"Erzahlungen") is actually an Avacuri although the designation is never used in this case. 
Devendra has actually extracted, with minor changes, those portions from Santisuri's 
commentary which discussed the Sutra (see Ser. No. 13). - Srutasagara composed 
a "D!pika" on the Tattvarthasutra, which is nowadays also classified as A vacuri. 
It is in fact based on another commentary on the Tattvarthasutra (Devanandi's 
Sarvarthasiddhi) and it has also incorporated the concluding verses of this commentary. 
Strange to say, in the Strasbourg Manuscript Ser. No. 109, Srutasagara's D!pika is even 
designated as "Sarvarthasiddhi". This is not the only instance of this type, and 
sometimes even the name of the A vacuri-author is replaced by the name of the 
author of the commentary on which the A vacuri was based. (See e.g. Ser. No. 147). 

(c) Tabo. This term is used by the Svetambaras for a free translation or paraphrase in 
(old) Gujarati. It is often spelt Tabbo or Tahu, it appears in the extended forms Tabati.ka 
or Tabartha, and it is sanskritized as stabakartha. Tabos are sometimes also known 
as Balabodha, Balavabodha, Ak~arartha, and Artha. See also HCLJ p. 203. 

(d) Vacanika. This is a translation or paraphrase in "Rajasthani" (mainly in the 
Jaipur dialect known as Ohutjharl). The term seems to be prevalent among the 
Digambaras. In our Catalogue we have five Vacanikas (Ser. Nos. 79, 89, 110, 161, and 
185), and the term is used in all these cases by the author himself. The same is true 
of Pt. Hemaraja's Vacanika on the Karmaprakrti of Nemicandra (Murtidev! Ser. 
Pkt. 11. 1964, pp. 99-152). Again Pt. BHUJABALf sastri uses the term on p. 211 of his 
Kannwla-suci. 
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(e) Tippai:iaka. This is not a commentary in its strict sense, but a set of explanations 
of single words or sentences. The word Pafijika (Ser. No. 174) is used in a similar sense. 

§ 6.5 Language 

The language of the work is mentioned in all cases and the language of the 
commentary in some cases(§ 6.1). Our abbreviations are the following: Skt. (Sanskrit), 
Pkt. (Prakrit), Apbhr. (Apabhrarµsa), Guj. (Gujarati), Raj. (Rajasthani). Often the 
language of a work is not uniform. Many Jaina works in New Indo-Aryan languages 
contain Sanskrit or Prakrit passages. Jaina works in Prakrit have Apabhrarµsa and 
Sanskrit passages, and in certain Curi:iis and TJkas Prakrit (Jaina Mahara~tri) alternates 
with Sanskrit. 2 A commentary in Sanskrit, Prakrit and Kannac;la (JSBI 4, p. 60) also 
exists. All such cases of language mixture have been mentioned in the Notes. -
Jinabhadra's Prakrit was to some extent sanskritized (Vbersicht p. 3Jb). 

2 The language of the Cun;iis is discussed in JSBI 3, p. 289. - In Santisuri's Uttaradhyayana-niryukti-tika 
the stories are narrated in Prakrit, and it is therefore also known as "Prakrta-\ika" or "Paiya-\ika". 
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§ 7 THE CITATIONS 

§ 7.1.1. Function of the Citations 

The Citations form the substance of every modern catalogue of Manuscripts. However 
their function differs from case to case. If the texts contained in the Manuscripts are 
well-known, then the Citations will supply variant readings and give a general idea 
of the Manuscript (correct or incorrect spelling, good or bad state of preservation etc.). 
The case is different if the texts under consideration are not sufficiently explored. Here 
the Citations will supply valuable research material, and this is particularly true if the 
character of the texts themselves makes a scrupulous survey difficult. 

Most of our texts are in fact little known, and more often than not they present 
peculiar problems to the investigator. But then the Citations show e.g. whether the 
Text of the Tattvarthasiitra in a particular Manuscript belongs to the Digambara or 
to the Svetambara version. In the case of small tracts and hymns the same title may be 
used for many different compositions (e.g. dozens of Caturvirpsati-jina-stavanas [-stavas, 
-stutis, -stotras], see JRK pp. 114 -115). Here the Citations are indispensable for 
purposes of identification. Again there are compilations of varying composition like 
the Kriyakalapa which is not a "text" in the strict acceptance of the term. Here too the 
mere title is of little help in determining the exact character of the Text concerned. 

The Citations cover not only the "text proper" (§ 3.4) but also the additional matter 
(scribal remarks etc.). This should not be regarded as a mere appendix to the "text 
proper". When properly co-ordinated, the information gained can be useful for the 
study of textual transmission and literary history in a wider context (thus Manuscripts 
can be dated if the scribe's name recurs in a dated Manuscript). Apart from this, the 
"additional matter" may also be useful from the view-point of political history, cultural 
history, and linguistics. 

§ 7.1.2. Scheme of the Citations 

Broadly speaking, the Citations supply the Beginning and the End of the relevant 
Manuscript. Sometimes, but not always, further matter taken from the "middle" 
of the Text is also quoted. The Beginning and the End are introduced by the 
"notations"« Begins» and «Ends». The two blocks thus introduced are complex in their 
structure and they seem to defy attempts to analyse them. However the very concept 
of the present catalogue (§ 2.3) made it imperative to develop categories which 
accommodate the various elements forming the two blocks. According to our analysis, 
Beginning and End of the Manuscripts have some or all of the following components : 

[Beginning] (I) Symbol(s) by the scribe. 
(2) Namaskara-phrases, almost always by the scribe. 1 

(3) likhyate-phrase (containing the title), by the scribe. 
( 4) Mailgalacara1.ia-verse(s), supplied -- but not necessarily composed 

-- by the author. 
(5) Beginning of the text proper. 

1 Sometimes composed by the author himself and hence transmitted in author's wording: Ser. No. 14. 
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There is a caesura between (3) and ( 4) : Parts (I )-(3) arc introductory matter, supplied 
(almost exclusively) by the scribe, whereas (4) marks the beginning of the work. 

[End] (6) End of the text proper (analogous to 5). 
(7) Colophon (sometimes short, sometimes long), by the author or 

the scribe. Mostly prose. 
(8) Prasasti(s). See § 7.4.3. The Prasasti may form the last chapter of 

the text proper. 
(9) Scribal Remarks (sometimes short, sometimes long). Mostly prose. 

After enumerating the components, we have to describe them in detail. 
Certain standard passages occur sometimes in one component and sometimes in 

another component. Thus the phrases of benediction and apology may be from the 
pen of the author or from that of the scribe, and therefore may appear in components 
7, 8 or 9. Benedictions are expressions like "subham astu sarva-jagataf.i", apologies by 
the scribe expressions like " ... mama dO$O na diyatam", and apologies by the author 
expressions like the prasasti-vs. "yad ihotsiitrarµ ... " in Ser. No. 39. All this matter 
may be given in many different forms : one single stanza, two different stanzas, 
several short prose sentences, and so on. - The granthagra-figures (extent of the 
text,§ 7.4.5) may also occur in any of the components 7, 8, and 9. 

Furthermore, the pattern is often rendered more complicated by the major sub
divisions within a text and by the presence of a commentary etc. running parallel to the 
miila. Certain components of the above set may be associated with an individual 
sub-division (manga!acaral)a-verses sporadically, colophons-i.e. chapter colophons---
frequently). Again the full set of components should, in principle, be present in the 
miila as well as in the commentary. This is indeed the case in most of the tripatha and 
paficapatha Manuscripts. 

In a few cases (Ser. Nos. 6 and 10), the colophon is extended by one or more inserted 
verses. Such verses are not covered by our definition of "colophon" but in the scheme 
of components they are actually covered by the component "colophon" as we did not 
want to assign a special place to them. 

Broadly speaking, components 4-8 are of direct interest for literary history, whereas 
components 1-3 and 9 are primarily the subject of manuscriptology. Before concluding 
this paragraph let us emphasize once more, that the scheme depicted above is devised 
to cover all possible cases within our Catalogue, but that only some of our Texts reflect 

the complete scheme. 

§ 7.2.1. Brackets and Signs 

We employ the following signs and brackets : 

(a) Parentheses enclose corrected Ak$aras, e.g. g(a)cchati for gacchati of the Manu
script. Square brackets enclose our additions, e.g. ga[ccha]ti for gati of the Manuscript. 
If the Manuscript is damaged whole words may be supplemented. Superfluous Ak~<:uas 
or parts of Ak~aras are enclosed by simple angular brackets, e.g. < ga > gacchati for 
gagacchati of the Manuscript. 

(b) In the case of figures, the system is slightly different. First of all, figures 
appearing wholly or in part in correct form in the Manuscript (verse-numbers, folio
numbers etc.) are enclosed in parentheses, e.g. (3) or (1000). A figure added by us is 
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put in square brackets. If the whole figure is added, we use only square brackets 
- [3] -~ and if part of a figure is added, we use round brackets and square brackets -
([1]23). A superfluous figure is put in angular brackets - < 3 >. In the case of 
corrections, we do not use parentheses but square brackets plus angular brackets: 
( < 2 > [ 1]42), if we want to correct "242" in "' 142". Such complicated cases are however 
rare. 

(c) If the beginning and/or the end of a Text is lost in a Manuscript, we use three 
oblique lines ///. Thus, /// sya indicates that the Text begins with sya, while ///[s]ya 
indicates that the Text begins with ya and that the first part of the ligature sya is 
supplemented by us. Similarly, ta/// shows that the Text ends abruptly with ta, the 
rest (sya? tra ?) being lost; and tas[ya]/ / / shows that the Text ends with tas, while ya 
has been supplemented by us. 

(d) A group of three tildes, i.e. "---", is used in a number of cases to reproduce a 
sequence of cha, sri, etc. in a Manuscript (§ 7.4.5). 

(e) The period (full stop), the comma, and the question-mark are the marks of 
punctuation which we use. They mostly represent one or two dai:i<;las in a Manuscript. 
But even if a Manuscript has no daq<;las, we occasionally insert some of these punctuation
marks. Superfluous daq<;las are normally not mentioned. For the dai:i<;las used in writing 
figures refer to§ 5.10 (end). -

(f) The cross (x) stands for any lost, damaged or illegible digit, both in the case of 
dates(§ 5.10) and in the case of verse and folio numbers. 

(g) Two dots are used for an illegible Ak~ara, three dots for one or more words which 
we had to omit. "etc." indicates the end of a quotation when the Text in the 
Manuscript continues. 

(h) Angular brackets (<<. .. ») enclose our notations in the Citations. The two basic 
sections are introduced by «Begins ... » and «Ends ... » The notation «Begins (1 )B : » 
indicates that the Text begins on Folio (l)B, and «Ends (42)B: »indicates that the second 
basic section of the Citation ends on Folio 42B. - The other notations (always in double 
angular brackets) refer to components in the sense of § 7.1.2 (e.g. «Colophon:», 
«2nd scribe:»), to commentary, Chaya etc. (e.g. «Chaya:»), and to the number of a 
Text within a composite Manuscript according to § 3.5.2 (e.g. «Text 1 »). The last
mentioned notation is however before the heading (see § 6.1 : supplementary number). 

§ 7 .2.2 Transcription 

Many catalogues of Indi11n Manuscripts (e.g. those of the India Office Library in 
London and of the BhORI in Poona, those published in the GOS or RajOS) employ 
the Devanagari script. This is not the place to discuss the advantages and disadvantages 
of Devanagari as a vehicle for transcribing Manuscripts. But let it be said here that 
every reproduction of a Manuscript, whether in the original script or in any other script, 
is an act of interpretation. No transcription can be an exact reflection of the original. 

The catalogues of the Berlin Collection by WEBER, SCHUBRING, JANERT, and 
WALDSCHMIDT (Turfan-Manuscripts) employ "Roman transliteration", and so do we. 
As far as the particular way of transliteration is concerned, we follow in most details 
the catalogue of SCHUBRING. 

We write c (not eh), s and ~ (not sh), tµ (not rh.). Long vowels have a horizontal 
stroke above them, e.g. a (in the case of i, we write i and not i). But e and o do not 
carry this diacritical mark. The length of a vowel resulting from Sandhi is shown by a 
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"circumflex" : e.g. iha cadhyayan6ddesa-sutrararp.bhe~u (Ser. No. 43) or - in Prakrit -
savva1:moga-millarp. (Ser. No. 45) 

As is necessary in a catalogue, we always reproduce v-/b- or ~-/kh-, and in Prakrit 
Texts ya/a or i/e in the original orthography of the Manuscripts. But in other cases we 
have normalised the orthography of the Sanskrit and Prakrit Texts. Firstly we write 
nasals within a word as parasavan;ias: sankalpa (not sarp.kalpa), parka (not parp.ca), 
daQ.<;ia (not darp.<;la), sundara (not surp.dara). The second form of normalization concerns 
ak~aras which in the "older form" of Devanagarl, look so similar that they were 
sometimes confused by the scribes. We mention the following: ch-/cch-, ya/pa/e, u/o, 
v-/c-, p-/~-, gg-/gr-, kk-/kv-. For details and examples refer to Cat. BhORI 17.2, 
Appendices 1-2. See also Verzeichnis 2.3, forword, pp. xvi-xvii, where a few signs are 
discussed. 2 

-- The third case of normalization concerns the Visarga. Sometimes a sign 
looking like a Visarga (two dots) is used as a kind of punctuation. We write Visarga only 
if the context indicates that this is actually meant. Otherwise the two dots are treated 
like daQ.<;ias (§ 7.2.1 [e]). 

Certain passages etc. are not normalized but quoted "verbatim" (in the sense of 
"literatim", German "buchstablich"). This is always done in the case of namaskara
phrases, likhyate-phrases, Colophons, Scribal Remarks, and in the case of distorted 
passages (irrespective of their contents). Even here we do not try to reproduce palaeo
graphical details but try to identify the letter as written (intentionally or unintentionally) 
by the scribe. See for instance "nmaJ:i" besides namal:i in Ser. No. 232. 

New Indo-Aryan Texts (passages) are quoted verbatim with one exception. The 
Anusvara-sign (in Sanskrit and Prakrit Texts always transcribed as rp.) sometimes 
indicates a very slight nasalization (which does not change the prosodical quantity of 
the syllable), and sometimes it owes its presence only to the whim of the writer or to a 
general orthographical oddity. We put in both cases the tilde above the vowel concerned. 
karu hu (and not karurp. hu; Ser. No. 89) and nagarlme (Ser. No. 212) are instances of 
the first case. veraga (and not verp.raga; Ser. No. 212) and pal!ne (Ser. No. 212) are 
instances of the second case. The so-called post-positions of the New Indo-Aryan 
languages are, in our Catalogue, attached directly to the substantive : sthalaka (and not 
sthala ka; Ser. No. 89), devalokana su~a (Ser. No. 212). In the case of names, we put a 
hyphen between the two elements : Bharatak~etra-mahi (Ser. No. 212). 

For easy understanding we separate the units of a compound by a hyphen (e.g. kaya
pavayai:ia-ppai:iamo in Ser. No. 45). We separate words which are connected by the 
Sandhi (ity uvaca).-The titles of texts and names of persons, places etc. are always 
written with capital letters (e.g. srlmad-Bodhaka-si~yena srlmat-Sumati-surii:ia in Ser. 
No. 17). This is in agreement with Jaina-Hss. (SCHUBRING) and Ind. Hss. 1 (JANERT). 
Some German publications (e.g. WEBER's Verzeichnis) do not use capital letters. 

The metrical portions of the Citations are typographically distinguished from prose 
passages : Anu~tup, Arya, and Doha verses are printed as two lines, other verses as 
four lines (one for each pada). Italics mainly indicate sle~as (Ser. No. 232). 

We might conclude this paragraph with two general remarks. Firstly: In no 
transcription can strict uniformity be achieved in all cases. See in this connection 
JACOBI ("Strenge Konsequenz ist hierin [d.h. in der Worttrennung], wie auch in der 
Interpunktion, nicht moglich"). 3 Secondly we would like to emphasize that we do not 

2 We write invariably the letter(s) required by the context. 
3 HERMANN JACOBI, Erziihlungen in Malu1rashfri, p. ix. 
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"edit" our Texts. It is our aim to present the passages cited from our Manuscripts in 

a form which is readable, but the main consideration is to present the original Text as 
faithfully as possible. This was also felt by WEBER ("Die Aufgabe des Verfassers eines 
Kataloges ist nicht die eines Kritikers"). 4 

§ 7.3.1 Beginning of the Manuscript 

The present paragraph covers the first three components of the list mentioned in 
§ 7.1.2. 

(1) Symbols. Nearly all the Svetambara Manuscripts from North and Western India 
start with an auspicious symbol which is now called "bhale" by the Jainas. 5 Keith calls 

it "Jaina-diagram" 6 and his explanation has been recorded by KA.PA.QIA (on the basis of 

a letter received from KEITH). 7 WEBER suggests a derivation from "a-rha-lp",8 and in 

our Ser. No. 179 bhale is in fact followed by the word arhalp. The form of the sign varies 

a good deal. However it consists basically of two elements. The first of these elements 

shows a remote similarity to what D. C. SIRCAR calls the "siddham" symbol (resembling 

the figure "9" as written in modern Devanagari), while the second element resembles 
a sign taking the shape of the letters tha, cha etc.9-WEBER, SCHUBRING and JANERT 

drop the bhale from their citations. Some Indian publications print the sign in 
Devanagari numerals ("50", "60" or "90"). 10 We always .reproduce it as §0. 11 

(2) Namaskara-phrases. The bhale is sometimes followed by Olp (Ser. Nos. 1, 30, 137 

etc.). 12 But more often we find formulas like sri-Gautamaya namab (Ser. No. 20), 

namo VHaragaya (Ser. Nos. 30 etc.), namab Sarvajfiaya (Ser. No. 1), hri srI-gurubhyo 

namab (Ser. No. 137), or simply namab (Ser. No. 108). It might be mentioned here that 

we find pafica-gurubhyo namab only in Digambara Manuscripts. - The namaskaras 

are especially informative when they refer to historical persons. We have for instance 
Olp namab sri-Jinabhadra-gal).i-k~ainasramal).ebhyab in Ser. No. 45 (Vise~avasyaka

bhii$ya) and srI-Vidyanandi-gurubhyo namab in Ser. No. 107 (Tattvartha-sutra with 

Rajavarttika). - There is at least one case where it is almost certain that the namaskara 

is from the pen of the author himself. Ser. No. 14 is Bhavavijaya's Sugama on the 
Uttaradhyayana-sutra. Here the namaskara is "sri-Sankhesvara-Parsvanathaya namab", 

and the author's Prasasti also begins with a salutation to Sankhesvara-Parsvanatha. 

It would therefore appear that Bhavavijaya is responsible for the namaskara.-The 

namaskara-phrases are reproduced in full by WEBER and KAPA.QIA.. SCHUBRING and 

VELANKAR drop them completely. JANERT (Ind. Hss. 1) merely writes "-". 

(3) likhyate-phrases. Just after the Namaskara-phrase, there may appear a reference 

to the text from the pen of the scribe. Mostly it is in the form : atha ... likhyate, li$yate 

etc. We cite a few examples from the Strasbourg Collection: atha Ratnatrayapuja 

likhyate (Ser. No. 258); atha Pujyapada-svami-krta Samadhisata[ka]-ki desa-bhii$ii-maya 

Vacanika likhyate (Ser. No. 161); atha granthaki Vacanika vananeka saq1barµdha 

4 ALBRECHT WEBER, Verzeichnis 2.3, Vorwort, p. XVll. 
5 Cat. BhORI 17.2, Appx. 2, p. 12. 
6 Cat. JO. Vol. 2, p. 1241 etc. 
7 Cat. BhORI, 17.2, Appx. 2, p. 13, note I. 
8 Verzeichnis 2.3, p. xvi. 
9 D. C. SIRCAR, Ind. Epigraphy, p. 92; Ind. Pal. 136. 
10 Sec e.g. PUNYAVIJAYA, Cat. Jcsalmer. 
11 In Cat. BhORI, 17.3 foll., Ki\PAl)fl\ uses a symbol corresponding to the standard form of bhale. 
12 For OJT! in Jaint1 Mss. see Cat. BhORI, 17.2, Appx. I, p. 2. 
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likhyate (Ser. No. 244). Analogous phrases often appear in modern prints. Thus we 
read atha Dipika-vyakhya-sametarp srI-Dasavaikalikarp prarabhyate (title-page of the 
Cambay edition. sarpvat. 1975).13-Sometimes the title of a text is only found in the 
likhyate-phrase. However, a likhyate phrase is not always the last word. Information 
not supplied by the author himself may be very useful, but the value of such information 
must be determined in each individual case. See in this connection also § ).4.2 on 

Colophons. 

§ 7.3.2 Beginning of the Text 

Nearly all Indian texts, even prose-texts, start with one or more verses forming what 
is called mai:tgalacara!fa - usually a salutation. The Jaina works generally begin with 
a salutation to one of the twenty-four Jinas. It is in such a mai:tga!acara!fa that the author 
mentions his name and/or the title of the work. If he is a commentator he also refers 
to the miila. The lenth of the mai:tga!acaral)a varies from work to work. There is normally 
only a single verse (see e.g. Ser. No. 185), but the number of verses may be higher (see e.g. 
Ser. No. 220: seven verses). In the latter case, we cite only what is really relevant. 

It is after such a mai:tga!acaraI)a that the author begins his theme. If his work is 
metrical, one may not easily find the boundary-line between the two portions. - In 
order to give a rough idea of the subject-matter of the work, we cite at least a small 
portion, especially if the Manuscript presents some interesting features or if the text 
is only found in a few Manuscripts. We are as brief as possible in the case of well-known 
works, which are easily ~vailable in print. If the same text occurs in more than one 
Entry, we normally supply cross-references instead of printing the same text-material 
repeatedly. 

§ 7.3.3 Further Specimen of the Text 

If the text is unknown or if it is a collection of several small pieces, we sometimes 
cite a passage or two from the middle, mentioning its exact location. In the case of an 
obscure tract of short extent, in the case of a group of unidentified stray verses, 
and finally in the case of identified verses (one or several), we reproduce the whole Text. 
Our instances are: Ser. Nos. 11, 32-35, 47, 71, 92-95, 99, 124, 134A, 132, 145, 159, 
172, 225, 228, 239-241, 245-246, 301, 304-305, 307-314, 316-321, 324, 328, 330-334. 
In this type of Citation, the notations «Begins:» and «Ends: : are of course superfluous. 

§ 7.4.1 End of the Text 

Normally, the notation «Ends ... » is followed by two or more of the components 6-9 
according to§ 7.1.2. But in the case of an incomplete Text the only available component 
is the abrupt end of the Text (i.e. Text proper in the sense of component 6).--Since many 
texts close with a metrical piece, we normally cite in such cases the last prose sentence 

as well. 

13 To cite examples from non-Jaina publications: atha srlmad-Viiyumahiipurii1Ja1p prarabhyatc (Bombay, 
Ve11ka\esvara Press edition of I 933); atha sa-bha~a-tikal)1 srl-Miirkai:ic;leyapurai:iam (title-page, Ve11ka\csvara 

Press edition). 
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§ 7.4.2 Colophon 

The Colophon is indicated by our notation «Colophon», and it is always reproduced 
verbatim. However, in the Notes and in the Appendices the spelling of the names and 
titles is normalized. - Following JANERT (Ind. Hss. 1, No. 199 etc.), we use the word 
Colophon for the closing line of a text which generally runs : iti ... samaptam (sarp.pilqiam 
etc.). Besides the text-colophon, we often find chapter-colophons. Sometimes we cite 
such a chapter-colophon, e.g. to give a variant of the title, to reproduce a specimen of 
this component in case there is no text-colophon in the Manuscript concerned, or 
to hint at a particular section of the text.--In many Indian languages the colophon 
is called pu~pika. 14 Sri B. P. BHATT informs me that a colophon is often called "iti sri" 
because of its opening words. In Gujarati "iti sri" is also used in the general sense of 
"end". - SCHUERING (Jaina-Hss. p. viii, para. 5) uses the word "Kolophon" for 
the component designated here as Scribal Remarks. 

Our observations show that the colophons of the older texts are often from the pen 
of the scribes and therefore vary from Manuscript to Manuscript. But in later works 
the colophons (both chapter-colophons and text-colophons) were very often composed 
by the authors (compilers) or commentators, and they have been transmitted by scribes 
of different places and times in identical form. Early instances of this tendency are the 
following: A11gavidya colophon (Ser. No. 23 - Jaina-Hss. No. 178--PTS 1. 1957 [ed. 
Pu~YAVIJAYA], Intr. pp. 2-3), colophon of Jinasena's Harivarp.sa-pural)a (Ser. No. 196-
Jaina-Hss. No. 217 - Milrtidevi Ser. Skt 27. 1962, p. 811), colophon of Bharavi's 
Kiratarjuniya (Ind. Hss. 1, No. 317-318-319-320). 

There are exceptions however. Small hymns, "piljas" and similar tracts for daily 
worship have often been provided with colophons by the scribe, even though they 
may originate from a very late period. It is especially in such cases that catalogues rely 
upon the "colophon-titles". As a consequence, one and the same text may be registered 
in a catalogue under different titles. In other words, colophons do not always supply 
what could be called the correct title, and this may even produce mistakes in the 
registration. See also§ 7.3.1 on likhyate-phrases. 

§ 7 .4.3 Prasasti 

The last portion (concluding portion of a text or portion appended to it) is called 
the Prasasti. It supplies historical information, mostly in ornate language and in 
metrical form. In the Citations we put « Prasasti : » before the relevant portion. Several 
Prasastis are known from inscriptions (Allahabad Prasasti, Udaipur Prasasti, and 
so on). But inscriptional Prasastis inform us about kings etc., while Prasastis in 
Manuscripts are mainly concerned with texts, authors, donors, and recipients. In his 
monograph on Vastupala, SANDESARA has discussed Manuscript Prasastis belonging 
to the Gujarat-Rajasthan area, describing their literary form and supplying some 
outstanding examples (Vastupala p. 127-135). 

Modern Jaina scholars and writers often use the word Pra5asti in a somewhat loose 
manner. Our bibliography includes six publications which are called Prasasti-sal1grahas 

t4 See e.g. MONIER-WILLIAMS, s.v. pu~pika: "the last words of a chapter (which state the subject 
treated therein)". Also see JSBh.6.sarpvat 1996, p. 177. 
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by their compilers. They were edited by (1) Pt. K. BHUJABAU sastri, (2) J. MUKHTAR, 
(3) PARAMANANDA sastrl, (4) K. KASUVAL, (5) A.M. SHAH, and (6) Muni JINAVIJAYA. 
publications 1-4 are devoted to Digambara, publications 5-6 to Svetambara Texts. All 
the works 1-4 supply the full Citations, omitting only what we call Scribal Remarks. 
Again nos. 1 and 4 describe single collections and can therefore be called catalogues 
in their widest sense. By contrast, nos. 2 and 3 present Citations from Manuscripts 
belonging to various collections, without giving complete references. - Quite different 
is the character of publications 5-6. Here, Prasasti is understood in the sense of Donor
prasasti and Scribal Remarks. The Manuscripts utilized for publications 5-6 belong to 
various collections, but the necessary references are always given. - On nos. 1 and 5 
see also Jaina-Hss. p. vii, on nos. 4 and 6 see note 15 below. 

On the other hand, there are efforts to classify the various types of Prasastis, and 
in one case (grantha-prasasti - granthakara-prasasti) the attempts at classification 
seem to have started before our days. In the present context it was imperative to classify 
the material in systematic manner. But even then our arrangement has its limitations. 
partly because it is based on a limited material, partly on account of the nature of the 
material (many Prasastis reveal features of more than one type). 15 

§ 7.4.3.1 Text-Prasasti 

We distinguish between four different types of Prasastis. The difference between types 
1 and 2 will be explained below. Types 1/2-3-4 are distinguished on the basis of their 
contents. We call the first type Text-prasasti. Modern Indian publications use the 
term grantha-prasasti, and this is obviously an old term. 16 

- A Text-prasasti 
is composed by the author of the respective text. It is either appended to the 
work or it forms its last chapter. Thus the Prasasti of Gm;abhadra's Uttarapurai:ia forms 
a self-contained chapter and it is correctly designated as the 77th Sarga in its chapter
colophon (Ser. No. 195 and Jaina-Hss. No. 199). Again the five Prasasti verses of Magha's 
Si§upala-vadha are called "nija-vatpsa-vari:iana" by the commentator Vallabhadeva 
(Ind. Hss. 1, Nos. 322-324). In Ind. Hss. 1, No. 322, the numbering of the last Sarga is 
continued (20, 80-84), in No. 323 the numbering starts afresh (1-5), and No. 324 has no 
numbering at all. 17 - Many a commentator, especially among Jaina scholars, adds 
a few verses at the end of his commentary, sometimes designating them as Prasasti and 
sometimes not. Sumatiratna adds two such verses to his commentary on Raghuvatpsa 
(Ind. Hss. 1, No. 314), but Gm:iavijaya ga1:ii's commentary on the same text has as 
many as twenty-two Prasasti-verses (Ind. Hss. 1, No. 315). The same Gui:iavijaya has 
composed no less than 31 (22 plus 9) Prasasti-verses for his commentary on Trivikrama's 
Damayanti-katha (Ind. Hss. 1, No. 382). Here as elsewhere the numbering of the 

1 5 Muni JINAVIJAYA uses the terms "Grantha-prasasti" and "Pustaka-prasasti" (PrSgr [1942], Intr. pp. l-3). 
In the body of his book he employs the first term in the sense of Donor-prasasti. The second term is subdivided 
in to Pustaka-prafasti-lekha (long Scribal Remarks) and Sat1k$ipta-pu$pika-lekha (short Scribal Remarks). 
The definitions given in the Introduction are however different. The example shows that here as elsewhere 
"sanskritic" terms are often neither genuine nor unequivocal. - KAsL!vi\L distinguishes between grantha 
prasastis (our first two types) and what he calls lekhaka prafastis (our Scribal Remarks plus Donor-pra5astis 
plus Collection-pra5astis). See PrSgr [Jaipur], 1950, Intr. p. 3. 

16 JANERT also uses Grantha-prasaipsa (Ind. Hss. 1, p. 182, No. 362). 
1 7 The Nirr:iaya-Sagara edition and JANERT (Ind. Hss. 1. Nos. 322-324) designate the five verses as 

Ka vi-vaqisa-van:iana. 
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Prasasti-verses starts afresh to indicate a change of subject (in other cases the caesura is 
indicated by itas ea or punar api). Verses 1-22 describe Gul)avijaya's spiritual lineage, 
verses 1-9 contain a eulogy on Akbar. Verse 16 of the first set contains the Vikrama date 
(1647), verse 9 of the second set contains the year of the Akbar Era (35). 

A Text-prasasti supplies information on the author's spiritual lineage, on his 
own person, on the circumstances under which the work was composed and on the 
scribe(s) who wrote the work under the author's supervision. (In most cases the author 
did not write the original copy himself). 

§ 7.4.3.2 Author-Prasasti 

In its contents, the Author-prasasti does not differ from what we call Text-prasasti. 
However we use the term Author-prasasti in those cases where all or almost all verses 
of a Prasasti are utilized by the author of the miila, or by the commentator, in 
several of his works. It seems that this distinction was already observed by tradition 
and that the terms Grantha-prasasti and Kavi-prasasti (or Granthakara-prasasti) were 
used for Text-prasasti and Author-prasasti respectively. An instance of an Author
prasasti is Tilakacarya 's Prasasti which occurs both in his A vasyaka-niryukti-vrtti 
and in his Dasavaikalika-t}ka (Cat. Sbh. Cambay, p. 87 and p. 105 respectively). Again 
Maladhari Hemacandra's Prasasti occurs in many of his works (e.g. in his Vise~avasyaka
bha~ya-tika and in his Anuyogadvara-siitra-tika). 

In a number of cases, the scribes thought it unnecessary to copy the verses of the 
Prasasti. See e.g. Jaina-Hss. No. 103, where the Prasasti of Devendra's Sukhabodha 
(Commentary of the Uttaradhyayana-siitra) is missing. Our Ser. No. 13 (also Sukhabodha) 
supplies verses 1-12, but the complete set of 16 verses is found in a Cambay Manuscript 
(Cat. Sbh. Cambay, p. 87 and p. 105) of this text. Again Sritilaka's Prasasti for his 
Dasavaikalika-siitra-tika is available in Jaina-Hss. No. 135, but missing ibidem in 
No. 136. This negligence on the part of the scribes prompted more than one author to 
warn the sribes. Samayasundara concludes the Prasasti of his Sugamavrtti (commentary 
on Kedara bhatta's Vrttaratnakara) with the following sloka (Ind. Hss. 1, No. 474): 

yal). ko 'pi matsari mii<;lhal). prasastil!l na likhi~yati 
sa Joke lapsyate nindal!l kul)ir bhavi paratra ea (5). 

§ 7.4.3.3 Donor-Prasasti 

In India, knowledge has been deified as a goddess (Sarasvati or Bharati). In fact, the 
composing, memorizing, teaching, and copying of religious (or even semi-religious) 
literature has always been considered as a genuine religious virtue. Thus the copying 
and preserving of Manuscripts was regarded as a dharmakarman (religious duty), and this 
was more pronounced in Jainism than in other religions. Here, sastra-dana or vidya
dana (donation of Manuscripts) was regarded as one of the four types of gift. 18 

Such an act included in principle four persons (groups of persons): donor, writer, 
recipient, author of the Prasasti composed for the occasion. The donors were individuals, 
families, or the community as a whole ("sangha"). The writer was a layman or a learned 
monk (or nun). The recipient was a monk or teacher (either learned monk or a lay 
Pandit), but in many cases the copies were added to existing collections for which monks 

18 PrSgr [Jaipur], Intr. p. 3; PrSgr [1942], Intr. pp. 2-3. 
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and laymen were responsible and which belonged to the community as a whole. The 
author of the Prasasti was a learned monk, either the recipient or a monk who was 
connected with the collection. The information given in the Donor-prasastis consists 
mainly of genealogies (laymen) and spiritual lineages (monks and nuns). In addition, 
the reason for the donation is mentioned (death of a family-member, inauguration of 
a temple, installation of an image, a fast undertaken by the donor, and so on). 
In some cases there are also references to contemporary rulers etc. Thus a Donor
prasasti covers various aspects of the donation. Sometimes Manuscripts were not 
received as gifts but purchased, and such transactions were occasionally also recorded 
in metrical form. 19 On the other hand, copies were often prepared as part of 
the normal activities of learned monks. In such cases there was no question of 
a donation. But even then the scribe occasionally added a few verses which really deserve 
the designation "Scribe-prasasti". But in order to avoid terminological confusion we 
have not coined a separate term for such verses. They are covered by the term Scribal 
Remarks. 

Rich assemblages of Donor-prasastis have been edited by A. M. SHAH and Muni 
JINAVIJAYA (see§§ 7.4.3 and 7.4.3.l above). The present Catalogue contains three cases 
where Donor-prasastis praise liberal donors who have contributed substantially to 
collections of Manuscripts. The three individuals are: SaJ!l[ghavi] Mal)c.lana (Ser. No. 45), 
Thaharii Saha (Ser. No. 60), and Setha CaJ!lpalalaji (Ser. No. 77). Detailed information 
will be found in the respective notes. A very interesting Donor-prasasti is contained 
in the Jesalmer Manuscript of Silali.ka's Cauppa99amahapurisacariya. 20 This contains 21 

a long genealogy of the two donors (Sadharal)a and his father Parsvakumara), the 
spiritual lineage of a certain Jinabhadra (teacher of the nun Siluka who prepared the 
copy), an account of the reason for the donation (the death of Sadhara9a's wife Silamati), 
and the genealogy of Silamati (genealogies always patrilineal). 

However, most Donor-prasastis consist of a single prose sentence (with no more 
literary credit than the usual Scribal Remarks). Instances of this will be found in 
Ser. No. 243 and in ANIS 8 (see note 20), p. 9 ("Die Nachschrift zu J I"). 

§ 7.4.3.4 Collection-Prasasti 

This is not a literary composition but a very short piece which merely indicates 
that the Manuscript is the property of a particular collection. It consists of one to 
three verses or a prose-sentence. The relevant collection is identified by the name of 
the owner (or another person connected with it). References to collections may also be 
contained in Donor-prafastis, but in that case the mention of the collection is not a 
self-contained piece. 

The Strasbourg Collection supplies one Collection-prasasti (Ser. No. 45, «3rd scribe»). 
It consists of an arya, and could be traced in three cases outside of the Strasbourg 
collection. The person mentioned is a certain Vijayananda suri who lived from saJ!lvat 
1642 to 1711. Another instance is a verse written twice on No. 463 (Ind. Hss. 1): 

19 Cat. LDI, Appx. p. 278 (No. 4779). 
20 This was first edited by K. BRUHN on the basis of a transcript by L. ALSDORF (ANIS 8. 1954, 

pp. 6-9; translation etc. pp. 11-16). It was again edited by A. M. BHOJAK as a part of his edition of the whole 
work (PTS 3. 1962, Intr. pp. 34-36). Finally it is found in Muni PUNYAVIJAYA's Cat. Jesalmer on pp. 93-95. 
The Prasasti consists of 43 verses. 

21 See ANIS 8 (previous note), pp. 11-16. 
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sri-Uma janani yasya pita Yamana isvaral). 
Ma1pc;la-va1psaika-Balasya tasyeda1p pustaka1p mata1p (Fol. 1B and 33B). 

In this case, the owner (Bala) was himself the scribe of the Manuscript 

srimat-Surya-bhi~akrajo Ma1pc;la-va1psaika-Vamanal). 
tad-a1pgajena Balajinaya1p gra1ptho likhaty aya1p (sic!) (Fol. 33B). 

45 

In the two instances mentioned, the verses of the Collection-prasasti were general in 
character and could be written on any Manuscript acquired for a particular collection. 
In the Prasasti mentioned below, the title of the particular text is given (Jfiatasutra = 
Jfiatadharmakatha-sutra). This suggests that the Prasasti was changed from case to case 
in order to accommodate the title of the relevant text. 22 

The text runs as follows (Jaina-Hss. No. 19): 

Tapagacche svacche gul).a-gal).a-mal).i-Rohal).a-naga 
mahopadh ya ya -sri-Na ya vija ya -sa1p j fial). sama bha van 

naya-vyaktya tyaktva kupatha-nirata1p Lumpaka-mata1p 
srita yair* svalpa-vrati-parivrtair Hira-guraval). (1) 

* Thus SCHUBRING; perhaps : yair [a]sva0
• 

tac-chi~ya-Manavijayo gal).i~u prakr~to 

vairagya-vasita-manas tapasa1p samudral). 
sri-Jfiatasutram amucan mati-vrddhi-siddhyai 

sri-Sta1pbhatirtha-pura-pustaka-kosa-madhye (2) 
padya-dvayam ida1p cakre Vidyavijaya-kovidal). 
sata1p gul).a-graho yasmad analpa-phala-dayakal). (3) 

likhitam ida1p Labdhivijaya-munina. 

The second verse says that Manavijaya (Tapagaccha, formerly Lumpaka) incorporated 
(amucan) a Manuscript of the Jfiatadharmakatha-sutra in his library at Cambay. 

More common than verses are prose sentences. There are examples of long sentences 
in ornate language (e.g. Jaina-Hss. No. 770). But in other cases there is only a short note. 
Ser. No. 134 has the following sentence in Gujarati : 

e pariti siddha1ptasrita prakaral).a c;labani [x]bha1pc;larani chai 

The [x] does not indicate a lacuna, but the scribe obviously forgot to write here the name 
of the Bhal).c;lara (translation: this Manuscript belongs to the N. N. Bhal).c;lara, in a box 
containing the Prakaral).as based on the Canon). JINA VIJA YA supplies a sentences which 
refers to activities connected with the collection. 23 All such sentences referring to a 
particular collection are likely to have been written, in identical form or with the 
necessary changes, on a number of Manuscripts which belonged to the respective 
Bhal).c;lara. Short prose sentences of this type could just as well be classified as remarks 
of the scribes. However, they are normally separate from the complex designated as 
Scribal Remarks. We have therefore assigned a special term to the metrical and 
non-metrical text material connected primarily with collections. 24 

22 Instances of this are also found among Donor-prafastis. A Donor-prasasti of 21 verses is found on ten 
different Manuscripts at Cambay. Only the 20th verse which contains the title differs from case to case. 
See Cat. SBh. Cambay, No. 5 (here the full text is given), Nos. 10, II, 14, 29, 30, 31, 61, 66, 161. 

23 PrSgr [1942], p. 108 (§ 69). 
24 Apart from the "Collection-prasastis" which indicated that a Manuscript belonged to such and such 
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§ 7.4.4 Scribal Remarks 

After finishing the copy of his text, the scribe generally adds information about his 
own person, his ancestors (patrilineal genealogy), about the donor, about the date and 
place of copying, and about the extent of the Text (measured in granthas: § 7.4.5). 
The figure giving the extent of the Text was often the basis for calculating the salary 
of the scribe. This information is called by us "Scribal Remarks", although it is not 
always complete, and although the available matter may be written wholly or in part 
by a person other than the scribe. KAPAPIA uses a different term 25 but he also regards 
the Scribal Remarks as a unit in its own right, and this is also done by the other workers 
in this field. KAPAOIA observes that the relevant sections "deal with not only one but 
several items such as (a) granthagra, (b) date, (c) place-name, (d) name of the scribe, 
(e) genealogy, (t) object, (g) exonerations and (h) appeals for preservation of Manu
scripts". 

The Scribal Remarks do not show a fixed sequence. They are normally in prose. 
Their form is simple, and they possess little, if any, literary merit. Their language is the 
local idiom or Sanskrit or a mixture of both. 26 Generally speaking the standard of the 
language depended on the scribe. If he was a professional copyist, the standard was 
low. Such copyists were called lahiyo in Gujarati and Rajasthani, and kayastha in 
Sanskrit and in other New Indo-Aryan languages. 27 As compared with these, the 
monks and nuns who copied Manuscripts were as a rule "learned'', and some of them 
even had literary accomplishments. There are quite a few cases where Scribal Remarks 
were composed in metrical form. However, I have never come across Scribal Remarks 
consisting of more than four verses, and considering the vast number of Manuscripts 
at our disposal, we must call instances of Scribal Remarks in metrical form sporadic. 28 

Refer also to § 7.4.3.3. (Scribal Remarks and Prasastis). Names of scribes will be found 
in the relevant appendices of many Manuscript catalogues. 29 

§ 7.4.5 Supplement to § 7.4.4 

(a) The Scribal Remarks include as a rule the granthagra figure. The term "Grantha" 
designates a unit of 32 Ak~aras, and as this unit is derived from the Anu~tup or 
Sloka, we find "Anu~tup" (Ser. No. 203, Prasasti-vs. [30]) and "Sloka" (Ser. No. 111, 
Prasasti-vs. [8]) as synonyms of "Grantha". Until recently the amount to be paid to the 
scribe was calculated from the Grantha numbers, so that this figure had special 
importance for professional scribes. Even if they did not change the actual figure in 

a collection, there were numbers referring merely to the place within the collection. They normally followed 
the same formula (c;la ... pra ... ). See e.g. Ser. No. 27: "c;la 5 pra 35". c;la stands for Gujarati c;labac;lo or 
dabac;lo (box), and pra stands for prati etc. (copy, Manuscript). See inter alia the following volumes of the 
SJS : 2.1936, pl. 1 B, 3B; 4.194, pl. (facing p. 9 of the Intr.); 6.1935, pl. 1 C, 2B, 2C; 10.1934, pl. 1 C, 2A, 3B. 

25 He says "post-colophon". See his article "Jaina Manuscripts", pp. 25-26. 
26 On the problem of "Vemacular Sanskrit" and "Jaina Sanskrit" see the following: J. HERTEL, 

17ze Literature of the Svetiimbaras of Gujarat (Leipzig, 1922), pp. 14-25; M. BLOOMFIELD, The Life and 
Saying of' the Jaina Saviour Piirfranatha (Baltimore 1919), pp. 200 ff., BH. J. SANOESARA, Lexicographical Studies 
in 'Jaina Sanskrit' [Series of Studies started in JOIB 8. 1958]. 

27 On kayastha (in the sense of scribe) see a stanza appearing in the Subha~ita-ratna-bha1)c;lagara 

(Bombay, NSP, 19528
), p. 247", vs. 48 (and p. 222, vs. 76). Also cf. N. PREM!, JSI, p. 305, fn. I. 

28 Instances from our Catalogue: Ser. Nos. 113, 121 etc. Instances from other catalogues: Jai11a-Hss. 
Nos. 201 (four verses), 204, 813; Ind. Hs·s. 1, Nos 159, 331 (four verses), 389 (one verse, in Bengali), 463. 

29 Wrnrn's Verzeichnis, ScHUBRING's Jaina-Hss., Ki\PAOii\'s Cat. BhORI, 17.5. References to nuns who 
copied Manuscripts are not rare: Verzeich11is 2.3, p. 1051; J!landiija/i I, pp. 231-232; our Ser. No. 192. 
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their favour, one cannot expect that their counting was particularly accurate. Modern 
literature on Manuscripts occasionally refers to transactions and on the use made in this 
connection of the old figures given by the scribes. 30 

However granthagra figures cannot be discussed merely as a part of the Scribal 
Remarks. According to H. JACOBI, the calculation of syllables was a part of the 
transmission of the literary material. Granthagra figures were inserted either at 
numerical intervals (after a completed thousand of Granthas, sometimes in the middle 
of the word) or at the ends of the subdivisions of the texts. This procedure was 
devised to protect the texts (especially canonical texts) against later additions and 
omissions. 31 

In the case of the lost or allegedly lost canonical texts, the various figures are 
speculative. 

This concerns the Dr~tivada (from the view-point of the Svetambara tradition) and 
the complete set of the 12 Ali.gas (from the view-point of the Digambara tradition). 32 

There is also a curious mythological account registered by KAPAPIA (HCLJ p. 86): 
"Incidentally it may be noted that as stated in Subodhika, the quantity of ink required 
for writing the lst Puvva equals the volume of one elephant, that for the 2nd, that 
of2, for the 3rd, that of 4 and so on in G.P. [arithmetical progression] so that for the 14th 
it equals that of 213 i.e. 8192 elephants". 

Realistic figures were in a number of cases given by the authors themselves. They 
appear at the ends of the works proper or (more frequently) in their Prasastis (see 
e.g. Ser. No. 136, Prasasti-verse 15). The figures were supplied (according to the 
requirements of the metre) in words, chronograms, or in a mixture of both. In Cat. 
BhORI, KA.PAPIA has discussed chronograms occuring in (and more or less typical of) 
Jaina texts. 33 

Modern transactions necessitated new methods of counting. On sample basis the 
number of Ak~aras per line, and the number of lines per page was ascertained. The 
product was multiplied by the number of pages and divided by 32, so that the 
granthagra was obtained. In one case 34 we find the old granthagra (2650) at the 
end of the Text. This was presumably based on a counting of the Ak~aras within the 
Manuscript. On the left margin of the same page there appear however the following 
Gujarati figures : "24.15.30 1400". This does not refer to the Manuscript concerned and 
it does not make much sense either; but we quote this example as a photo has been 
reproduced and as it shows the arrangement of the figures as found on many 
Manuscripts (last folio-number [doubled, then] multiplied by number of lines multiplied 
by number of Ak~aras [divided by 32) is equal to ... ). Figures of this type appear 
inter alia on the numerous Manuscripts sold by BHAGVANDAS KEVALDAS to the 
libraries of Berlin, Florence, London, Strasbourg, and Vienna (§ 2.1 ). Plate 7 

For grantha and granthftgra in general refer to WEBER (Verzeichnis 2.3, p. xiii), 
for linguistic variants of grantha refer to KA.PAPIA (p. 25 of "Jaina Mss".). Both, 

30 Notices 3, p. ix; BHANDARKAR's Report for 1882-1883, p. 6. 
31 H. JACOBI, Kalpasutra (AKM 7. 1881), Intr. p. 24. 
32 In HCLJ p. 86, Ki'\PAQIA mentions pada- "countings" given in the Nand!-cun:ii and in other texts. 

An early reference to this is Verzeichnis 2.3, p. xiii, note (with further references). See also Jinasena's 
Harivarp.sa-purai:ia (10.22-48). Not only the figures given, but even the unit "pada" was speculative. 
According to Jinasena (10.27), the lst Anga (Acara) had in its old form 1800 "padas''. 

33 Cat. BhORI 17.5, pp. 131-135 and Cat. BhORI 19.2, p. 389. 
34 SJS 10. 1934 [Jinaprabha suri's Vividha-tlrtha-kalpa], pl. [4]B. 
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WEBER and KA.PAOIA also refer to the counting in Kai:i9ikas as found in Vedic literature 
(WEBER I.e. p. xiii, KA.PAI)IA I.e. p. 26). 

(b) Scribal Maxims. Within the Scribal Remarks or in place of them, we sometimes 
find a verse or two (rarely a single line) in which the scribe describes the toils of copying, 
asks the readers to handle the Manuscripts carefully, requests forgiveness for his 
blunders, or pronounces a benediction. Such verses (called "Schreiberspriiche" by 
JANERT, e.g. Ind. Hss. 1, p. xii) are here designated as Scribal Maxims. They are 
anonymous and belong to the category of floating verses. They are composed in Prakrit, 
New Indo-Aryan languages (Gujarati and Rajasthani), or "Vernacular Sanskrit". 
Most catalogues do not pay much attention to them. 35 However, KAPAOIA quotes them 
in his Cat. BhORI, Vols. 17-19, and he also gives long lists in his article on Jaina 
Manuscripts (§ 3.1 note !), pp. 26-29. 36 Instead of using a general term he uses, 
according to the case, the expressions "exoneration", "appeal for preservation of 
Manuscripts", and "Benedictions". In our Citations we give the scribal maxims in 
full. The following two specimens may be quoted in the present context. The first verse 
(not recorded by KA.PAOIA) is found in several Digambara Manuscripts of Western 
India (it does not seem to have been used anywhere by the Svetambaras). It runs as 
follows (Ser. No. 77): 

jfianavan jfiana-danena nirbhayo 'bhaya~danataJ:i 
anna-danat sukhi nityarp. nirvyadhir bhe~ajad bhavet. 

Ser. No. 212 supplies a scribal maxim in a "mixed" idiom (Bikaneri): 

pustaka pyari prai:iathi hara hiva9ako hara 
jiva jatana kara ra~ajyau pothi set! pyara (!). 

(c) "cha", "sri". A portion of the Scribal Remarks consists of numerous Ak~aras of 
this type (cha, sri, sriJ:i). The oldest record of the use of cha to indicate the end, which 
we could trace, is a "Turfan" fragment (Kat. Nr. 816 [R4]) published by WALDSCHMIDT, 
Verz. STTF, Part 3, p. 83 along with plate 11. For Srihar~a's reference to "cha" (in his 
Nai~adhiyacarita, 10.87 and 16.98) vide Narayai:ia's commentary on these verses (NSP 
1952, p. 431, and p. 669: grantha-lekhana-samapti-patre samapti-sucakarp. chakaradi
vartulam ak~ararp. kriyate) and A. N. JANI, A Critical Study ... (Baroda OI, 1957), 
p. 215. For the "cha" (already mentioned in § 7.3.1 [1]) refer to Ind. Pal. p. 136 and 
D. C. SIRCAR, Indian Epigraphy p. 94. The meaning of this sign and of other signs 
(whether identical with Ak~aras and figures, or not) is unknown. 37 In our Citations, 
we normally write "cha", but in a number of cases we use tildes (see § 7.2.1 [d]). 

(d) Phrases of Benediction. At the end of a Manuscript many a scribe bestows a 
blessing on his readers, on all human beings (sarva-loka), on the rulers, on the 
Jaina Community (Jaina sangha), and even on himself. In a verse mentioned by 
KAPAOIA 38 all these elements are combined. Normally, the benediction is simpler: 

kalyai:iam astu lekhaka-vacakayos ea. 
subham astu sramai:ia-sanghasya. 
marp.galarp. mahasriJ:i. 

35 They are omitted (SCHUERING), merely indicated by dots etc. (JANERT, Ind. Hss. 1 writes "-... -"), 
or cited irregularly (KEITH, Cat. IO, Vol. 2). 

36 For a similar list refer to Jfifmafijali I, p. 51. 
37 KAPAQIA: "The exact significance [of cha] is, however, a mystery". See Jaina Manuscripts p. 29. 
38 Jaina Manuscripts p. 28, note 66. 
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As far as palm-leaf Manuscripts are concerned, the last-mentioned benediction is as 
common in Svetambara Manuscripts as in Digambara Manuscripts. In the case of paper 
Manuscripts, "marµgalarµ mahasrib" is however more prevalent among the Digam= 

baras. 39 

(e) Later additions. Empty spaces at the beginning or at the end of a Manuscript 
often induce the scribe himself or a librarian or a reader to add something. This 
addition may be a small tract, a stray verse or two, a reference to some event. If the 
writing clearly indicates a change of the hand (arid only then) we write «2nd scribe:». 
Such an assumption is always commented upon in our Notes, along with a 
discussion of the contents of the addition. If however the addition satisfies the 
requirements for recognition as a separate Text (§ 3.5.1 end), then we record it in a 

separate Entry. 

§ 7.5 Glosses 

Scribes or learned readers sometimes insert, while copying or reading Manuscripts, 
glosses - either in the language of the text or in their mother tongues. Such glosses are 
either marginal (i.e. written on the margins) or interlinear (i.e. inserted between the 
lines of the Text). For the scribes' method of co-relating marginal glosses with the text, 
refer to KA.PAOIA, Jaina Manuscripts(§ 3.1 note 1), p. 23. - Some of the glosses were 
composed by scholars of repute. They were therefore carefully copied by later scribes 
or even transmitted independently. L. ALSDORF has shown 40 that the Sanskrit glosses 
on Pu~padanta's Maha-pura9a (in Apabhrarµsa) were composed by Prabhacandra 
(sarµvat 1080-1112) and later on transmitted in two forms: as independent Manuscripts 
(called Pafijika or Tippa9aka), or as marginal glosses. 41 The same Prabhacandra also 
wrote glosses to Pu~padanta's Nagakumara-carita. 42 

We record all glosses and mention, whether they are marginal or interlinear or both. 

The same is done in the case of Chayas (§ 6.4 [a]). 

39 See e.g. Muni JINAVIJAYA, PrSgr [1942]. 
40 Hariva111-sapurai:ia (ANIS 5. 1936) pp. 129-134. - See also N. PREM!, JSI p. 236 and pp. 286-290. 
41 ALSDORF l.c. pl. 1-3. 
42 Ed. HIRALAL JAIN (Karanja, Devendraklrti Jain Ser. 1. 1933), p. !xiii. 



§ 8 REFERENCES 

As mentioned above, WICKERSHEIMER's and LEUMANN's numbers are mentioned 
invariably in the numbering. Apart from this, we have to refer to their publications, 
viz. to LEUMANN's five lists and to WICKERSHEIMER's catalogue (see §§ 2.1 and 2.2 
above). It must be remembered in this coni1ection that LEUMANN does not use the 
term Text in exactly the same way as we do and that for him the basic unit of 
classification was the Manuscript and not the Text (§ 3.5.2). However, he sometimes 
designates a Text within a composite Manuscript by adding a small letter to the 
Manuscript number. See e.g. WZKM 11, p. 298 : Anuprek~a ... S 364r; A~taprabhrta 
... S 318r. 

The reason for referring to LEUMANN and WICKERSHEIMER in the References (and 
occasionally also in the Notes) is this: LEUMANN has registered many Strasbourg 
Manuscripts in his five lists (§ 2.1 ). However, the absence (whatever the reason) of many 
Manuscripts of the Strasbourg Collection, and the inclusion of Manuscripts from other 
places, are the main reasons for the limited usefulness of his lists. The numbers and 
titles in the lists have been subsequently used by LEUMANN himself in Ubersicht and 
elsewhere. (JRK was mislead in regarding all Manuscripts of the WZKM list as 
belonging tb the Strasbourg Collection. NCC mistakes LEUMANN's transcripts as 
mentioned in lists 3-4 for Manuscripts, compare Vol. 1, p. xii.) In case a particular 
Strasbourg Manuscript (or a Text as such) is not mentioned by LEUMANN, we have 
stated this in our References (or Notes). - The titles given by WICKERSHEIMER are 
based on the remarks added by LEUMANN in the Manuscripts. However, some of 
WICKERSHEIMER's titles are vague. He calls his number 4448 (= 363) "Avasyaka", 
although it is a composite Manuscript containing no less than 19 Texts. He calls his 
number 4488 ( = S 403) simply a "Collection de Stotra", although this is again a 

composite Manuscript (13 Texts). 
Generally speaking, it is necessary for a descriptive catalogue to be linked with other 

publications of this category: for purposes of bibliographical identification, for 
determining the place of the Manuscript under consideration among the other 
Manuscripts of the same text, and for information on the author/commentator. It is, 
however, not our aim to supply an inventory of all the Manuscripts of the text, as the 
reader can collect such information from the JRK, the Cat. Cat., and the NCC. 
Therefore a reference to VELANKAR's JRK is given at the end of the references to the 
Manuscripts (in a few cases, however, minor texts are not registered in JRK). The other 
two collections (Cat. Cat. and NCC) are mentioned according to the requirements 

of each case. 
References to editions of the relevant texts are restricted to one or two publications. 

If the work is, to our knowledge, not published, we write "Published?". 
Critical or fairly critical editions of a text are mentioned invariably. Similarly, editions 

which are of some importance and easily procurable are also noted. On the other hand, 
we have not included obsolete prints such as those of the Agamasarµgraha of Raya 
Dhanapatasirµha nor the "popular editions" of well-known texts. The publications 

issued in the various Jaina Series (abbreviations on pp. xv-xvm) have been mentioned 
under the name of the Series, the serial number, and the year of publication (e.g. 
"DLJP 108. 1965": p. 28, note 24). In many cases we omit the place of publication. 
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The Agamodaya Samiti office was located at different times at different places 
(Mehsana, Bombay, and Surat). Sometimes different places are recorded on the different 
title-pages (or subdivisions) of one and the same volume. In the case of editions not 
available to us, the reference is enclosed in parentheses 1 , or we mention as source 
for the reference one of the publications in the list given below : 

(1) Cat. IO. Skt. Books; (2) M. B. EMENEAU, Union List; (3) H. D. VELANKAR, JRK; 
(4) SCHUBRING, Jaina-Hss. and Doctrine; (5) H. R. KAPAOIA, Cat. BhORI and HCLJ 
and PBhS; (6) JSBI Vois. 1-4; (7) J.C. JAIN, PSI. - BUDDHISAGARA's Mudrita-jaina

sveta[m]baradi-grantha-namavali is of little use. 

1 In a few cases, references to other catalogues are also put in parentheses. See for instance Ser. 
No. 47. where our Entry has Kalpabha~ya, vs. 6005, while the Berlin fragment (ScHUBRING, Jaina-Hss. 87) 
has vss. 241-244. 



§ 9 THE NOTES 

§ 9.1 General Remarks 

Nearly all the Manuscripts and in particular nearly all the Texts require some 
annotation from the editor of the catalogue. His task is not only to describe the 
Manuscripts and to register the Texts, but he has also to present his observations 
and to supply as many references (to Manuscripts, editions and other literature) as 
possible. To quote H. D. VELANKAR (Cat. BBRAS, Preface): "The ideal of a good 
catalogue is to be a sound help-mate to the history of literature". In fact, the compiler 
of a catalogue acquires in the course of his investigations a very intimate knowledge, 
both of the Manuscripts and of what may be called the "catalogue literature" 
(catalogues in their widest sense, prefaces and introductions of these catalogues, articles 
emerging from the study of Manuscripts but published in journals etc., reference 
works concerned with Manuscripts and text-editions). The compiler should, therefore, 
try his best to communicate this knowledge to the reader, who is more often than not 
neither familiar with the Manuscripts nor with the "catalogue literature". It is of course 
not generally possible to repeat all the statements found in this vast body of literature. 
We therefore feel justified in giving in many cases only the references, and we hope that 
the reader will be in a position to consult the works quoted. 

Moreover, our Notes must be seen in the proper perspective. On the one hand, they 
are in fact meant as a contribution, however limited, to the study of Jaina literature. 
On the other hand, their scope is limited by the foregoing elements of the Entry, 
especially by the Citations. The Notes are not intended to be articles on the relevant texts. 

§ 9.2 Notes on the Manuscript 

Usually we begin our Notes with a comment on the Manuscript (foliation, condition, 
date, binding, miniatures, glosses) and its scribe. Such a comment goes beyond the 
limits of the Description. Moreover, it becomes intelligible only after the Scribal 
Remarks have been supplied in the Citations. ~ The persons and places mentioned in 
the Scribal Remarks can often be identified. Often the scribe is a professional copyist 
who has copied a great number of Manuscripts, so that other Manuscripts written by 
him can be traced. In our Catalogue, we have two Manuscripts copied by Mahatma 
Sarpbhurama of Jaipur, and some more Manuscripts written by him are registered 
elsewhere (see the Notes in Ser. Nos. 222 and 250). The situation is similar in the 
case of donors and recipients. Again, the Bhattarakas of the Digambaras (mentioned 
in the Text in various connections 1

) can very often be identified with the help of 
JOHRAPURKAR's Bhaffaraka San:ipradaya. For identifying the pontiffs of the Svetam
baras we have the benefit of numerous publications : the Prasastisangrahas by 
A.M. SHAH and Muni JINAVIJAYA; the catalogues by A. WEBER, W. SCHUERING, 
K.L. JANERT, H.R. KAPAPIA, A.B. KEITH, and Muni PUNYAVIJAYA; the editions of 
Pattavalis by A. WEBER and others. Finally we have to mention the following work 
in Gujarati: Jaina Paramparano Jtihas (JPI), Vols. 1-3, by "TRIPUTf Maharaj". 

1 See for instance Ser. No. 122. 
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Generally speaking, the epigraphical literature is also important for the identification 
of persons (see Bibi. Jaina etc. in the Abbreviations). For the identification of place
names we utilize the 1961 Census, mainly the Atlas Volumes of the different States 
and the District Census Handbooks. - A coherent account of the scribal schools 
(names of the scribes concerned, their locality and period, scribal habits) is yet to be 
written, but we hope that our Notes already contain some material which can be used 
for such inquiries. 

§ 9.3 Notes on the Text 

The previous paragraph dealt with the Manuscripts as such and with the Scribal 
Remarks. In the present paragraph, the texts are under consideration. 

In each Entry, the Heading gives the title of the text, selected if necessary from a 
great number of variants (see §§ 6.1 and 6.2). However, all the available variants 
(including wrong or misleading titles) will be found either in the Citations or in the 
Notes. Again all the titles appearing in the Headings, Citations, or Notes will be found 
in Appendix 6. We may add that titles and names in Indian literature often present 
problems of which even the experts are unaware (see§§ 6.2, 9.3, 9.4). 

On the one hand, different texts often go under the same or under a similar title 
(this is especially true of stotras, see § 7.1.1 ). Here one has to refer to the author or to the 
wording of the text. In our Catalogue, there are two Digambara works called 
"Par:i9ava-purar:ia", one by Vadicandra (Ser. No. 199) and one by Subhacandra 
(Ser. No. 198). Similarly, there are two texts named "Parsvanathacarita", one by 
Udayavira (Ser. No. 204) and one by Bhavadeva (Ser. No. 203). The JRK registers on 
pp. 379-380 as many as twenty-one different Santinatha-caritas (one of them anony
mous). 

On the other hand, the same text sometimes appears under more than one title. 
Thus, the Karmaprabhrta, a Prakrit work of the Digambaras, is also known under the 
following titles : Mahakarmaprakrtiprabhrta, Agamasiddhanta, ~atkhat:i9agama, Para= 
magama, Khar:i9asiddhanta, ~atkhar:i9asiddhanta (see e.g. JSBI 4, p. 27). Instances of 
multiple titles from non-Jaina literature have been supplied by K. L. JANERT in 
ABCIM 1, p. 14. Here too the Citations are indispensable for determining the 
relationship between the texts (identical or not). 

In the Notes we also record the available data on the period (relative or absolute 
chronology). If the date of composition is given by the author himself, then it will 
normally be found in the Citations and in the Notes referring to the relevant passage. 
Another problem is the interrelationship between different texts, and between text (mUla) 
and commentary. This has also been discussed in the Notes, although more complicated 
cases have had to be left aside. One of the more involved cases has been discussed by 
V. M. KULKARNI. 2 

The contents of a work are seldom indicated. However, the section, the subsection, the 
neighbouring Entries within the subsection, and last but not least the title give as a rule 
a rough idea of the work. The subdivisions of a text ("chapters" etc.) are enumerated 
wherever necessary. Sometimes the location of the chapter endings within the Text 
is indicated. If the full text is not supplied by the Manuscripts, then the Notes indicate 

2 The Sources of" Hemacandra's Kiivyi11111.fiisa11a (Summaries of Papers, 26th International Congress of 
Orientalists, New Delhi 1964, pp. 147-149). 
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as accurately as possible what is available (and what is not available). In cases where the 
authorship of a work is doubtful, 3 we review the conjectures made and add in a few 
cases our own suggestions. A comment on the language of the Text is inserted wherever 
a text is composed in more than one language and wherever the classification of a 
language is difficult (see § 6.5). 

§ 9.4 Notes on the Author 

The names of persons present even more problems than the titles of the texts. 
The name of a person is subject to variation in more than one respect. 

At the time of his initiation, a Jaina monk loses his "wordly name" (grhastha-naman) 
and is given instead a new name (dik~a-naman). A change of the "sect" may also imply 
a change of the name. One cannot imagine that Nayavijaya (mentioned in the Prasasti 
quoted in § 7.4.3.4) already bore this name while still belonging to the Lumpaka 
community. If a monk becomes a "pontiff' (acarya) of a group of monks,4 he usually 
changes his name again. Thus the boy Cangadeva was named Somacandra when 
initiated as a monk. Only when he became an acarya he received the name "Hema
candra" (see BUHLER, Life of Hemacandracarya, pp. 6 and 11). Similarly the well
known author of the Sukhabodha (Uttaradhyayana-tika, see § 6.4 [b]) had the monk's 
name Devendra, but was called Nemicandra when he became a pontiff. In recent 
times it has become customary to transpose the word-order of a monk's name when he 
is consecrated as an acarya. Thus Anandasagara was changed to Sagarananda or 
Sagara Ananda, and Dharmavijaya was changed to Vijayadharma (Vijayadharma-suri). 

In other cases the "change of the name" is due to more general poetic conventions. 
ALSDORF has discussed two stylistic phenomena which he calls "Namenssynonymik" 
and "Namensalgebra" respectively. 5 

Namenssynonymik: Candrakirti = Amrtadidhitikirti 
Halabhrt = Siradhara (Baladeva) 
Pupphayanta = Sukusuma-dasai:iiya (Pu~padanta). 

Namensalgebra: Devadatta = Devadidatta = dattfotaDeva 
Jinadeva + Jinadatta = deva-dattau Jinadikau 
Jalaketu + Citraketu = Jala-Citradikau ketu. 

From our material we can cite the following examples (all instances of the first type): 
Labdhisudharµsu = Labdhicandra (Jaina-Hss. No. 204); Sasabhrt-suri = Candra-suri 
(Ind. Hss. I, No. 437a, p. 220); Sivasindhu-suri = Kalyai:iasagara-suri (4th Report6

); 

Udayabdhi = Udayasagara (4th Report6
); Kalyai:iodadhi = Kalyai:iasagara (Ser. No. 

137). 
After these observations, we have to discuss the opposite case : occurrance of the same 

name in the case of different individuals. It is of course not the fact itself which arrests 
our attention, rather (as in the previous case) we should study the peculiar practices 
prevalent in Jainism. 

3 The question of authorship arises only outside the body of ancient Jaina literature. In the earliest 
strata texts are not just "anonymous" in the sense that the author is not known. It would be more correct to 
say, that the terms "text", "author" cannot be used in the sense in which they are employed for the later 
strata. 

4 gaccha, sakha etc. These groups correspond roughly to Christian orders but they form a complicated 
structure of units and sub-units. 

5 Harivar11sapurar:ia (ANIS 5. 1936), pp. 175-178, §§ 67 and 68. 
6 PETERSON, 4th Report, Index of Authors, p. viii, s.v. Amarasagara. 
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KLATT (Specimen pp. 16-21) has for instance 27 entries under the name Jinacandra, 
and the unpublished second part of the JRK would also demonstrate the frequent 
occurrance of many clerical names. If a name belongs to a particular spiritual lineage, it 
can be identified with the help of neighbouring names. But here too a warning is 
necessary. Identical or similar sequences of names need not refer to identical sequences 
of office-holders. The Pattavali of the Okesa-gaccha records an earlier series : -

Kakkasuri -- Devagupta - Siddhasuri - Ratnaprabha - Yak~adeva; 

and a later series : - Kakka - Devagupta - Siddha. 7 

Sometimes all the pontiffs of a particular seat bore the same spiritual name or designation 
(Sankaracarya in Hinduism). In Jainism, all the heads of the Digambara seats at 
Mu<;labidri and Sraval).a Be\go\a were called Carukirti, 8 and all the heads of the seats at 
Karkal were called Lalitakirti. 9 To distinguish between two persons bearing the 
same name, additional appellations were used. The great Hemacandra is called 
kalikalasarvajfia, and the author of the Anuyogadvara-sutra-ttka and the Vise~avasyaka
bha~ya-ttka is called Hemacandra maladharin. In the Digambara community there were 
scores of Subhacandras (several in the position of a bhattaraka). The Strasbourg 
Collection includes a Manuscript of the Jfianarl).ava, the author of which is known as 
Subhacandra acarya. (Ser. No. 181). Several other texts (Ser. Nos. 81, 198, 215 etc.) 
of our Collection are also attributed to an author called Subhacandra, and it seems that 
they were all composed by one and the same Subhacandra, known to tradition as 
"Subhacandra bhattaraka". 

Additions such as acarya are not the only ones to be viewed in connection with 
the identification of the authors' names. We have numerous additions to the actual 
names which differ in their character : titles of scholarship (pal).<;iita, sastrin), titles 
indicating clerical rank (muni, suri, acarya, bhattaraka), honorific titles (kalikalasarvajfia, 
vadiraja, vadibhasirpha, pujyapada), titles connected with important works (bha~yakrt). 
In some cases the additions replaced in whole or in part the original name. 
O<;layadeva is normally known as Vadibhasirpha (Ser. No. 219), Vardhamana (?) 
is almost exclusively known as Vadiraja (Ser. Nos. 154 and 272), Jinabhadra is 
occasionally referred to as bha~ya-krt or bha~ya-kara, Devanandin alias Jinendrabuddhi 
is mostly called Pujyapada. 

The above-mentioned facts make it imperative that the Notes supply as many data as 
possible on the authors concerned : name or names, titles, teachers, works, date, lineage. 
It is only on the basis of such information that names can be transformed into individuals. 

In § 9 .1 we have already indicated that a catalogue of Manuscripts is not just a register 
but also a source for further research-work and a description of the mechanism of 
textual transmission. Much work has been done in this field, both in India and in the 
West. Consequently, the compiler of a catalogue has to take into consideration 
material published both in India and in the West. 

As far as Jaina studies in Germany are concerned, contacts with institutions and 
with individuals in India have always been close. Mutual consultation and exchange of 
literature were a matter of course. We have tried to work in the spirit of this tradition -
a tradition which is connected with the names of several scholars whom we mention in 
our Catalogue on more than one occasion. 

7 See for instance KALYANA VIJA YA, Pa(taval! Paraga Sangraha, pp. 234-38. 
8 See BllUJABAL! sastr!, Kannac;la-sud, lntr. p. 23. 
9 Sec BHUJABALl sastr!, Pra5astisangraha [Arrah], p. 18. 



§ 10 ARRANGEMENT OF THE ENTRIES 

As our material is limited (336 Entries as against 1127 numbers in Prof. SCHUBRING's 
Jaina-Hss.), the classification is rather rough. Often, works belonging to different 
types have been brought together in one and the same sub-section. The reader will 
nevertheless find each title without difficulty in the alphabetical index. Apart from the 
classification proper, the arrangement is made according to the following principles: 
the commentary follows the work commented upon (mUla), a fragmentary text follows 
the complete text, works of similar contents and works by the same author are 
arranged together whenever possible, and conventional groupings have been maintained. 

Section 1 Svetambara Agama etc. (Ser. Nos. 1-60) 

Among the Svetambaras the term Agama is more common than the term Siddhanta. 
See e.g. Jaina Sahitya ka brhad Jtihasa, Pt. 1, Editorial, p. 31; H. R. KAPAOIA, 
Pistalis Agamo (Surat 1954). 

1.1 Canonical Texts (26 Entries). For a complete list of the Canon refer to 
J.C. JAIN, Prakrta Sahitya ka Itihas, pp. 33-34. JAIN mentions three different 
lists, containing 32, 45 and 84 titles respectively. 

1.2 Early Exegetical Literature (25 Entries). Following H. R. KAPAOIA, (History of 
the Canonical Literature of the Jainas, Chapter 6), we use this term as a collective 
designation for the Niryktis, Bha~yas and Cuq1is. Some schools include the 
Niryuktis and the Vise~avasyaka-bha~ya in their Agama list (containing in this 
case 84 titles). 

1.3 Later Avasyaka Literature (9 Entries). The close relationship of these texts with 
the A vasyaka texts according to 1.2 has been demonstrated by E. LEUMANN 
in his Ubersicht uber die Avasyaka-Literatur. 

Section 2 Digambara Siddhanta etc. (Ser. Nos. 61-102) 

The term Siddhanta is used for the relevant texts by Pt. BHUJABALI sastri and by 
K. C. KASLIVAL. We add "etc." in order to refer to 2.3. 

2.1 Works by Kundakunda (16 Entries). Although the authorship is uncertain in some 
cases we include here all works traditionally ascribed to Kundakunda (except 
those "Bhaktis" which are found within Kriyakalapa Mss. but not separately). 

2.2 Works by other Authors (6 Entries). The authors are Vattakera, Sivakoti and 
Karttikeya. Works by Nemicandra will be found in Section 3. 

2.3 Kriyakaliipa Texts (20 Entries). E. LEUMANN has analysed the Kriyakalapa 
complex, isolating its earlier and later strata ( Vbersicht). The complex has 
affinities with the A vasyaka literature and with Vattakera's MU!acara (2.2). 
Again the so-called "Bhaktis" within the Kriyakalapa are ascribed to Kunda= 
kunda (2.1 ). Hence the inclusion in this Section. 

Section 3 Philosophical and Dogmatical Works (Ser. Nos. 103-189) 

H. R. KAPAOIA has discussed the use of the term "philosophy" in connection with 
Jaina works (Cat. BhORI, 18, 1, Preface pp. V foll.). Starting with the present Section, 
the difference between Svetambara and Digambara is not considered in our classifi= 
cation. 
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3.1 Works by Umiisviiti (10 Entries). As the Tattvarthasutra by Umasvati is often 
included in the Kriyakalapa, we have a good number of Mss. containing the 
Digambara version of this work. Only one Manuscript in the collection supplies 
the Svetambara version. Umasvati's Prasamarati is current among the Svetam= 
baras only. 

3.2 Karma Literature (21 Entries). For an annotated bibliography of the vast 
karma literature refer to H. R. KAPAI:;>IA, Karma Siddhanta smribandhi Sahitya 
(Surat 1965). The main works of the Svetambaras have been dealt with by 
H. VON GLASENAPP, The Doctrine of Karman (Bombay 1942; translation of 
Die Lehre vom Karman ... Leipzig 1915). 

3.3 Cosmographical Texts (8 Entries). K~etrasamasa and Sangrahat;i (as well as 
their later recensions) attracted LEUMANN's interest, because they were composed 
by Jinabhadra, author of the Vise~avasyaka-bha~ya. Some of these (as well as 
extracts from Nemicandra's Trilokasara) are contained in the Strasbourg 
collection. 

3.4 General Philosophical Works (9 Entries). 
3.5 Pramiii:ia etc. (21 Entries). This sub-section contains Svetambara and Digambara 

works on logic etc. 
3.6 Sriivakaciira and Anthologies (19 Entries). For the term Sravakacara refer to 

J.C. JAIN, Prakrta Sahitya ka ltihas; and to R. WILLIAMS, The Jaina Yoga 
(London 1963), pp. xvii foll. For anthologies refer to H. R. KAPAI:;>IA, Paiya 
Bhii.$iio ane Sahitya, pp. 142-149. Sravakacara literature and anthologies are 
not directly connected. However the Upadesamala is related to both as far as its 
contents are concerned. It was therefore convenient to combine all this material 
in one sub-section. For the Upadesamala refer also to KAPAr;>IA, I.e. pp. 126-128. 

Section 4 Narrative Literature (Ser. Nos. 190-246) 

For the narrative literature of the Jains the reader is mainly referred to the following 
publications: M. WINTERNITZ, The Jainas in the History of Indian Literature 
(Ahmedabad 1946); also compare his Geschichte der lndischen Litteratur, Vol. II; 
W. SCHUERING, Die Lehre der Jainas (1935), pp. 210 foll. and 219 foll.; J.C. JAIN, 
Prakrta Sahitya ka ltihiis, Adhyaya 6. 

4.1 Early Svetambara Works (3 Entries). 
4.2 Purai:ias (7 Entries). These are mainly Digambara works. For the terms purat;a 

and carit(r)a refer to BHUJABALI sastri, Kannarja-suci, sections 15-16. 
4.3 Caritas (19 Entries). These are caritas in Prakrit and in Sanskrit. For the Prakrit 

caritas refer to J.C. JAIN, PSI, Adhyaya 7. 
4.4 Collections of Ariidhanii Stories (8 Entries). For the term aradhana and the 

vast Aradhana literature refer to A. N. UPADHYE, Brhatkathakosa (SJS 17. 1943), 

Intr. pp. 39-50. 
4.5 Collections of Other Stories (6 Entries). 
4.6 Semi-Historical and Historical Texts (13 Entries). For some outstanding works 

of this type refer to J.C. JAIN, PSI, pp. 353-355. The works of this sub-section 
supply spiritual lineages (Tapagaccha, Kharataragaccha etc.) and lists of kings 
(kings at Sambhar and at Patan). 
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Section 5 Ritualistic Works and Hymns (Ser. Nos. 247-310) 

The hymns form part of the ritual. Hence the close connection between both 

types of literature. 

5.1 Vidhis (4 Entries). Two Svetambara and two Digambara works. Vidhis and 
pujas deal with ritual. 

5.2 Piijas (11 Entries). Digambara works. 
5.3 Hymns (Skt. and Pkt.) (33 Entries). The title ends in -stava, -stotra, or -stuti. 

Sometimes the title is formed with the pratika of the first verse (e.g. Siddhipriyail,1-
stotra). For some hymns appended to the Kriyakalapa see E. LEUMANN, Uber-

sicht, p. 4. 
5.4 Hymns (other languages) (14 Entries). These are hymns in Apabhrarpsa, Hindi, 

Gujarati, and Kannada. They are called gita, rasa, laval)i, arati, jayamalil, 
jayamala. "Jayamala" is a Digambara designation, used frequently for Apa= 
bhrarpsa hymns and sporadically for Sanskrit hymns (often the verses of a hymn 

contain "jaya" or a synonym). 
5.5 Mantras (3 Entries). For the term refer to BHUJABALI sastri's Kannafja-suci, 

section 22. 

Section 6 Miscellaneous (Ser. Nos. 311-334) 

6.1 Unidentified Verses (6 Entries). These are verses which clearly belong to Jaina 
works. Jaina verses which could be identified will be found under the title 

of the work to which they belong. 
6.2 Floating Verses (4 Entries). Unidentified verses of a general character. 

6.3 Non-Jaina Texts (9 Entries). See § 3.3. 
6.4 Addenda (5 Entries). After the arrangement and numbering of 331 Entries 

(Ser. Nos. 1-329) was finalized in 1970, the re-examination of the respective Mss. 
in 1971 yielded five more Entries which have been placed here. 
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§ 11 LIST OF THE ENTRIES 

The List contains the Serial Number (Ser. No.) and an abbreviated form of the 
Heading of the Text (see § 6, also compare Appx. 2). If the text is not anonymous, 
its title is followed by the name of the author. If the Manuscript contains mUla and 
commentary, we use the formula of Ser. No. 13 ·etc.; if it contains the commentary 
alone, we use the formula of Ser. No. 2 etc. The Commentaries are in Sanskrit if not 
stated otherwise. A Chaya is in Sanskrit, a Tabo is in Gujarati, and a Vacanika is in 
Ohu9hari (cf. § 6.4-5). The reader will remember that Niryuktis, Bha~yas and 
Curl).is are not regarded by us as commentaries. For our use of square brackets vide 
§ 7.2.1. 

Section 1 Svetambara Agama etc. (Ser. Nos. 1-26; Canonical Texts; Ser. Nos. 
27-51: Early Exegetical Literature; Ser. Nos. 52-60: Later Avasyaka Literature). 

Ser. No. 

1 Upasakadasab 
2 Upasakadasa-vivaral).a by Abhayadeva 
3 Antakrddasab 
4 Antakrddasa-vivaral).a by Abhayadeva 
5 Anuttaropapatikadasab 
6 Anuttaropapatikadasa-vivaral).a by Abhayadeva 
7 Prasnavyakaral).ani 
8 Prasnavyakaral).a-vrtti by Abhayadeva 
9 Vipakasruta 

10 Vipakasruta-vivaral).a by Abhayadeva 
11 Mahanisitha-sutra III.26.1-27.2 
12 Kalpantarvacya (incomplete) 
13 Uttaradhyayana-sutra with Devendra's Sukhabodha 
14 Uttaradhyayana-sutra with Bhavavijaya's Sugama 
15 Uttaradhyayana-sutra with KamalasaJTlyama's Sarvarthasiddhi 
16 Uttaradhyayana-sutra with an Ak~arartha in Sanskrit 
17 Dasavaikalika-sutra with Sumati suri's commentary 
18 Dasavaikalika-sutra with an Avacuri 
19 Nandi-sutra-vrtti by Haribhadra 
20 Catubsaral).a with Somasundara's Avacilrl).i 
21 Gacchacara 
22 Angacillika 
23 Angavidya 
24 Paryantaradhana by Somasuri with a Gujarati Tabo 
25 Paryantaradhana by Somasuri (vss. 1-13 only) 
26 Pil).9avisuddhi by Jinavallabha 
27 Sutrakrtanga-niryukti 
28 Ogha-niryukti with an A vacuri 
29 Pil).9a-niryukti with Malayagiri's commentary 
30 Uttaradhyayana-niryukti 
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31 Uttaradhyayana-niryukti with Santi suri's Si~yahita 
32 Uttaradhyayana-niryukti (vss. 604-608) with an Avacuri 
33 Uttaradhyayana-niryukti (vss. 604-607) with Bhavavijaya's Sugama 
34 Uttaradhyayana-niryukti (vss. 604-606) with Devendra's Sukhabodha 
35 Uttaradhyayana-niryukti (vss. 604-605) with Kamalasarµyama.'s Sarvarthasiddhi 
36 Dasavaikalika-sutra and -niryukti with Haribhadra's Si~yabodhini 
37 A vasyaka-niryukti (with prefixed Theravali) 
38 A vasyaka-niryukti (with prefixed Theravali) 
39 A vasyaka-niryukti with Haribhadra's Si~yahita 
40 A vasyaka-niryukti with Haribhadra's Si~yahita 
41 Avasyaka-niryukti with Haribhadra's Si~yahita (Chap. 1-10) 
42 A vasyaka-niryukti with Haribhadra's Si~yahita (Chap. 2.29-10) 
43 Avasyaka-niryukti with Haribhadra's Si~yahitii (beginning of Chap. 11) 

44 A vasyaka-niryukti with an A vacuri 
45 Vise~avasyaka-bha~ya by Jinabhadra 
46 Vise~avasyaka-bha~ya by Jinabhadra with Hemacandra's Si~yahita 
47 Kalpa-bha~ya (vs. 6005) with K~emakirti's commentary 
48 Nisitha-bha~ya 

49 Nandi-cun:ii 
50 Nisitha-cun:ii by Jinadasa 
51 A. vasyaka -cun:ii 
52 Aticaralocana with a Gujarati Tabo 
53 Acaravidhi 
54 Pratikramal).avidhi by Jayacandra 
55 Pratikramal).avidhi by Jayacandra (incomplete) 
56 Sraddhapratikramal).a-sutra 
57 Sraddhapratikramal).a-sutra with Devendra's Vandaruvrtti 
58 Sraddhavidhi-prakaral).a by Ratnasekhara with the auto-commentary 
59 Samacari-sang~·aha by Naresvara 
60 Samacari-sataka by Samayasundara 

Section 2 Digambara Siddhiinta etc. (Ser. Nos. 61-76: Works by Kundakunda; Ser. 
Nos. 77-82: Works by other Authors; Ser. Nos. 83-102: Kriyakalapa Texts). 

61 Dvadasanuprek~a by Kundakunda 
62 A~ta-prabhrta by Kundakunda 
63 Sat-prabhrta by Kundakunda with a commentary 
64 Sat-prabhrta by Kundakunda with a commentary 
65 Nirval).a-bhakti by Kundakunda 
66 Nirviil).a-bhakti by Kundakunda (vss. 1-12 only) 
67 Niyamasara by Kund.akunda with Padmaprabha's Tatparyavrtti 
68 Paficastikaya by Kundakunda with Amrtacandra's Tattvadipika 
69 Paficastikaya by Kundakunda with Jayasena's Tatparyavrtti 
70 Paficastikaya by Kundakunda with Jayasena's Tatparyavrtti 
71 Paficastikaya by Kundakunda (vs. 25 only) with a commentary 
72 Pravacanasara by Kundakunda with Jayasena's Tatparyavrtti (incomplete) 
73 Pravacanasara by Kundakunda with Jayasena's Tatparyavrtti (incomplete) 
74 Pravacanasara by Kundakunda with Prabhacandra's Sarojabhaskara 
75 Samayasara by Kundakunda with Amrtacandra's Atmakhyati 
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76 Samayasara by Kundakunda with Jayasena's Tatparyavrtti 
77 Miilacara by Vattakera with Vasunandin's Sarvarthasiddhi 
78 Miilaradhana by Sivakoti with a Sanskrit chaya (incomplete) 
79 Miilaradhana by Sivakoti with Sadasukha's Ohu<;iharI Vacanika 
80 Karttikeyanuprek~a by Svami-Kumara with a Sanskrit Chaya 
81 Karttikeyanuprek~a by Svami-Kumara with Subhacandra's commentary 
82 [Anuprek~a-pithika] in Hindi 
83 Kriyakalapa (K recension), Parts A, B, and C 
84 Kriyakalapa (Dv recension), Part A (incomplete) 
85 Kriyakalapa (D recension), Parts B, and C (I-II) 
86 Kriyakalapa (0 recension), Parts B, and C 
87 Kriyakalapa (extracts) with Prabhacandra's commentary 
88 Kriyakalapa (extracts) with Prabhacandra's commentary 
89 Samayikapatha with Jayacanda's Ohu<;iharI Vacanika 
90 Laghu-samayikapatha 
91 Laghu-samayikapatha 
92 AiryapathikI, 1-2 
93 AiryapathikI, 1-2 
94 AiryapathikI, 1, with a commentary (incomplete) 
95 Acarya-bhakti (incomplete) 
96 Parinirvai:ia-bhakti 
97 Santi-bhakti 
98 Santi-bhakti 
99 Siddha-bhakti (beginning only) 

100 Siddha-, Sruta-, and Acarya-bhakti (fragments) 
101 Svadhyaya (incomplete) 
102 Sravaka-pratikramai:ia 

Section 3 Philosophical and Dogmatical Works (Ser. Nos. 103-112: Works by 
Umasvati; Ser. Nos. 113-132: Karma Literature; Ser .. Nos. 133-140: Cosmographical 
Texts; Ser. Nos. 141-149: General Philosophical Works; Ser. Nos. 150-170: Pramai:ia 
etc.; Ser. Nos. 171-189: Sravakacara and Anthologies). 

103 Tattvartha-sutra by Umasvati 
104 Tattvartha-sutra by Umasvati 
105 Tattvartha-sutra by Umasvati 
106 Tattvartha-sutra by Umasvati 
107 Tattvartha-sutra by Umasvati with Akalail.ka's Rajavarttika 
108 Tattvartha-sutra by Umasvati with Prabhacandra's Ratnaprabhakara 
109 Tattvartha-sutra by Umasvati with Srutasagara's Dipika 
110 Tattvartha-sutra by Umasvati with a Ohu<;iharI Vacanika 
111 Tattvartha-sutra by Umasvati with Siddhasena's commentary 
112 Prasamarati by Umasvati 
113 Karmaprakrti by Sivasarman with Malayagiri's commentary 
114 Saptatika by Candra mahattara with Malayagiri's commentary 
115 Paficasail.graha by Candrar~i with Malayagiri's commentary 
116 Karmavipaka by Devendra with the auto-commentary 
117 Karmastava by Devendra with the auto-commentary 
118 Bandhasvamitva by Devendra with an Avacuri 
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119 ~a<;laSitika by Devendra with the auto-commentary 
120 Sataka by Devendra with the auto-commentary 
121 Gul).asthanakramaroha by Ratnasekhara with the auto-commentary 
122 Gommatasara by Nemicandra with Nemicandra's commentary 
123 Gommatasara, an anthology of 28 verses 
124 Gommatasara (JivakaQ<;ia, vss. 225-226) with a commentary 
125 Tribhangisara by Nemicandra with a commentary 
126 Tribhangisara by Nemicandra with a Sanskrit Chaya, a Skt. commentary and 

a Vacanika, incomplete 
127 Jivatattvapradipa by Kesavarya with a commentary 
128 Bhavatribhai:tgi by Sruta-muni with a commentary 
129 [Asravatribhai:tgi-sucana] 
130 [Prakrtibandha] 
13 lA [Manu?ya-gati] 
13 lB [Bhavantara-gati] 
132 [Bandhaprakrti-nyasa] 
133 K?etrasamasa by Jinabhadra 
134 K?etrasamasa by Jinabhadra with Malayagiri's commentary 
135 Laghu-K?etrasamasa by Ratnasekhara with the auto-commentary 
136 Sai:tgrahal).iratna by Sricandra with an Avaclirl).i 
137 Lokaprakasa by Vinayavijaya 
138 Lokanalika by Dharmagho?a with a Gujarati Tabo 
139 Trilokasara by Nemicandra (vss. 309-318) with a commentary 
140 Trilokasara by Nemicandra (vss. 758-776) with Sanskrit glosses, etc. 
141 Dravyasai:tgraha by Nemicandra 
142 Prati?thatilaka by Nemicandra 
143 Anekantajayapataka by Haribhadra with Municandra's Tippal).aka 
144 Paficasaka by Haribhadra with Abhayadeva's commentary 
145 Paficasaka by Haribhadra (vs. 493) with Abhayadeva's explanation (on 

Paficasaka, vs. 40) 
146 So<;Iasaka by Haribhadra with Yasobhadra's commentary 
147 Paficasutra with Sivatilaka's Avacuri (incomplete) 
148 Ekavirµsatisthanaprakaral).a by Siddhasena 
149 Ratnasaficaya by Har?anidhana with a Gujarati Tabo 
150 Aptaparik?a by Vidyananda 
151 Aptaparik~a by Vidyananda with the auto-commentary 
152 Aptaparik?a by Vidyananda with the auto-commentary 
153 Patraparik?a by Vidyananda 
154 Pramal).anirQaya vy Vadiraja suri 
155 Alapapaddhati by Devasena 
156 Nyayadipika by abhinava-Dharmabhii?al).a 
157 PrameyakaQthika by Santi varl).in 
158 Laghiyastrayi by Akalai:tka 
159 [Nayapramal).ftdhikara] 
160 Samayasara by Devananda with a commentary 
161 Samadhifataka by Devanandi with Prabhacandra's Sanskrit commentary and 

Pannalala's Ohu<;lhari Vacanika 
162 Sarvajfiasataka by Dharmasagara 
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163 Siddhantasara by Bhavasena 
164 Bhuktimuktivicara by Bhavasena 
165 Nyayasiiryavali by Bhavasena 
166 EkantamatakhaI.J.9ana by Lak~mal.J.a (incomplete?) 
167 ~attrirp.sajjalpasaiJ.graha by Bhavavijaya (incomplete) 
168 Vicaramrtasangraha by KulamaI.J.9ana (incomplete) 
169 Virp.§atisthanakacaritra by Jinahar~a 
170 Virp.satisthanakacaritra by Jinahar~a 
171 Upasakadhyayana by Vasunandin with a Sanskrit Chaya 
172 Upasakadhyayana by Vasunandin (vs, 512 only) 
173 Upasakadhyayana by Samantabhadra with Prabhacandra's commentary 
174 Dharmamrta (Adhyaya 10-17 : Sagara-Dharmamrta) by Asadhara with the 

second auto-commentary Bhavyakumudacandrika 
175 Puru~arthasiddhyupaya by Amrtacandra 
176 Prasnottara-sravakacara by Sakalakirti 
177 Laghu-Sravakacara 
178 Upadesamala by Dharmadasa 
179 Upadesamali'i by Dhannadasa with Siddhar~i's Heyopadeya 
180 Upadesaratnakara by Munisundara with the auto-commentary 
181 Jfianarl.J.a va by Su bhacandra (acarya) 
182 Paficavirp.satika by Padmanandin 
183 Paficavirp.satika by Padmanandin with a commentary 
184 Svatantravacanamrta by Kanakasena 
185 Subha~itaratnasandoha by Amitagati with the Ohilcjhari Vacanika by Bholilala 

(Chap. 1-18) and by Pannali'ila (Chap. 19-32) 
186 Subha~itaratnavali by Sakalaklrti 
187 [Subha~ita-saiJ.graha] 

188 [Subha~ita-saiJ.graha], different from Ser. No. 187 (incomplete) 
189 [Subha~ita-saficaya] 

Section 4 Narrative Literature (Ser. Nos. 190-192: Early Svetambara Works; Ser. Nos. 
193-199: PuraI.J.as; Ser. Nos. 200-219: Caritas; Ser. Nos. 220-227: Collections of 
Aradhana Stories; Ser. Nos. 228-233: Collections of other Stories; Ser. Nos. 234-246: 
Semi-historical and Historical Texts). 

190 V asudeva-hiI.J.9i by Sanghadasa 
191 Samaraditya-katha by Haribhadra 
192 Upamitibhavaprapafica katha by Siddhar~i 
193 Adipural.J.a by Jinasena and GuI.J.abhadra 
194 AdipuraI.J.a by Jinasena with Lalitakirti's commentary 
195 UttarapuraI.J.a by GuI.J.abhadra 
196 Harivarp.sa-puraI.J.a by J inasena 
197 Harivarp.sa-pural.J.a by Sakalakirti and brahma-Jinadasa 
198 PaI.J.cjava-puraI.J.a by Subhacandra (bhattaraka) 
199 PaI.J.9ava-puraI.J.a by Vadicandra 
200 Padma-caritra by Vimalasiiri 
201 Padma-puraI.J.a by Ravi~el.J.a 
202 Rama-caritra by Devavijaya 
203 Parsvanatha-caritra by Bhavadeva 
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204 Parsvanatha-caritra by Udayavira 
205 Vr$abhanatha-caritra by Sakalakirti 
206 Mallinatha-caritra by Sakalakirti 
207 Santinatha-caritra by Sakalaklrti 
208 Pratyekabuddha-katha 
209 Mal).ipati-carita (Pkt.) by Haribhadra 
210 Mal).ipati-carita (Pkt.) by Haribhadra 
211 Mal).ipati-carita (Pkt.) by Haribhadra with a Gujarati Tabo 
212 Mal).ipati-carita (Gujarati) 
213 Vijayacandra-caritra by Candraprabha (incomplete) 
214 Sripala-caritra by Rai:dhii 
215 Srel).ika-caritra by Subhacandra 
216 Vardhamana-desana by Rajakirti 
217 Dharmasarmabhyudaya by Haricandra 
218 Dharmasarmabhyudaya by Haricandra 
219 K~attraciic;lamal)i by Vadibhasirµha Oc;layadeva 
220 Bharatesvara-Bahubali-svadhyaya with Subhasila's Kathakosa 
221 Aradhanasamuccaya by Ravicandra 
222 Aradhanakathakosa by brahma-Nemidatta 
223 Aradhanakathakosa by brahma-Nemidatta (incomplete) 
224 [Kathakosa], anonymous (incomplete) 
225 Pul)yasravakathakosa by Ramacandra mumuk~u (vs. l only) 
226 Karpuraprakara by Hari~el)a with a commentary 
227 Sarµvegarailgasala by Jinacandra 
228 [Kathatraya] 
229 [Kathasarµgraha] (incomplete) 
230 [Danakathasailgraha] 
231 [Puja~takakatha] 
232 Candana~a~thikatha by Srutasagara 
233 Bharataka-dvatrirµsika 
234 Satrufijaya-kalpa by Dhannagho~a with SubhaSila's Satrufijaya-kathako§a 

235 Prabandhakosa by Rajasekhara 
236 Sailghapattaka by Jinavallabha with Jinapati's commentary 
237 Tapagaccha-pattavali-siitra by Dharmasagara with a commentary (incomplete) 
238 Vijfiaptimahalekha by Merunandana (incomplete) 
239 Kharataragaccha-pattavali 
240 [Cahamana-varµsavali] 
241 [Pattana-raja-pattavali] 
242 [Ba!atkara-gal)a-pattavali] 
243 Diilicanda-prasasti by Pannalala 
244 Dulicanda-prasasti by Pannalala (19 verses) 
245 [Bagarii-madhye] 
246 [Yatyavasyakapustakadana] 

Section 5 Ritualistic Works and Hymns (Ser. Nos. 247-250: Vidhis; Ser. Nos. 251-261 : 
Pujas; Ser. Nos. 262-293: Hymns (Skt. and Pkt.); Ser. Nos. 294-307: Hymns (other 

Languages); Ser. Nos. 308-310: Mantras). 

247 lJpadhanavidhi 
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Birµbapravesavidhi 
J ainavivahapaddhati 
Triparµcasatkriyavratodyapanavidhi by Devendraklrti 
Anan taca turdasl pil ja 
Arhatparame~thipilja by Subhacandra (bhattaraka) 
Acaryaparame~thipilja by Subhacandra 
Upadhyayaparame~thipuja by Subhacandra 
K~etrapa!arcana 

Caturvirµsatitlrthari.karapilja 
Deva-pilja and Deva-jayamala 
Ratnatrayapilja 
Sadhuparame~tipilja by Subhacandra 
Siddhaparame~thipuja by Subhacandra 
Siddhacakra-pilja and -jayama!a by Padmanandin 
Upasargaharastotra by Bhadrabahu 
Ajita-Santi-stava by Nandi~ei:ia with an A vacilri 
Kayasthitistotra by Dharmagho~a with an A vacilri 
Vltaraga-stotra by Hemacandra 
Bhaktamarastotra by Manatuli.ga 
Bhaktamarastotra by Manatunga 
Bhaktamarastotra by Manatuli.ga 

65 

Bhaktamarastotra by Manatunga with a Sanskrit commentary and a Ohilc;lharl 

Vacanika 
Kalyai:iamandirastotra by Siddhasena divakara 
Kalyai:iamandirastotra by Siddhasena divakara 
Ekibhavastotra by Vadiraja 
Vi~apaharastotra by Dhanafi.jaya 
Bhilpala-stotra by Bhilpala 
Bhilpala-stotra by Bhilpala with a Kannac;la-commentary (incomplete) 
Siddhipriyail).stotra by Devanandin (incomplete) 
Svayarµbhilstotra by Samantabhadra with an Avacilri 
Jinadarsanastotra 
Caturvirµsatitlrthakarajayamala by Maghanandin 
Pafi.caparame~thigui:iastotra (incomplete) 
Pafi.caparame~thistotra 

Suprabhatastotra 
[ma ta yasya prabhate ... ] 
Jinasahasranamastotra by Jinasena 
A~tottarasatanamagarbhita-Parsvanatha-stotra 

Cintamai:ii-Parsvanatha-stotra 
Lak~mi-stotra by Padmaprabha 
Dr~ta~taka by Sakalacandra 
Nandi:Svara-stotra 
Samavasarai:iastotra by Vi~i:iusena 
Samavasarai:ia~taka 
[Samavasarai:ianyasa] 
Paramanandastotra 
[Padmavatl-stuti] 
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294 A1:iatthamipaddha<;li by Ra!dhu 
295 Dasalak~ai:iajayamala by Ra!dhu 
296 Dharmajayamala 
297 Paficakalyaryakyekadasistavana 
298 [Dasalak~a 1:iasam ucca yaja yamala] 
299 Tirtha-jayamala by Sumatisagara 
300 Mati.galagita by Riipacanda 
301 Brahmadiparasa by Bhimasena 
302 Jogirasa by Jinadasa 
303 Malirasa by Jinadasa 
304 Neminatha-lavai:ii by Caturakusala 
305 [ sarovara paryi sial3 ... ] by [Sevaka] 
306 Ratnakaradhisvara-sapadasataka (Kanna<;la) by Ratnakara (incomplete) 
307 Mati.gala-arati (Kanna<;!a) 
308 [Ekadantamantra] 
309 Ghai:itakari:ia-stotra and Ghai:itakan:ia-mantra 
310 Ghai:itakari:ia-stotra 

Section 6 Miscellaneous (Ser. Nos. 311-316: Unidentified Verses; Ser. Nos. 317-320: 
Floating Verses; Ser. Nos. 321-329: Non-Jaina Works; Ser. Nos. 330-334: Addenda). 

311 [ sacittacittavibhaga ], 2 Prakrit verses 
312 [~a<;!vidhahara], 2 Prakrit verses 
313 [nal).e darµsal).a-caral).e ... ], 9 Prakrit verses 
314 [pukkhara addhe dive ... ], 7 Prakrit verses 
315 [ aca!atmakasarµ jfiaka] 
316 Caityastuti by Dharma siiri, vs. 13 (mutilated) 
317 [sajjanasya hrdaye navanitarµ ... ], 1 Sanskrit verse 
318 [kirtisthanani] and [ya~tigui:iab], 2 Sanskrit verses 
319 [kab siiro vijitendriyab ... ], 5 Sanskrit verses 
320 [udyamena vina rajan ... ], 5 Sanskrit verses 
321 [dhatilpadhatavab], 2 Sanskrit verses 
322 Isvaravada 
323 Nirvikalpavada 
324 Mimarµsaslokavarttika by Kumarila bhatta (2 verses) 
325 Ekak~aranamamala, 19 Sanskrit verses 
326 Kriyakalapa by Jayananda (Grammar) 
327 Ratnamafijii~a, Adhyaya 1-12 
328 Ratnamafijii~a, Adhyaya 1.1-2.15 only 
329 Ratnamafijii~a-bha~ya, Adhyaya 1-8 (incomplete) 
330 [pathikasya punab pathe], some stray verses 
331 [pratisruti sanmati k~emati.kara ... ] (Kanna<;la) 
332 [arahanta asarira ... ], one Prakrit verse, etc. 
333 Cattari-dai:i<;laka (Pkt.). With Skt.-commentary by Prabhacandra 
334 [~a<;! ripavab] (Skt. Pkt.), stray notes and verses 



PART TWO 

THE ENTRIES 



1. SVETAMBARA AGAMA ETC. 

1.1 CANONICAL TEXTS 

Serial No. 1 

Leumann: S 397. (Max-Miiller-Stiftung, 97) Wickersheimer: 4482. 

Description. Indian paper (very thin). Folios: 105. Size: 34 x 13.2 cm. Lines: 21 (30 x 11 cm). 
<> Devanagarl, pr~tharnatra. Tolerable condition. Edges repaired. Fol. I 05 damaged, thereby text 
(in Ser. No. 10) mutilated. No date (see 'Notes'). 

A composite Ms. (called "Paficanga") with ten Texts (Angas 7-11 followed by Abhayadeva's 
commentaries on Angas 7-11). 

«Text 1 » Upasakadasal} (Pkt. ). 

«Begins (1) B: » §0 orp namab sarvvajfiaya. 
tel)arp kalel)arp tei:iarp samaei:iarp Campa nayari huttha, vannao. Punnabhadde ceie, 
vannao .... jal l)arp bhante samai:iei:iarp java sarppattei:iarp chatthassa angassa Naya= 
dhamma-kahal)arp a yam atthe pannate, sattamassa i:iarp bhante angassa Uvasagadasai:iarp 
samai:iei:iarp java sarppattei:iarp ke atthe pannatte? etc. 

«Ends (8) B22
: » evarp khalu Jarpbii samal)el)atp java sarppattei:iarp sattamassa 

ailgassa Uvasagadasai:iarp dasamassa ajjhayal)assa ayam atthe pai:ii:iatte (8) 
Uvasagadasal)arp sattamassa angassa ego suyakkhandho, dasa ajjhayai:ia ekkarasaga, 

dasasu ceva divasesu uddisanti, tao suyakkhandho samuddisanti ai:iui:il)avijjal dosu vi 
divasesu ailgarp taheva. 

cha. granthagrarp 812. cha. sriJ:i. cha. 

References. LEUMANN, Ubersicht, p. III". WEBER, Verzeichnis, Nos. 1798-1800; Ind. Stud. 16, 
pp. 315-6. KAPADIA, Cat. BhORI 17.1, Nos. 135-7. SCHUERING, Jaina-Hss. No. 20. VELANKAR, 
JRK, pp. 55-6. - For editions see SCHUBRING. 

Notes. LEUMANN's date (Ubersicht, p. III": 14th cent.) may be correct. - Our Ms. has no 
colophon to the Anga-texts. The 7th Anga is also called: Upasaka-dasa, -dasanga, -dasangaslitra; 
Uvasaga-dasa, -dasao. - Many more editions have been mentioned by SCHUERING, Doctrine, 
p. 93. See also JSBI 1, pp. 227-30. On the contents cf. also J.C. JAIN, PSI, pp. 85-8. 

The other Texts are: 

«Text 2 » (Foll. 9A-16A :) Antak~·ddasab (see Ser. No. 3) 
«Text 3 » (Foll. 16A-18A :) AnuttaropapatikadasaJ:i (see Ser. No. 5) 
«Text 4 » (Foll. 18A-29B:) Prasna vyakaral)ani (see Ser. No. 7) 
«Text 5 » (Foll. 30A-41A :) Vipakasruta (see Ser. No. 9) 
«Text 6)) (Foll. 41A-50A :) Upasakadasa-vivaral)a by Abhayadeva (see Ser. No. 2) 
«Text 7 « (Foll. 50A-53A :) Antak~·ddasa-vivaral)a by A. (see Ser. No. 4) 
«Text 8)) (Foll. 53A-54A :) Anuttaropapatikadasa-vivaral)a by A. (see Ser. No. 6) 
«Text 9)) (Foll. 54A-96A :) Prasnavyakarai:ia-vivarai:ia by A. (see Ser. No. 8) 
«Text 10 » (Foll. 97A-105B:) Vipakasruta-vivarai:ia by A. (see Ser. No. 10) 
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Serial No. 2 

Leumann: S 397. (Max-Miiller-Stiftung, 97) Wickersheimer: 4482. 

For description of this composite Ms. see Ser. No. 1 (with a list of Texts 1-10). 

«Text 6» Upiisakadasii-vivarar.ia by ABHA YADEVA. 

«Begins (41) A 18
: » sri-Varddhamanam anamya vyakhya kacid vidhiyate 

Upasakadasadinarri prayo granthiintarek;;ita [l] 
tatr6pasakadasab saptamam angam. iha cayam abhidhanartha(b): upasakanarri sra
mal)opasakanarri sarribandhenanu;;thanasya pratipadika dasab dasadhyayana-rupa upa
saka-dasah. bahu-vacanantam etat grantha-nama. etc. 

«Ends (50) A 8 : » vyakaral)air vacana-vise;;air iti. a;;tamam adhyayanam Upa-
sakadasanarri vivaral)atab samaptarri, cha. navama-dasame ea kal)thye eveti .... yad iha 
na vyakhyatarri tat sarvarri Jfiatadharmakatha-vyakhyanam upayuktena nirupyavaseyam 
iti, cha. 

sarvasyapi svakiyarri vacanam abhimatarri praya(s)ab syaj janasya 
yat tu svasyapi samyag na hi vihita-rucib syat katharri tat pare;;arri 

cittollasat kutascit tad api nigaditarri kificid evam mayaitat 
yuktarri yac catra tasya graham amala-dhiyab kurvatarri pritaye me. cha 

«Colophon:» samaptarri Upasadasa-vivaral)aJ11. cha. 

References. LEUMANN, Ubersicht, p. III". WEBER, Verzeichnis, Nos. 1802-4. KAPADIA, Cat. 
BhORI 17.1, Nos. 139-42. SCHUBRING, Jaina Hss. PrStB, Nos. 23-5. VELANKAR, JRK, pp. 55-6. 
- For editions see Ser. No. 1. 

Notes. Upasakadasadinaqi in the opening vs. refers probably to Abhayadeva's commentaries 
on the A1'1gas 7-9; see also the closing vs. in Ser. No. 6. The vivaral)a mentions his commentary on 
the 6th Anga too. Compare also WEBER (Verzeichnis 2, p. 491, fn. I and 3). The first line of 
the Mangala-vs. [l] recurs in Ser. No. 8. -- A marginal title on Fol. 41A (secunda manu): 
Upasakadasavrtti. It is also called Upasakadasangasiitra-vyakhya (Kapadia). - On the commentator 
Abhayadeva, the "navanga-vrttikara", and his works see J. KLATT, Specimen, pp. 1-2; or, 
Bh. SA:NQESARA, JAS-Guj., pp. I 0-13; New Cat. Cat. 1, pp. 275ff. Abhayadeva died in saqi. 1135 (or saqi. 
1139) at Kappa9avaQija-nagara. This is modern Kapadvanj in Gujarat, see for example Jfianafijali III, 
p. 88 (U. P. SHAH). 

Serial No. 3 

Leumann: S 397. (Max-Miiller-Stiftung, 97) Wickersheimer : 4482. 

For description of this composite Ms. see Ser. No. 1 (with a list ·Of Texts 1-10). 

«Text 2» AntakrddasiiJ.i (Pkt.). 

«Begins (9) A : » §0 tel)arp kalel)arp tel)arp samael)arp Carp pa nama nagari, 
Pltl)l)abhadde cetie vanasal)c.le. t.k.t.s. ajja-Sudhamme samosarite, parisa niggata java 
pac.ligata. t.k.t.s. ajja-Sudhamma-antevasi ajja-Jarpbu java pajjuvasati, evarp vadasi: 
ja! l)arp bhante adikarel)arp java sarppattel)arri ... atthamassa l)arp bhante Antagac.la= 
dasal)arp samal)el)am java sarripattel)arp ke atthe pal)l)atte? etc. 

«Ends ( 16) A 1 6 
: » Antagac.ladasal)arp ayam atthe pa1watte cha. atthamarp angarp 

sammattarp cha, cha. 
Antagac.ladasal)arp angassa suyakkhandho attha vagga atthasu ceva divasesu uddisanti. 



-
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tattha pathama-viya-vaggo dasa2 uddesaga, ta!ya-vvagge terasa uddesaga, caiittha
paficama-vagge dasa2 uddesaga, chattha-vagge solasa uddesaga, sattama-vagge terasa 
uddesaga, atthama-va[gge] dasa u[dde]sa[ga]. sesarp. jaha Nayadhammakahal).arp.. cha. 
grarp.thagrarp.tha 790 cha. subharp. bhavatu, kalyal).am astu cha. 

References. LEUMANN, Obersicht, p. III". WICKERSHEIMER, Cat. Gen. Mss. 47, p. 785, 
No. 4482. WEBER, Verzeichnis, Nos. 1806-08. Ind. Stud. 16, pp. 319-23. KAPAOIA, Cat. BhORI, 
17.1, No. 143. SCHUBRING, Jaina-Hss. No. 28. VELANKAR, JRK, pp. 10-11. - Ed. AgS 23. 1920. 
For further editions see e.g. JSBI I, p. 233. 

Notes. On the absence of a colophon see Ser. No. 1.-The 8th Anga is also called: Antakrddasa, 
Antakrddasanga, 0 dasangasiitra; Antaga<;ladasa, 0 dasao, etc. On the contents etc. see SCHUBRING, 
Doctrine, pp. 93-94 and J.C. JAIN, PSI, pp. 88-90 also. 

Serial No. 4 

Leumann: S 397. (Max-Miiller-Stiftung, 97) Wickersheimer : 4482. 

For description of this composite Ms. see Ser. No. I (with a list of Texts 1-10). 

«Text 7» Antakrddasa-vivarar,ia by ABHA YADEVA. 

«Begins (50) A 8 
: » athAntakrtadasasu kim api v1vnyate. tatranto bhavantal; 

krto vihito yais te '[n]takrtas tad-vaktavyata-pratibaddha dasal:i dasadhyayana-riipal; 
grantha-paddhataya iti Antakrtadasal;. iha ca~tau vargga bhavanti. etc. 

«Ends (53) A 7 
: » attha ya-gaha. a~ta ea var~al).y adirp. krtva ekottarikaya 

kramei:ia yavat saptadasa tavac Chre1_iika-bharya1Jarp. paryaya iti. yad iha na vyakhyatarp. 
tat Jfiatadharmmakatha-vivaral).ad avaseyam, evarp. ea samaptam Antakrtadasa-vivara= 
I).am iti cha. 

ananta-gama-pary(a)ye jinavarodite sasane 
yakeha samayanuga gamanika kila procyate 

gamantaram upaiti sa tad api sadbhir asyarp. krtav 
arii<;lha-gama-sodhanarp. na(n)u vidhiyatarp. sarvatha, iti cha. 

References. LEUMANN, Obersicht, p. III". WrcKERSHEIMER, Cat. Gen. Mss. 47, p. 785, No. 
4482. WEBER, Verzeichnis, No. 1809. KAPAOIA, Cat. BhORI, 17.1, Nos. 145-49. VELANKAR, 
JRK, p. 11. - For editions see Ser. No. 3. 

Notes. The commentary is called "Antakrddasangasiitra-vivarai:ia" by Ki\PAOIA. For Abhayadeva 
see Ser. No. 2. 

Serial No. 5 

Leumann: S 397. (Max-Miiller-Stiftung, 97.) Wickersheimer : 4482. 

For description of this composite Ms. sec Ser. No. I (with a list of Texts 1-10). 

«Text 3 » Anuttaropapatikadasal) (Pkt.). 

«Begins (16) A 17 :» tel).arp. kalel).arp. tel).arp. samael).arp. Rayagihe l).agare aJJa-
Suh(a)massa samosaral).arp., parisa niggaya ... navamassa l).arp. bhante angassa Al).uttaro= 
vavaiyadasal).arp. java sarp.pattel).arp. ke atthe pal).l).atte? etc. 
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«Ends (18) A 10 : » Ai:iuttarovavaiyai:iarµ dasai:iarµ taccassa vaggassa a yam atthe 
pannate, cha. Ai:iuttarovavaiyadasao samattao, cha. navamarµ angarµ samattarµ, cha. 

Ai:iuttarovavaiyadasai:iarµ ego suyakkhandho, tinni vagga, tisu ceva divasesu uddisij= 
janti. tattha pac)hama-vagge dasa uddesaga, viya-vagge terasa uddesaga, tatiya-vagge 
dasa uddesaga. sesarµ jaha [Naya]dhammakahai:iarµ taha i:ieyavvarµ, cha. grarµthii= 

grarµ 192. 

References. LEUMANN, Ubersicht, p. Ill". WICKERSHEIMER, Cat. Gen. Mss. 47, p. 785, 
No. 4482. WEBER, Verzeichnis, Nos. 1897-1900. Ind. Stud. 16, pp. 323-26. Ki\PAOIA, Cat. BhORI, 
17.1, Nos. 150-53. SCHUBRING, Jaina-Hss. Nos. 29-30. VELANKAR, JRK, p. 8. - Ed. AgS 
23. 1920. For further editions see e.g. JSBI 1, p. 241. 

Notes. On the absence of a colophon see Ser. No. 1. - Other titles of the 9th Ali.ga are: 
Anuttaropapatika-dasa, -dasali.ga, -dasali.gasiltra; Anuttaraupapatika-dasa, -siltra; A1.1uttarovavaiya, 
A1.1uttarovavaiya-dasa, -dasao, etc. For contents etc. see SCHUBRING, Doctrine, p. 94; and 
J.C. JAIN, PSI, pp. 90-91. 

Serial No. 6 

Leumann : S 397. (Max-Miiller-Stiftung, 97) Wickersheimer : 4482. 

For description of this composite Ms. see Ser. No.1 (with a list of Texts 1-10). 

«Text 8 » Anuttaropapatikada5a-vivaral}a by ABHA Y ADEY A. 

«Begins (53) A 7 : » athAnuttaropapatikadasasu kificit vyakhyayate. tatranut= 
tare~u sarvottame~u vimana-vise~e~upapato janmanuttaropapatal;, sa vidyate ye~arµ te 
'nuttaropapatikas, tat-pratipadika dasal; dasadhyayana-pratibaddha-prathama-vargga
yogad dasa granthavise~o 'nuttaropapatikadasal;. etc. 

«Ends (54) A 8 :» 
«Colophon : » 

cha. 

se~am Antakrddasanga-vad iti, cha. 
Anuttaropapatikakhya-navamanga-desavivarai:iarµ samaptam iti, 

sabdal; kecana narthato 'tra vidital; kecit tu paryayatal; 
sutrarthiinugatail; samuhya bhai:iito yaj jatam agal; padarµ 

vrttav atra taka[t] jinesvara-vaco-bha~a-vidhau kovidail; 
sarµsodhyarµ vihitadarair jina-matopek~a yato na k~ama (!) 
pratyak~ararµ nirupyasya granthamanarµ viniscitarµ 
vrttinarp tisri:iarµ sloka-sahasrarµ trirµsatadhikarµ (2) 

grarµ[thagra] 1300. 
krtir iyarµ srimaj-Jinesvaracarya-padopajivi-srimad-Abhayadevacaryai:iam iti, cha. 

References. LEUMANN, Ubersicht, p. III". WICKERSHEIMER, Cat. Gen. Mss. 47, p. 785, No. 
4482. WEBER, Verzeichnis, Nos. 1810-12. KAPAOIA, Cat. BhORI, 17.1, Nos. 154-58. VELANKAR, 
JRK, p. 8. - Ed. AgS 23. 1920. 

Notes. The grarµ[thagra] figure "1300" refers to the extent of Abhayadeva's three commentaries 
(on the A11gas 7-8-9, i.e. Ser. Nos. 2, 4, and 6) taken together, cf. vrtt11~arµ tismarµ in vs. 2 preceding this 
remark. - See Ser. No. 2 for Abhayadeva, Ser. No. 5 for the milla and editions. On Jinesvarasilri 
mentioned in the last sentence of the colophon see KLATT, Specimen, pp. 46-47; and Muni 
JINAVIJA YA's Intr. to the Kathako~a-prakara1.1a by Jinesvara (SJS 11. 1949). 
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Serial No. 7 

Leumann: S 397. (Max-M iiller-Stiftung, 97) Wickersheimer : 4482. 

For description of this composite Ms. see Ser. No. 1 (with a list of Texts 1-10). 

«Text 4» PrasnavyiikaraQiini (Pkt.) 

«Begins ( 18) A' 0 
: » nama}.t sarvajfiaya. J..lamo arahantaJ..larµ. 

Jarµbil iJ..lamo aJ..lhaya sarµvaraJ..la viJ..litthiyarµ pavayaJ..la-nissandarµ 
voccami 1;icchay'-attharµ suhasiy' -attharp mahesihi111 [l] etc. 

«Ends (29) B7 
: » pasattharµ paficamarµ sarµvara-dararµ samattarµ bemi, cha. 

eyai[rµ] v(a)yairµ pafica vi suvvaya-mahavvayairµ ... carima-sarlra-dhare bhavissantiti. 

«Colophon : » iti PrasnavyakaraJ..lani samaptani, cha. 
PaJ..lhavagaraJ..laJ..larµ ego suyakkhandho, dasa ajjhayaJ..la, ekkarasago caudasasu ceva 

divasesu uddisijanti. ekkantaraesu ayarµbilesu niruddhesu autta-paJ..laeJ..larµ angarµ jaha 
Ayarassa, cha. 

srI subharµ bhavatu, kalyaJ..lam astu, cha srI}.t. 

References. LEUMANN, Obersicht, p. lff'. WICKERSHEIMER, Cat. Gen. Mss. 47, p. 785, No. 
4482. WEBER, Verzeichnis, Nos. 1815-17. Ind. Stud. 16, pp. 326-35. KAPAoIA, Cat. BhORI, 
17.1, Nos. 159-61. VELANKAR, JRK, pp. 274-75. - Ed. AgS 26. 1919. 

Notes. Other titles given to the !Oth Anga are: Prasnavyakaral).a, Prasna-vyakarnl).iinga, 
-vyakaral).a1'lgaslitra, -vyakaral).asutra; Pal).ha-vagaral).a, -vagaral).ai111, -vagaral). 'ai'lga, -vagarnl).asutta. 
For the contents, further editions etc. see SCHUBRING, Doctrine, pp. 94-95; JSBI l, pp. 247-52; and 
J. c. JAIN, PSI, pp. 92-94. See also AMULYACHANDRA SEN, A critical introduction to the P. (Thesis), 
Hamburg 1936. 

Serial No. 8 

Leumann: S 397. (Max-Muller-Stiftung, 97) Wickersheimer : 4482. 

For description of this composite Ms. see Ser. No. 1 (with a list of Texts 1-10). 

«Text 9» Pra..~navyiikaraQa-vrtti by ABHAYADEVA. 

«Begins (54) A 8 : » nama}.t sarvajfiaya. 
srI-Varddhamanam anamya vyakhya kacid vidhiyate 
PrasnavyakaraJ..langasya vrddha-nyayanusarata}.t (1) 

ajfia vayarµ sastram idarµ gabhirarµ 
prayo 'sya kiltaJ..li ea pustakani 

siltrarµ vyavasthyapyam ato vimrsya 
vyakhyana-kalpad ita eva (c)aiva (2) 

atha PrasnavyakaraJ..lakhyarµ dasam[am] angarµ vyakhyayate. atha ko 'syabhidhanasyar= 
tha}.t ? ucyate, angu~thadi-prasna-vidyas, ta vyakriyante 'bhidhiyante 'sminn iti Prasna
vyakaraJ..larµ. kvacit PrasnavyakaraJ..ladasa iti drsyante. etc. 

«Ends (96) B 1 6 : » 
«Colophon : » 
« Prasas ti : » 

paficapi sarµvara-dvaraJ..li samaptaniti bravimiti. 
samapta PrasnavyakaraJ..langa-tika, cha. 

nama}.t srI-Varddhamanaya, srI-Parsva-prabhave nama}.t 
nama}.t srimat-Sarasvatyai, sahayebhyo namo-nama}.t (1) ... (6) 
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tasyacarya-J inesvarasya madavad-vadi-pra tispardhine 
tad-bandhor api Buddhisagara-iti-khyatasya surer bhuvi 

chando-ba ndha -ni baddha -bandh ura -vacal)-sa bdadi-sallak~aJJab 
sri-Sarµvigna-vihariJJab sruta-nidhes caritra-cu<;iamaJJeb (7) 

si~yeJJAbhayadevakhya-suriJJa vivrtib krta 
Prasnavyakaral)ailgasya sruta-bhaktya samasatab (8) 

N irvrtaka-kula -na bhas-tala -candra-Dro l)akhya -suri-m ukh yen a 
pal)<;iita-gal)ena gul)avat priyel)a sarµsodhita ceyarµ (9) 

grarµthagrarµ 7600. 

References. LEUMANN, Ubersicht, p. IIIb. WICKERSHEIMER, Cat. Gen. Mss. 47, p. 785, No. 
4482. WEBER, Verzeichnis, No. 1815, No. 1817. SCHUERING, Jaina-Hss. No. 31. Ki\PAQIA, 
Cat. BhORI, 17.1, Nos. 162-69. VELANKAR, JRK, p. 274. - Ed. AgS 26. 1919. 

Notes. The commentary is also called: Prasnavyakara1:rn-vrtti, -(ika; Prasnavyakarai:ianga-tika, 
0 vyakara9a11ga-vrtti, -vivrtti, etc. In the Prasasti-vs. 7 Abhayadeva mentions his teachers: Jinesvara 
(cf. Ser. No. 6) and his brother Buddhisagara. For these persons see e.g. Pa(tavali Samuccaya, 1 (ed. 
Muni DARSANAVIJAYA, Viramgam 1933), pp. 168-9. On the term sarpvigna see ibid, p. 23lb. 
For Abhayadeva's connection with Drot)acarya see A. METTE, Pit)c;i'esai:ia (cf. Ser. No. 28), 
p. 8, fn. 23; also Bh. SAl\IQESARA, JAS-Guj., p. 86. 

Serial No. 9 

Leumann : S 397. (Max-Miiller-Stiftung, 97) Wickersheimer : 4482. 

For description of this composite Ms. see Ser. No. 1 (with a list of Texts 1-10). 

«Text 5 » Vipiikasruta (Pkt.). 

«Begins (30) A 1 
: » §0 arharµ. 

tel)arµ kalel)arµ tel)arµ samael)arµ Carµpa namarµ nagari hottha, val)l)atto. Pul)l)abhadde 
ceie. t.k.t.s. samal)assa bhagavao antevasi ajja-Suhamme namarµ al)agare ... ekkarasa= 
massa l)arµ bhante angassa Vivagasuyassa samal)el)arµ java sarµpattel)arµ ke atthe 

pal)l)atte? etc. 

«Ends ( 41) A 1 7 : » evarµ khalu Jarµbu samal)el)arµ java sarµpattel)arµ suha-= 
vivagal)arµ dasamassa ajjhayal)assa atthe pal)l)atte. se l)arµ bhante suha-vivagal)arµ 

ekkarasamarµ angarµ sarµmattarµ. 
Vivagasuyassa do suyakkhandha: [suha-vivago ya] duha-vivago ya. tattha duha-vivage 
dasa ajjhayal)a ekurasaga, dasasu ceva divasesu udisijjanti, evarµ suha-vivage vi. sesarµ 

jaha Ayarassa. cha 1270 cha. 

References. LEUMANN, Ubersicht, p. IIIb. WICKERSHEIMER, Cat. Gen. Mss. 47, p. 785, No. 
4482. WEBER, Verzeichnis, Nos. 1818-21. Ind. Stud. 16, pp. 335-41. KA.PAQIA, Cat. BhORI, 
17.1, Nos, 173-foll. VELANKAR, JRK, p. 357. - Ed. AgS 23. 1920. 

Notes. On the absence of a colophon see Ser. No. 1. "1270" between the two cha is the 
granthiigra figure, cf. Cat. BhORI, 17, No. 174. - Other titles of the 11 th Anga are: Vipakasutra, 
Vipakasrutasiitra; Vivaga-suya, -suy'ati.ga. For contents and further editions etc. see ScHUBRING, 
Doctrine, pp. 95-96; JSBI 1, pp. 255-63; and J.C. JAIN, PSI, pp. 94-95. 

Serial No. 10 

Leumann: S 397. (Max-M iiller-Stiftung, 97) Wickersheimer : 4482. 

For description of this composite Ms. see Ser. No. 1 (with a list of Texts 1-10). 



I. SVETAMBARA A.GAMA ETC. 

«Text 10» Vipakasruta-vivarai}a by ABHAYADEVA. 

«Begins (97) A 1 
: » namalf sruta-devatayai. 

natva sri-Varddhamanaya varddhamana-srutadhvane 
Vipakasruta-sastrasya vrttikeyarµ vidhasyate (1) 
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atha Vipakasrutam iti kalf sabdarthalf ? ucyate, vipakal:i pul).ya-papa-riipa-karmma
phalarµ tat-pratipadanapararµ srutam agamo Vipakasrutarµ. idarµ ea dvadasangasya 
pravacana-puru$asyaikadasam angam. iha ea si$ya-samaya-paripalanartharµ mangala
sabdabhidheya-prayojanani kila vacyani bhavanti. etc. 

«Ends (I 05) B : » evam uttaral).i navapy anugantavyaniti, cha. 
«Colophon : » sa[ma]ptarµ Vipakasru[takhyai]kadasanga-pradesavivara1Jarµ, cha. 

ihiinuyoge yad ayuktam uktarµ 
tad vi(k$)al).at prak parisodhayantu 

n6[pek$al).arµ] yuktimad atra yena 
jinagame bhakti-parayal).anarµ [1] 

krti[ r iyarµ sarµvi]gna-muni-jana-pradhana-sri-Jinesvaracarya -cara1Ja-kamala-caficarika -
kalpa-srimad-Abhayadevacaryasyeti, cha. 

« Scribal Remarks : » 
cha. 

$a<;iarµgi-pustakarµ siitra-vrtti-sama[nvitarµ lekha]yarµ cakre, 

parµcarµga-pustakam idarµ kumudopamanarµ 
[patravali-ka]litam ujvala-var~11Ja-ramyarµ 

yat sadhubhir mmadhukarail:i paricurµbyamanarµ 
jiyac cir(arµ) suguru-raja-vivacyamanarµ (!) 

ak$ara-matra-pada-svara-hina[rµ 
vyarµjana ]-sarµdhi-vivarjita-repharµ 

sadhubhir e$a mama k$amitavyarµ 
[ko 'tra na] muhyati sastra-samudre [2] cha cha. 

References. LEUMANN, Ubersicht, p. IIIb. WICKERSHEIMER, Cat. Gen. Mss. 47, p. 785, No. 
4482. KA.PAOIA, Cat. BhORI, 17.1, Nos. 177-81. VELANKAR, JRK, p. 357. - Ed. Pt. 
HARGOVINDADAS (Palital)a, Muktikamala Ser. 10. sarµ. 1976). 

Notes. The edition mentioned above was reprinted in the same Series as no. 38 in sarµ. 1992 
from Baroda. - The last folio of the Ms. is considerably damaged and hence the text is mutilated, 
see above. (Cf. also Ser. No. 1.) We have supplemented the gaps using Cat. BhORI, 17.1, pp. 
162-3. -- On the term "parµcarµga-pustakam" in the scribal vs. (!) see Introduction, § 2.2 and 
§ 3.5.2. The same scribal remark is to be found in Cat. BhORI, 17, No. 177 (cf. No. 178). Have the 
scribes copied "~ac.JarµgI-(pustakarµ)" from their original (a palm-leaf Ms.)? - The commentary 
is also called Vipaka-sruta-(or, -sutra-)pradei>a-vivaral)a, or -pradesa-vyakhya. For further editions 
etc. see e.g. JSBI 3, p. 412. 

Serial No. 11 

Leumann : S 420b. (Max-Muller-Stiftung, 120) Wickersheimer : 4506. 

For description of the Ms. see Ser. No. 47 (with a list of Texts 1-5). 

«Text 2 » MahaniSitha-siitra (Pkt.), III. 26.1-27 .2. 

(Fol. 6 A-B 5
) [26.1] se bhayavarµ evarµ jah'-utta-vil).aovahal).el).arµ Paficamangala

mahasuyakhandham ahijjittal).arµ puvviil).upuvvie pacchiil).upuvvie al).al).upuvvie, sara-














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































